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Abstract

Decades of research on compression ignition engines have led to a highly effi-
cient combustion cycle in contemporary diesel engines. Nonetheless, the com-
bustion process is being studied perpetually to meet both current and future
emission regulations. One of the most influential parameters that impacts the
combustion quality, is the fuel spray evolution during injection, and subsequent
fuel–air mixture formation inside the engine cylinder. The spray evolution has
been investigated to a high level of detail, and the highly complex processes
of mixture formation and combustion are well-documented for diesel engines.
Most of these investigations are limited to studying either research-grade injec-
tors, or brand new production injectors. Injectors in real-world diesel engines,
i.e. normal passenger cars and trucks that are used on a daily basis, are however
subject to deposit formation at the tip of the injector nozzle. These deposits
have the potential of altering the internal nozzle flow and fuel spray pattern,
which in turn degrades combustion quality and increases engine emissions.

In the work presented in this thesis the spray evolution of production in-
jectors has been studied over a wide range of injector conditions. Common rail
light-duty injectors with a usage history of up to 90 000 miles were acquired
from the UK commuter car parc, and several brand new injectors were studied
for comparison purposes. It is shown that the spray pattern of the injected fuel
changes over the lifetime of the injector. For used injectors a reduced penetra-
tion rate was observed in the transient regime of fuel injection, during needle
lift. The reduced penetration rate was often accompanied by anomalous ra-
dial expansions. Although the magnitude of the effects varied from injector to
injector, the highest mileage injectors tended to produce the strongest spray
deviations. For several high-mileage injectors the end of injection appeared
retarded with respect to new injectors. Expulsions of liquid ligaments and
droplets after the end of injection were observed from all injectors, irrespective
of the mileage of the injector.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 50 years every street in London will be

buried under nine feet of [horse] manure.

–The Times, 1894

For large cities, the necessity of transport of goods and the environmental

pollution resulting from the transport has been an intricate problem for well

over a century. In order to sustain the inhabitants, a continuous transport of

food and goods into, and a continuous transport of waste and garbage out of

the city is essential. By virtue of the widespread incorporation of the inter-

nal combustion engine in transport at the beginning of the 20th century, the

above-mentioned catastrophe predicted by The Times at the end of the 19th

century has been averted. Although the internal combustion engine could be

considered an environmental saviour for the 19th century pollution problems,

at the start of the 21st century the widespread use of combustion engines is

considered to be at least partly responsible for several world-wide problems

including climate change and (locally) air pollution and smog. As there are

no readily available plug-in alternatives to the combustion engine1, reduction

of the environmental impact of combustion engines is attempted through leg-

islating emission, fuel economy, and fuel composition. The ever increasingly

stringent emission requirements forces car manufacturers and fuel companies

to perpetually conduct research in order to improve engine efficiency and fuel

1This is an extremely complicated problem to which there is no simple solution readily

available, and which stretches beyond the transport sector. The author considers electri-

cal vehicles a promising future alternative to light-duty combustion engines. However the

electric power required to charge electric vehicles must be generated, and replacing internal

combustion engines with electric ones will merely shift the emission problem.

14



economy of internal combustion engines, and to synthesize ‘cleaner’ fuels. In

this ever-growing field of research all aspects of the internal combustion en-

gine have been, and are being, re-investigated and evaluated to further reduce

emissions in order to satisfy future regulations.

The work presented in this thesis elaborates on one aspect within this

tremendous research field of combustion engines and their emissions. It offers

an insight into a possible cause for the formation of in-cylinder soot and nox

by closely considering the lifetime fuel spray characteristics of diesel injectors.

This investigation should therefore be considered as a research aimed at fur-

thering existing knowledge on in-cylinder processes responsible for soot and

nox formation, especially for engines running high-mileage (i.e. old) injectors.

1.1 Diesel combustion

The operation of the diesel engine, the workhorse of both heavy goods and

long distance transport, is based on the compression-ignition principle inside

an engine cylinder. By compression of air inside an engine cylinder, as a result

of a piston moving towards the top dead centre (tdc), the temperature of

the compressed air is increased to several hundreds of degree Celsius. Once

the piston reaches the appropriate position, and the air is compressed to the

required pressure and temperature, a small amount of fuel is injected into the

cylinder by a high-pressure fuel injector. The injected fuel will atomize as a

result of the high injection pressure and subsequently evaporate and ignite due

to the high temperature inside the cylinder, all occurring in a very short time

span. This combustion of (diesel) fuel leads to a further increase of the pressure

inside the cylinder, performing work as the piston is pushed downwards. The

complete internal combustion process, briefly mentioned here, is assumed to

be known and understood by the reader, and any reader not familiar with the

working of internal combustion engines is advised to read Internal Combustion

Engine Fundamentals by J.B. Heywood [1], providing an excellent introduction

to the workings of internal combustion engines in general.

The crucial part of such a compression ignition combustion cycle lies in the

timing and control of the fuel injection process. When injector and cylinder

are working in perfect tandem, the injected fuel will mix and evaporate in the

compressed air, resulting in a fuel–air mixture and combustion utilizing most

(ideally all) available air while fully burning all injected fuel. Combustion will
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be complete, pressure gain and available work will have been maximized, and

ideally the only combustion products would be co2 and h2o. In reality, lack of

an adequate amount of air entrainment locally into the fuel spray can result in

incomplete combustion of the injected fuel, which can lead to (excessive) soot

formation and nox formation. Other negative effects of bad injector-cylinder-

engine matching may include liquid fuel impinging on the cylinder wall, excess

unused air providing unnecessary ‘dead volume’, and combustion might occur

too early (or too late) in the cycle. Due to decades of research, injectors and

cylinders have been co-designed to provide an as-good-as-technically-feasible

fuel–air mixture through optimizing fuel spray formation and evolution during

injection, utilizing as much of the available air as possible. Despite major

leaps made past decades, the combustion of diesel fuel inside a cylinder is still

not perfect, and some formation of incomplete combustion products in the

engine cylinder still occurs. Unburned fuel residuals, soot and particulates,

can form deposits inside the engine cylinder, and when these deposits form at

or in the tip of the fuel injector they might lead to a further degradation of

the combustion quality by negatively affecting the fuel injection process. In

addition, prolonged use of injectors can lead to wear, most notably cavitation

damage in the tip of the nozzle, which can further alter the fuel injection

process, reducing combustion efficiency. Research on the fuel spray evolution,

its effect on combustion quality, and the impact deposits have on both fuel

spray and combustion, is treated in more detail in Chapter 2.

1.2 The research treated in this thesis

The experiments and research done at Brunel University London, and as re-

ported on in this thesis, was conducted to investigate the impact of injector age

(mileage) on the diesel fuel spray evolution, by optically studying fuel sprays

from different production injectors. To this end optical, time-resolved, images

were recorded of fuel injections from different injectors. By comparison of

fuel sprays from new injectors to those from used injectors that were acquired

from real world diesel vehicles at different mileages, the effect of injector age

(mileage) on the evolution of the fuel spray was determined. Unique aspects

of this research, compared to other research on spray evolution from used or

deposit rich injectors, are:
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� Time-resolved injections were recorded to a sufficient detail to follow

short-lived transients occurring at the very early start and at the end of

injection.

� Injectors analysed in this research originated from vehicle engines from

the ‘UK public commuter fleet’, i.e. the injectors were standard produc-

tion injectors. The injectors were worn – and fouled – through nor-

mal on-road daily use of passenger cars instead of being purpose-fouled

for/by the research community. As such the injectors investigated in this

research, and the conditions they are in, are necessarily realistic.

� The total injector pool of 20 injectors contained new injectors, injectors

that had done 30.000 miles, 60.000 miles, 90.000 miles, and end of life

(eol) injectors, providing an extensive range of injector conditions.

It is hoped that understanding the effect injector wear and deposits have on

the fuel spray evolution will allow either a redesign of injectors or development

of fuel additives, leading to the mitigation of fuel spray degradation. By main-

taining optimal spray characteristics throughout the engine’s life, combustion

will remain optimal and the total life-cycle emission of a diesel engine can be

expected to be reduced accordingly.

1.3 Thesis outline

The current chapter, which provided an introduction on the research subject,

is followed by Chapter 2, treating the current state of knowledge regarding

fuel spray shape and evolution in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 provides several key

aspects from research done on fouling of injectors and the impact on combus-

tion quality and fuel economy. Section 2.3 ultimately provides an overview

of research done to date on optically recording diesel sprays from deposit rich

injectors.

In Chapter 3 an initial investigation is treated in which fuel injections were

conducted into a liquid back-pressure environment. The initial investigation

with a high ambient density was intended as a proof-of-principle to determine

whether, and in what sense, injector age and the presence of deposits at the

tip of an injector altered fuel sprays during injection. The investigation re-

sulted in observations and recorded transient effects well beyond expectations.

The investigation was subsequently expanded and provided sufficient data and
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new insights to become a major part of this work altogether. Chapter 3 has

the classical format of a report, consisting of an introduction followed by the

treatment of the experimental set-up (3.1). The measurements section (3.2)

shows a selection of the recorded injections, and is followed by a section on the

analysis of the results (3.3). The discussion (3.4) and conclusion (3.5) sum-

marize the observations and conclusions drawn based on the pilot project, and

include a treatment on the main advantages and disadvantages of the method

applied.

Chapter 4 uplifts the research piloted in Chapter 3 to a higher plane by

replacing the liquid back-pressure medium with a compressed constant volume

chamber (cvc) and several other improvements. The cvc allowed injection

of diesel into a compressed, heated, and gaseous medium providing ambient

densities comparable to those encountered in a engine cylinder. Under these

(realistic) conditions, injectors were investigated with a higher level of detail

than in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 has the same basic layout of Chapter 3, and

refers to the corresponding sections in Chapter 3 where applicable, as part of

the experimental set-up and analysis was identical for both experiments. A

short discussion on the main characteristics and relevance of the results will

be treated in Section 4.4. Conclusions and new insights are provided at the

end of Chapter 4, in Section 4.5.

A more in-depth discussions of the results will be treated in Chapter 5,

where a comparison to existing literature of the results from Chapter 4 will

be provided. Comparison of spray shapes from clean, new, injectors to models

available in literature will confirm the injectors and injection conditions applied

in this research are consistent with what would be expected from fuel injectors

inside engines.

General conclusions based on the research presented in this thesis, the

highlights from Chapters 3 and 4, are treated in the Conclusions, Chapter

6. An outlook on further research to increase the knowledge of the impact

of deposits on combustion is treated in Chapter 7. This Chapter will provide

ideas for interesting follow-up studies to investigate some unexpected anomalies

presented in this thesis. It will not treat a continuation of this specific research

(i.e. the classic outlook), as research continuing along the line as discussed in

this thesis has been picked up by other research groups. The author has

noticed an increased interest in these aspects during the time the research was

conducted. This is also reflected in Section 2.3, where one can see papers
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published on similar subjects as treated in this thesis were published during

the time this research was conducted, 2012 to 2016.
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Chapter 2

Background on diesel sprays

and deposits

Over the past decades the diesel fuel spray and its evolution have been re-

searched extensively. The dynamics of spray formation and the dependence on

injection parameters have been found to be very complex, and the details are

still not fully understood. Main driving force behind these researches is the

realization of improved engine efficiency and reduced emissions, that can be

achieved by targeting sprays into the engine cylinder, thus improving mixing,

ignition, and combustion, in diesel engines. The present chapter provides an

overview of the current knowledge on diesel spray evolution and the impact of

injector deposits.

Section 2.1 will discuss the framework of high pressure injection, atom-

ization, fuel spray evolution, and ultimately combustion. The main goal of

Section 2.1 is to provide sufficient background on injection characteristics to

allow identification of spray changes treated in subsequent chapters, and esti-

mate their impact on the combustion process.

Despite the available knowledge on the evolution of fuel sprays, and despite

the improvements in emission reductions in diesel engines as seen in recent

decades, the emission and combustion efficiency of a diesel engine slowly de-

grades throughout its lifetime. The most common culprits for efficiency degra-

dation of real-world1 engines, when considering the injection system, are the

1The term ‘real-world’ is used several times in this work. ‘Real-world engines’ refers, in

this thesis, to engines that are used according to the intended application, by the general

population. I.e. a real-world vehicle engine should be an engine inside a normal vehicle,

being used to drive that vehicle. Research-grade injectors or engines operated for the sole

purpose of research are not considered ‘real-world engines’ in the context of this thesis.
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formation of deposits and wear of injectors, most notably cavitation damage in-

side the nozzle. Section 2.2 provides the results of several recent investigations

into combustion efficiency, fuel consumption, and the formation of deposits.

Although these researches are primarily looking at external parameters only,

i.e. degradation of fuel consumption or power output related to injector condi-

tion and the presence of deposits, it clearly shows that combustion quality in

engines degrades over time. Vast amounts of data exist in literature, discussing

the effects of different fuels and their quality on combustion efficiency and the

coking of injector nozzles. Chemical analysis provides insights into the origin

of most deposits. Several investigations are performed by artificially doping

fuel with the right additive to enhance the deposit formation, and this provides

opportunities to study deposits and efficiency loss. It is a well-established fact

that deposits can have a severe impact on the diesel engine efficiency. A no-

table omission in this field of research is the lack of fuel spray investigations,

and despite numerous studies on deposit formation and elimination, changes

to the fuel spray structure as a result of deposits have not been studied.

The final section of this Chapter, Section 2.3, will treat recent investigations

that were carried out optically to explore the impact of injector deposits on the

fuel spray evolution, atomization and subsequent combustion. This is however

still an emerging research field. The research treated in this thesis was also

aimed at investigating the effect on fuel spray evolution from used and deposit

rich injectors. At the start of the Ph.D. research in 2012, there was virtually

no information available on this subject, and as will be shown in Section 2.3

the most relevant literature on this subject is dated around or after the start

of this research project.

2.1 The evolution of diesel sprays

The compression ignition diesel engine relies, as the name indicates, on the

ignition of fuel by compression of air inside a cylinder. By compression of

trapped air inside a cylinder, the temperature and pressure of the gas rapidly

increases to approximately 1000 K at about 5 MPa. The high temperature will

allow fuel introduced into the cylinder to spontaneously ignite and combust,

after evaporation and mixing. To ensure combustion occurs at the right time,

fuel is introduced into the cylinder shortly before tdc in conventional diesel

engines. Complete combustion of all fuel within the available time requires
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rapid evaporation and proper mixing with available air inside the cylinder.

Introducing fuel into the cylinder by high pressure injection through a (or

several) small orifice(s) forces the liquid fuel to break up and atomize during

injection, and this atomized stage provides a high surface-to-volume ratio of

the liquid droplets, aiding rapid evaporation. By varying parameters such as

injection pressure, nozzle geometry, and piston (bowl) shape, further control

can be exerted on air entrainment, mixing and evaporation of the atomizing

fuel jet. Optimizing fuel injection, fuel spray evolution, and subsequent fuel–air

mixing, greatly improves the quality of combustion.

In this thesis, spray research is limited to consider only non-impinging liquid

sprays which are injected into a quiescent, stationary, gaseous environment

from a non-swirling nozzle. Under these conditions, the injected liquid breaks

up into droplets of certain size and velocity, depending on the applied pressure

difference. This breakup is classically divided into the following four regimes,

depending on the injection pressure or liquid jet velocity.

� Rayleigh regime - Observed for a laminar liquid flow with a low velocity.

The combination of surface tension and instabilities in the surface leads

to the formation of long-wavelength surface waves. These waves amplify

further downstream due to the interplay between surface tension and liq-

uid inertia. Eventually the tip of the jet breaks up into ligaments, which

subsequently break up into droplets. Droplet diameters are typically 1.5

to 2 times the orifice diameter.

� First wind-induced regime - Occurs for higher liquid velocities. Compa-

rable to the Rayleigh regime, but the formation of surface instabilities is

augmented by the liquid–gas interfacial forces. Breakup of the jet will

start closer to the nozzle, and droplet diameters are on the order of the

orifice diameter.

� Second wind-induced regime - At even higher injection velocities, short-

wavelength instabilities quickly lead to breakup of the liquid stream.

These instabilities will form small droplets at the surface of the liquid

core, creating a conical expanding cloud of atomized droplets surrounding

the liquid core. The origin of the short-wavelength instabilities lies in the

liquid–gas interaction, and is caused by the large difference in velocities

between the liquid jet and the ambient gas. Atomized droplet diameters

are much smaller than the orifice diameter, and the expanding atomized
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Figure 2.1.1: The four breakup regimes for liquid jets. (A) Low pressure injection in the

Rayleigh regime. Breakup of the liquid jet leads to droplets with a diameter larger than

the orifice diameter. (B) At an increased injection velocity the liquid – gas interaction leads

to breakup into smaller droplets, on the order of the orifice diameter. (C) Higher injec-

tion pressures lead to the rapid growth of surface instabilities that break up into atomized

droplets shortly after the liquid jet has left the orifice. (D) At the highest injection pressures

atomization occurs at the orifice exit, the liquid core is tremendously reduced in length.

cloud entrains ambient gas as it moves further downstream of the jet.

� Atomization regime - For the highest injection velocities, the breakup

and atomization occurs directly at the nozzle exit and an atomized cone

surrounds the liquid core immediately upon exiting the orifice. The com-

bination of turbulence in the liquid jet, cavitation, and liquid–gas inter-

actions are responsible for the breakup starting directly at the nozzle

exit. Droplets are atomized with diameters much smaller than the ori-

fice diameter.

The four breakup regimes are depicted in the cartoon provided in Figure

2.1.1, and a more detailed description of the breakup process can be found in

[2] or in any recent textbook on liquid atomization and sprays, for example [3].

Diesel engines operate in the fourth jet breakup regime, and atomization occurs

at the nozzle exit. In the atomization regime both the surface-to-volume ratio

of atomized droplets, and the mixing of the droplets with air, is maximized.

This leads to a rapid evaporation and mixing of fuel with air, and will provide

the fastest way of achieving a combustible mixture. In an engine, the thus

prepared combustible mixture will spontaneously ignite as a result of the high

in-cylinder temperature, and the subsequent increase in in-cylinder pressure

allows the engine to perform work.
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Figure 2.1.2: Different stages of the injected fuel when injecting into a high temperature

environment, at a sufficient pressure to ensure atomization. Top row: (A) Upon high pressure

injection the liquid fuel quickly atomizes near the nozzle exit, the atomized droplets have

high momentum, primarily in the axial direction with a small radial component. Breakup of

the liquid and forward velocity of atomized droplets entrain ambient gas into the atomized

cloud. (B) Droplets evaporate in the high-temperature gas and initially keep a high forward

momentum and continue air entrainment. (C) As droplets continue to evaporate momentum

is lost and the fuel vapour fraction in the surrounding gas increases. (D) When the droplets

have evaporated the mixture of ambient gas and fuel vapour is locally rich and may not

be a fully homogeneous mixture. (E) All liquid fuel has evaporated and local mixing has

resulted in a uniform mixture within combustible limits. Bottom row: The accompanying

quasi steady-state shape of a non reacting diesel fuel spray.

The next step in understanding basic spray characteristics then looks at

the effect of the high ambient temperature on the atomized spray. Not sur-

prisingly the entrainment of high temperature ambient air into the atomized

stream leads to droplet evaporation into the entrained air. The initially rich

fuel–air mixture will continue to mix with entrained air whilst the atomized

droplets continue to evaporate, until the fuel has fully evaporated and mixing

has led to a uniform, homogeneous mixture. This process, which completes

well within a few milliseconds is schematically depicted in Figure 2.1.2, top

row. The atomized droplets undergo different stages of entrainment and evap-

oration processes, that occur at increasing distances downstream of the orifice

due to the high initial velocity. This space-separated process of atomization,

evaporation, and further mixing, will eventually result in a time-averaged quasi

steady-state spray shape as depicted in the bottom row of Figure 2.1.2.
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Autoignition occurs at the fuel–air interface closer to stoichiometry, and

subsequent combustion of the fuel vapour will occur downstream of the spray

where fuel and air have mixed to within combustible limits. The burning of the

evaporated fuel on the outskirts of the spray in combination with the contin-

uous supply of a fresh fuel–air mixture will eventually lead to the combustion

spray attaining a quasi steady-state shape. The quasi steady-state spray flame

will resemble the spray depicted in Figure 2.1.2, with a diffusion flame burning

around the edges of the spray head. Conceptual models of diesel fuel sprays,

their evolution, and the expected burn characteristics much as described up

to this point, have been around for decades [4][5]. Experimental identification

of underlying characteristics was not achievable until measurement techniques

improved, roughly at the end of the twentieth century.

With the extensive application of novel techniques including laser induced

incandescense (lii) of soot, two-colour fluorescence, x-ray transmission mea-

surements, and infrared spectrometry in the last decade of the last century, a

better insight was acquired regarding the detailed processes of mixing, com-

bustion, and soot formation [6][7]. The ability to locate ignition sites and

combustion, and to determine soot formation regions inside the spray, allowed

the extension of the then-existing model to incorporate the (experimentally

determined) combustion processes occurring inside the spray tip. These re-

searches led to modification of the assumption, as made above, that all com-

bustion occurred in a sheet surrounding the outer layer of the fuel spray. Most

notably the observation of soot formation occurring inside the spray head in-

dicated combustion occurred at least partly within the fuel-rich regions. The

modified model for a combusting spray based on these experimental observa-

tions, and incorporating the location within the spray where both premixed

and diffusion controlled combustion occurs, has been described in detail in [8]

and has been widely accepted as the de facto standard for high temperature

diesel combustion. Figure 2.1.3 provides a modified version of the spray in

Figure 2.1.2, including the ignition and soot formation sites as described in

[8]. Upon fuel injection and immediate onset of atomization, in the red and

dark-orange coloured regions in Figure 2.1.3, air is entrained into the atomized

spray. Evaporation of fuel droplets and further mixing with available air (mot-

tled dark-orange) will eventually lead to a rich fuel–air mixture downstream of

the spray (orange), which by further mixing with air will become sufficiently

lean (yellow region) to allow complete combustion. Premixed combustion has
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Figure 2.1.3: Schematic of a burning diesel spray with combustion sites for a high-

temperature high speed direct injection (hsdi) engine, inspired by the work presented in

[8].

been observed to occur in the fuel-rich mixing region indicated by the black

crescent band in Figure 2.1.3, and soot precursors are formed in the wake of

this premixed combustion. Diffusion controlled combustion occurs at the edge

of the spray (green band), and soot has been observed to form in the grey-

shaded region on the right in Figure 2.1.3. Soot formed in the grey region

will further oxidise once it is transported to the diffusion-controlled burning

envelope around the spray.

Mixing, evaporation, and combustion inside a diesel engine are strongly

dependant on both injection and ambient conditions, and it should be under-

stood the model provided in [8] and depicted in Figure 2.1.3, aims at describing

combustion for high temperature, quiescent high speed direct injection (hsdi)

engines only. A comparable conceptual model has been developed to describe

diesel combustion under low temperature, exhaust gas recirculation (egr)-

diluted conditions, and a review on the subject is provided in [9]. Side by side

comparison of both high and low temperature models, which is provided in [9],

immediately shows the combustion processes are strongly dependant on engine

operation conditions. For the present work, only the model described in [8] is

relevant.

Up to this point only the stable, quasi steady-state spray shape has been

discussed, the transient start and end of injection have not been considered.

During the stable injection regime most fuel is injected and burned inside an

engine, and this spray regime is arguably the most important part of the fuel

injection process. Nonetheless, as measurement techniques advanced, and as

emission regulations became more stringent, researchers were increasingly in-

vestigating the transient phases occurring at the start and end of injection.
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Investigations that recorded spray atomization, including the early transient

regime of spray build-up, observed temporal spray widening well before the

start of the 21st century [10]. Early researches were however primarily aimed

at furthering general knowledge on the overall spray build-up, and transient

characteristics of spray formation were studied to identify limitations in ex-

isting models. Recent research is by contrast focussed specifically on these

deviations and anomalies, not necessarily studying the impact of anomalies on

global spray development. Over the past decades, the initial injection phase

has been studied in high detail to acquire a better understanding of the primary

spray break-up inside diesel engines [11], and numerous models are available

to calculate break-up characteristics [12]. In addition, novel techniques in-

corporating X-Ray Phase Contrast Imaging (x-ray pci) and ballistic photon

imaging, have allowed researchers to investigate the liquid core present inside

the diesel spray [13][14]. This region is invisible to ‘classical’ optical techniques

due to the high density of the atomized shell around the liquid core. The in-

jection and combustion process, including the transient spray regimes, can be

divided into the following four stages:

� Early start of injection - Time window starting directly at the start of

injection (soi), covering the very first bit of fuel leaving the nozzle. Small

anomalies are observed, showing distinctly different behaviour from the

transient phase in the next point. These anomalies are typically observed

within the first 100µs after the start of injection (asoi).

� Transient regime - Start of spray formation and transient build-up of the

spray shape, lasting from the soi up to the start of the quasi steady-state

spray regime, roughly about 0.5 ms asoi2. Transient spray widening and

asymmetric early development can be observed to occur in this regime.

The needle is lifted inside the injector at a finite velocity, and part of

the transient characteristics are expected to be the result of a changing

internal nozzle flow caused by needle movement. After the needle has

reached the fully open position, fuel flow will subsequently stabilize and

lead to the quasi steady-state injection regime.

� Stable or quasi steady-state regime - Recently receiving more interest with

2The duration of the initial transient regime depends on injector mechanics and injection

conditions. The indicated 0.5 ms was the typical time window in which transients associated

with needle lift were observed for the injectors investigated in this work.
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the novel possibilities to record the liquid core inside the spray. This is

the most well-known phase of the diesel spray, and has been studied for

several decades.

� End of injection and post-injection3 - Impact of terminating the injection

on spray evolution and atomization. After the valve has closed, fuel

residuals present in the sac and/or orifices can be ejected post-injection,

resulting in ligaments and droplets entering the cylinder. Recent studies

with x-ray systems on internal nozzle flow during and after the valve

has closed, provide more insight in end of injection (eoi) flow behaviour.

Recent advances highlighting the current state of knowledge on these four

regions are treated in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Start of injection

With the availability of modern high-resolution camera systems, long distance

microscopes, and high power light sources, near-nozzle study of the very first

start of injection has become feasible. Recording the soi shows the build-

up of the fuel spray is not a clean, instantaneous process. The soi shows the

presence of a spray tip anomaly moving at a relatively low velocity. This initial

anomaly is rapidly overtaken and/or penetrated by subsequent injected fuel

that leaves the orifice at a higher velocity, as has been observed in [15][16][17].

The evolution of the initial fuel mass, often shaped like a mushroom, has

been recorded with unprecedented resolution in [18]. Although the origin of

this very early anomalous spray start has not been researched extensively, the

current consensus on the origin of the tiny pre-injection is that it results from

fuel residuals present inside the orifice from an earlier injection. Where [15]

shows the presence of an atomized jet appearing shortly before the main (liquid

phase) injection starts, [16] includes images of a liquid mushroom head at soi.

The more recent paper [18] was able to measure, at different conditions, both

the vapour state and the liquid state of this very early anomaly, along with

the subsequent penetration of the mushroom cloud by the main fuel injection.

3In Chapter 4 this stage will be split into two separate stages to discriminate between

different observations done in the present investigation.
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Figure 2.1.4: Mushroom-shaped anomalous soi, assumed to be caused by residual fuel in

the orifice being ejected by the inrush of liquid fuel at the soi. Taken from [16]. The text

and the scale displayed in the image were manually added by the present author.

Figure 2.1.4 provides an example of a mushroom shaped cloud, taken from

[16]. In [18] the relevance of this anomaly for contemporary engines is dis-

cussed; If the anomaly is the result of fuel residuals in the orifice, this proves

there is a fuel residual that remains inside the orifice after injection has ended.

This residual fuel can lead to the formation of deposits inside the orifices,

possibly altering internal flow and subsequent spray evolution.

2.1.2 Transient regime

In the transient regime, lasting from soi until the diesel fuel spray has at-

tained a quasi steady-state spray shape, the fuel spray tends to show several

transient characteristics. The initial spray is wider than the quasi steady-state

spray width, and the accompanying fuel spray cone angle changes during this

transient period. The penetration rate of the tip of the atomized spray is high

in the early build-up regime and the spray tip velocity decreases to zero near

the end of the transient phase. In the stable regime the fuel spray cone an-

gle is constant and minimized, and the spray tip velocity is zero as the spray

has reached a steady-state. Empirical relations exist for the spray tip velocity

in the transient regime, and the dependence on parameters such as injection

pressure and ambient density can readily be found in literature [1][3]. Despite

the available relations, a fundamental model for calculating-from-scratch the

early spray evolution is not available. An early empirical relation between

spray tip penetration at the start of injection and several physical parameters
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determining spray evolution was formulated in [19] as

0 < t < tb : S = 0.39
(2∆P

ρl

)0.5
t (2.1)

t > tb : S = 2.95
(∆P

ρa

)0.25
(Dt)0.5 (2.2)

tb = 28.65
ρlD

(ρa∆P )0.5
(2.3)

where S indicates spray penetration, ∆P the pressure difference over the noz-

zle, ρl,a equals the density of the fuel (l) or ambient environment (a), and D is

the orifice diameter. tb provides the break-up time, an empirically determined

characteristic time at which the fuel spray penetration changes from being

linearly dependant on time, having a constant velocity in Equation 2.1, to a

square-root dependence in Equation 2.2. The empirical penetration relations

provided in Equation 2.1 and 2.2 have been generalized for wider injection

conditions in [20]. These generalized equations,

(2.1) ⇒ S = Cv

(2∆P

ρl

)0.5
t (2.4)

(2.2) ⇒ S =
( Cv

√
2Ca

a · tan 1
2
θ

)0.5(∆P

ρa

)0.25
(Dt)0.5 (2.5)

provided similar dependencies on pressure and density as the model discussed

in [19], with the empirical constants replaced by relations incorporating orifice

parameters that depend on the detailed nozzle geometry. The effect of ambi-

ent density on spray dispersion and penetration was included in Equation 2.5

by application of the factor a · tan 1
2
θ. The two coefficients Cv and Ca were

introduced to correct fuel penetrations for losses in flow velocity (Cv) and re-

duction of effective orifice diameter (Ca), both directly related to the detailed

flow behaviour inside the orifice. The velocity and area coefficients are in turn

related through the discharge coefficient Cd = Ca ·Cv, which provides the ratio

of actual fuel flow versus the theoretically maximum fuel flow, based on orifice

geometry. Although Cd, Ca and Cv can be considered constant for most prac-

tical applications, the coefficients vary during injection, see for example [21].

A more recent study on the variation of the coefficients during injection from a

multi-hole nozzle is provided in [22], and shows different orifices from a single

sac nozzle can have different discharge coefficients during a single injection.

Contemporary research is conducted on the early spray evolution stage,

motivated in part by the need to develop an extended model to provide bet-

ter predictions on spray evolution and the dependence of different parameters
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involved [23][24]. In addition to the studies aimed at developing an extended

model, studies are conducted to determine if existing models still suffice for

modern diesel engines [25][26]. Investigations into the latter point is partially

motivated by the increased technical possibilities to study transient behaviour

of sprays. Higher precisions could be achieved and re-measurement of estab-

lished spray stages might lead to new insights regarding underlying depen-

dencies. For example, in [27] it was shown the spray tip penetration at soi

increased proportional to

S = α · t
3
2 (2.6)

where α was a numerical parameter determined by fitting the 3
2
-power law

to recorded penetration data. Based on Equation 2.4 the penetration was

expected to provide a linear relation, the spray tip velocity being constant.

Measurements in [27] were done in a non-reactive, inert environment. Later

investigations under reactive conditions and with application of several differ-

ent orifice configurations in [28], confirmed the t
3
2 provided better predictions

than the classical, constant velocity model. In [28] the single fitting parameter

α applied in [27] was replaced with an empirical relation of several injection

parameters, leading to the following correlation for spray penetration at the

very early start of injection.

0 < t < tb : S =
( ρl
ρa

)0.25(ρ1/3a ∆P

12ρl

)0.5
t3/2 (2.7)

A further investigation conducted under inert conditions, treated in [29],

included measurement series from other groups to determine under which con-

ditions experimental measurements of the spray tip velocity deviated from

Equation 2.7. Here it became apparent the early spray penetration velocity

can vary between different research groups, depending on the experimental

conditions, and the data provided in [29] corresponded best to the relation

provided by Equation 2.6 with accompanying determined values for α. The

trends remained similar, in support of the t
3
2 dependency of penetration, but

the pre-factor in Equation 2.7 apparently depended on the detailed experimen-

tal configuration.
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Figure 2.1.5: Penetration at soi, as found in [29]. The three fit lines correspond to the

classical linear spray tip penetration (Hiroyasu and Arai) and two models incorporating the
3
2 -power law with different parameter estimates, from [27](Kostas et al.) and [28](Taskiran

and Ergenemen). Right hand graph provides a magnified view of the lower left corner of the

leftmost graph.

Figure 2.1.5, taken from [29], provides a graph where the (classical) linear

velocity assumption alongside both results from [27] and [28] are plotted. Right

graph in Figure 2.1.5 provides a magnified view of the early start of injection

of the same graph. Despite the strong modification of the relations for the

early spray tip penetration, changing from Equation 2.1 to Equation 2.7, the

authors in [27], [28] and [29] noted the relation for the break-up time, Equation

2.3, provided sufficient accurate results in the new models. A more recent

investigation on the spray tip penetration at the start of injection in [30],

indicated better agreement between model and experiment can be achieved by

replacing the break-up time in Equation 2.3 with the time of peak tip velocity,

i.e. the time at which the spray tip velocity is highest.

Spray models used for calculation of the fuel spray cone angle initially only

treated the stable regime, acknowledging (but not analyzing) the initial tran-

sient phase showed an increased width of the atomized spray [19]. In recent

years the study of the transient phase through high speed imaging techniques

have clearly shown that early spray widening occurs before the stable regime

commences. Apart from the general observation that spray widening occurs,

variations in spray widening, even under identical conditions, makes quanti-

tative analysis impractical. Figure 2.1.6 provides an example where for four

injections conducted under identical conditions, the fuel spray cone angle in

the transient regime can differ by as much as 30% [31]. Modern breakup mod-

els allow simulation of the turbulent nature of the early spray buildup and

subsequent quasi steady-state spray shape, and provide numerically calculated

spray shapes in (very) good agreement with experiments [32][33].
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Figure 2.1.6: Example of the inconsistency of the early spray tip widening. Graph shows the

determined fuel spray cone angle for four injections conducted under identical conditions.

Note how in the first 0.8 ms of the injection the maximum fuel spray cone angle can attain

any value between 31 and 42 degrees. Taken from [31].

2.1.3 Stable regime

Once the spray has attained a steady-state condition, the spray will resem-

ble the schematic provided in Figure 2.1.3 for a high-temperature high speed

direct injection (hsdi) engine. During the stable regime, most of the fuel is

injected into the cylinder. Combustion quality and efficiency is for a major

part dependant on the spray characteristics during the stable regime. In [8]

the average spray behaviour during the transient soi and the subsequent start

of combustion have been described, ultimately leading to the quasi steady-

state burning diesel plume, as depicted in Figure 2.1.3. Figure 2.1.3 however

provides an artificially smoothed, idealized model of a combusting diesel spray,

and combusting sprays measured in an experiment will show jagged edges due

to local turbulence and injection to injection variations of the overall spray

shapes. Contemporary investigations into the stable regime are conducted to

understand interface properties and liquid–gas interactions, and on the details

of spray formation and breakup.

A relative new field of research in the stable spray regime is the detailed

study of the surface structure of the liquid core inside the atomized shell. This

region is obscured for direct optical imaging by the dense atomized shell sur-

rounding the core. The global structure and length of the liquid core has

previously been studied with either direct-sampling methods (for example
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Figure 2.1.7: Measured liquid core present inside a stable diesel spray. The different images

correspond to different imaging techniques and were taken from different articles. (A) x-ray

pci image of the liquid core, showing the change in liquid core structure when changing the

amount of orifices in the nozzle while maintaining same injection conditions [39]. Note the

liquid itself is transparent to x-ray radiation, allowing structures inside the liquid core to

be resolved equally well as the surface breakup structures. (B) Ballistic photon image of a

liquid core from a dodecane injection, recorded with an illumination window of only several

picoseconds [41]. The surface of the core can be seen to have a complex breakup pattern.

wire probes [34]), or non-intrusively by using (most notably) mie-scattering

of laser light [35]. Contemporary high-power Light Emitting Diodes (leds)

are capable of providing sufficient illuminating power to allow mie-scatter anal-

ysis of the liquid core as well [36]. Recent investigations apply x-ray systems,

utilizing either beam attenuation (absorption imaging, for example in [37])

to determine spray density, or phase alteration (x-ray pci, for example in

[38][39]) to image detailed surface structures of the liquid core inside the at-

omized spray. Ballistic photon imaging [14] has been developed as a non x-

ray alternative technique using high-power lasers, to study surface structures

of the liquid core. Measurements of the liquid core inside the evolving diesel

spray provides additional information on the mechanism of atomization and

breakup within the atomized cloud, and allows verification of existing models

describing breakup. Figure 2.1.7 provides examples of the surface structure of

the liquid core, measured with (A) x-ray pci, and (B) ballistic photon tech-

niques. A more in-depth description of the techniques involved can be found

in [40], which provides a review on imaging the liquid core inside atomizing

sprays.
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Figure 2.1.8: Expulsion of ligaments and droplets post-injection. Left image column taken

from [43], injection pressure of 150 MPa into an ambient gas at 440 K pressurized to 2.0 MPa.

Right image column taken from [15], injection pressure of 112 MPa into ambient atmospheric

conditions. Note left image column was recorded from a mini-sac nozzle, right image column

was acquired from a vco nozzle. The ligament expulsions are expected to be a universal

characteristic of diesel injection systems, and not specific to any one nozzle configuration.

2.1.4 End of injection and post-injection

At the end of the stable regime, fuel injection is stopped by closing of the

valve inside the nozzle. This termination of the fuel injection would ideally

be discrete and abrupt, changing from a steady-state fuel injection during

the stable regime to a completely ceased fuel flow, without the occurrence of

any transient end of injection (eoi) effects. For real injection systems this

termination of fuel flow is accompanied by a short transient period, leading

to short-lived spray alterations. During, and directly following, termination

of injection, a change in injection characteristics of the evolving diesel spray

can be observed [42]. Most notably the expulsion of macroscopic ligaments

and droplets after needle closure have been widely observed and recorded both

for valve covered orifice (vco) and sac nozzles, see for example [15](vco)

and [43](sac). Examples of the stable spray and the post-eoi expulsion of

ligaments and droplets are provided in Figure 2.1.8. The images were recorded

close to the nozzle providing only the liquid and atomized stages, leftmost

images acquired from [43] and rightmost from [15].

In addition, stopping the fuel flow will alter the spray shape of the main

injection, as there will be no further influx of fresh fuel to sustain the spray.

The ending of the fuel flow can lead to recession of the liquid length [44],
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Figure 2.1.9: Recession of the liquid length in the atomized stage after the end of injection

(aeoi) [44]. Except for injection pressure all parameters were maintained constant. Note

how recession of the total liquid length for the lowest injection pressure requires more time

than for the higher injection pressures (time indicated in bottom-left two images).

i.e. the total length of the liquid core inside the atomized spray will reduce

when the injection stops. This is in itself not an unexpected feature of injection

dynamics. When injection ceases the fuel flow is, after all, expected to stop

while breakup and evaporation continues until all liquid fuel has evaporated.

Imaging this process leads to furthering understanding of the eoi dynamics,

as the observed reduction can be coupled to other observed changes in spray

evolution and combustion. Figure 2.1.9 shows three time traces of the liquid

length post-injection taken from [44], indicating injection pressure influences

the liquid length recession, a higher injection pressure resulting in a more rapid

decrease of the liquid length.

Similarly, terminating the fuel flow leads to a change in the flame lift-off

length (flol) for combusting sprays, resulting in a flame front moving either

towards or away from the nozzle once injection has ended. The dependence of

the flol on the speed with which the needle closes has been studied in [45].

Slow eoi termination can lead to combustion recession, i.e. decrease of the

flol [46]. A fast termination of the fuel flow can however lead to the flol

increasing post-injection [45]. The graph presented in Figure 2.1.10 indicates

the changes in the flol resulting from different ramp-down profiles controlling

valve closing. Near-nozzle fuel–air mixing at eoi can lead to the formation of

local pockets of lean mixtures, stagnated close to the nozzle, which remain

present even after injection had ended completely [47].
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Figure 2.1.10: Dependence of flame lift-off length (flol) on mechanical eoi parameters.

Graphs show flol determined through chemiluminescence of either ch∗ or oh∗ species, at

indicated time after end of injection. It can be seen for rapid valve closing (Fast eoi) the

flol increases aeoi while for slow valve closing (Slow eoi) flame recession occurs. Graph

acquired from [45], manipulated to show both graphs side-by-side. Cylinder conditions at

start of injection were 860 K, 18.5% o2, ambient pressure of 11.3 MPa. Injection pressures

varied for different combinations of Fast eoi–Slow eoi.

Once the needle has reached the closed position, fuel motion inside the

nozzle continues for a short time. With the help of x-ray pci, gaseous bub-

bles have been observed to move inside the injector tip after needle closure,

indicating liquid flow inside the nozzle post-injection [48]. The origins of the

gas bubbles have not been researched extensively but are expected to be a

combination of (vapour-filled) cavitation bubbles created inside the nozzle,

and cylinder gas ingested into the nozzle. The latter type of bubbles are un-

welcome in the nozzle holes, as hot combustion products in combination with

(evaporating) fuel can lead to the formation of deposits inside the orifice. In

[48] the authors observed such ingestion of cylinder gas into the nozzle at eoi,

occurring simultaneously with the expulsion of ligaments. Figure 2.1.11 pro-

vides several images from [48] showing (left) a ‘raw’ recording of air bubbles

trapped inside the nozzle, (middle) several algorithm-detected bubbles inside

the nozzle at different ambient pressures, and (right) ligaments expelled after

end of injection (aeoi) recorded in the same measurement series as the internal

bubbles. Ligament and droplet images show a reduced contrast compared to

Figure 2.1.8 due to the x-ray pci technique applied in [48].
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Figure 2.1.11: Gaseous bubbles present inside an injector nozzle after injection has ended,

measured with x-ray pci. (left) Raw image showing the presence of several density gradi-

ents (bubbles) inside the nozzle, injection pressure of 150 MPa. (centre) Bubbles detected

inside the nozzle post-injection for three different ambient pressures, injection pressure was

maintained constant at 100 MPa. Images were recorded at least 1 ms aeoi to ensure the

bubbles were stationary. (right) Ligament ejection aeoi observed to occur simultaneously

with gas bubbles being ingested into the nozzle, for an ambient pressure of 0.1 MPa, 0.25 ms

after the end of injection. All images taken from [48], left and right images have been rotated

by 90°.

2.1.5 Combined characterization of fuel sprays

The steady state spray combustion cartoon provided in Figure 2.1.3 can now

be expanded with the observations treated in Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 to allow

a qualitative description of the temporal evolution of a combustion spray.

As the needle inside the injector lifts at the beginning of injection, the

inrush of fuel into the nozzle will expel any residual fuel and gas present in the

tip from previous injection events. This will lead to a (tiny) mushroom cloud

or atomized droplet spray entering the cylinder prior to the main injection.

The subsequent start of the main injection shows transients associated with

needle lift, as the spray builds up towards the spray shape in the stable regime.

In the initial transient regime the spray length increases until the stable phase

commences, at which time the spray will remain in a quasi steady-state until

eoi. The fuel spray will show an irregular, widened spray tip, and often the first

ignition occurs locally in this part of the injected spray. Total spray penetration

and accompanying penetration rate (spray tip velocity) are commonly used to

indicate the early evolution. Empirical relations for the spray tip penetration

during the early injection regime are provided in Equation 2.5 and Equation

2.7. In the stable regime, a quasi steady-state spray with burning tip provides
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a continuous combustion process in which the majority of all fuel is burnt.

The stable regime does show jagged, turbulent edges around the combusting

spray tip, but general spray characteristics remain fairly constant. Main spray

characteristics are defined by:

� Liquid length - Total length of the core inside the atomized fuel spray

that is in the liquid phase. Indicated by the maximum distance the liquid

core reaches from the orifice.

� Flame Lift-off Length (flol) - Distance from the orifice to the nearest

plane in which a flame is observed. The atomized spray close to the nozzle

will not have evaporated and mixed sufficient to provide a combustible

mixture. At fixed injection and ambient conditions, there ideally is a

fixed distance downstream of the nozzle where entrainment and mixing

has become sufficient to allow combustion.

� Spray cone angle - The apex angle of the cone formed by the atomized fuel

spray, for combusting sprays reaching up to the flol. Evaporation and

combustion downstream of the spray beyond the flol makes defining

a spray cone angle impractical, and the fuel spray cone angle is mostly

studied under non-evaporating conditions. The spray cone angle depends

on injection conditions and nozzle geometry, and an empirical relation

can be found in [1] to be

θ = 2 arctan
(4π
√

3

6A

√
ρa
ρl

)
(2.8)

where A is a constant dependant on nozzle geometry.

Although the outer layer of the spray is already atomized at the orifice exit, a

jagged and turbulent liquid core is continuing breakup and atomization inside

the atomized shell. At the end of injection, the termination of the fuel flow

leads to a reduction of the liquid length while the remaining atomized droplets

quickly evaporate. The rate at which the liquid length recedes is dependant on

the injection pressure. A simultaneous change in flol is also observed, where

depending on the speed at which the injection ends there can either be an

increase (fast-closing), or a decrease (slow-closing) in the flol. Directly after

these effects caused by cessation of the fuel flow, ligaments and droplets are

expelled from the nozzle, while gaseous bubbles from the cylinder are ingested

into the nozzle tip. The end of injection can lead to the formation of local
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Figure 2.1.12: Qualitative description of the injection and combustion process, adding tran-

sient stages at soi and eoi to the stable spray provided in Figure 2.1.3. An explanation of

the depicted stages is provided in Section 2.1.5. Note the length scales are different for the

five depicted spray stages.

fuel–air mixtures in close proximity of the nozzle tip. The complete injection

process is qualitatively depicted in Figure 2.1.12.

2.2 Injector deposits

Injection sprays treated in the previous section have been optimized in com-

bination with the cylinder geometry to provide the best possible combustion

inside engines. This combustion is however not perfect, and the formation of

small amounts of soot and unburned hydrocarbons (ubhc) will occur inside

an engine cylinder. Carbonaceous deposits can form inside the cylinder, and

these deposits can form at/in the injector, altering fuel flow and spray pattern.

In addition, mechanical wear of injectors near the end of their life can also af-

fect internal fuel flow. This is not new and both formation and removal of

deposits at the tip of the nozzle have been investigated for decades [49][50][51].

Diesel engines have had this effect mitigated down to a minor issue by using

robust fuel injection systems and addition of detergents to the diesel fuel, and

under normal operating conditions nozzle coking and wear should not notice-

ably impact engine performance4. Application of hsdi engines in light-duty

vehicles in combination with increasingly stringent emission regulations has

led to the design of more complex, downscaled, high-pressure, and highly ad-

vanced injection systems since the turn of the century. This increase in the

4I.e. slight nozzle coking will occur, however diesel engines will not suffer a dramatic drop

in performance as a result of these deposits within the injector lifetime.
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complexity of the injection system has led to a reduced tolerance to deposits

and increased sensitivity to fuel quality [52][53]. In addition, blending biodiesel

(or bio-alcohols) with petrodiesel is considered a viable option for reducing net

co2 -emission from diesel engines, creating a broad range of fuel compositions

the fuel injection system is subjected to. The fuel quality of different biodiesels

can vary widely as both fuel composition and the level of contaminants depend

on the feedstock used for the production of biodiesel and the production meth-

ods. Using diesel-biodiesel blends of varying quality and possibly high levels

of contaminants in contemporary, quality-sensitive, fuel injection systems can

lead to unacceptable levels of deposit formation, degrading engine efficiency.

A concise review on the different aspects of biodiesel production, engine emis-

sions, and performance degradation can be found in [54], while [55] provides a

review on six of the most commonly considered biofuel alternatives for diesel

engines.

Early investigations into coking phenomena in common rail passenger cars

identified metallic contaminants as one of the main constituents of the de-

posits [56]. Fuel additives, most notably acidic lubricants, were shown to dis-

solve small amounts of different metals into the fuel, and for fuels containing

high levels of zinc, excessive deposit formation was observed. Detergents used

in heavy-duty diesel engines had only little effect on reducing or preventing

nozzle coking. Subsequent tests were performed to study the impact nozzle

deposits have on torque loss and smoke emission, and how the use of detergents

improved engine performance [57]. The impact of nozzle coking on future5 in-

jectors would be severe, as up to 15% engine torque loss was measured for

fouled experimental (euro 5) injectors. Injector deposits and its adverse ef-

fect on engine performance is of concern for all diesel engine oems that are

meeting euro 6 emission regulations. Figure 2.2.1, taken from [58], provides

an example of the torque loss over time for an engine running a zinc-doped

fuel to accelerate deposit formation, for the indicated time. All injectors were

clean at the start of these tests.

An extensive research, treated in [59], investigated the impact of contami-

nant concentration, nozzle tip temperature, and the presence of cavitation on

5The cited article is dated 2005, and ‘future injectors’ referred to injectors that were

expected to be used in the near future, at high injection pressures and with small orifice

diameters. The experimental injector treated in the article was an injector designed to meet

‘future’ euro 5 standards.
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Figure 2.2.1: Impact of zinc concentration in the fuel on engine torque. Note the loss in

combustion quality is the result of the formation of carbonaceous deposits and the zinc-

doping was applied to accelerate the coking process. Taken from [58].

the formation of deposits in the nozzle. As a contaminant, zinc was once more

applied to ensure rapid formation of deposits. The investigation indicated

higher injector tip temperatures could lead to an increase in deposit forma-

tion, although the effect was less than the impact of zinc doping. In addition,

the deposits formed inside the orifices were analysed to determine morphology

and composition, and it was shown that the structure of deposits depended

strongly on the accompanying formation rate. Figure 2.2.2 provides images

from [59], indicating (left) power loss as a function of engine running time,

and (right) Scanning Electron Microscopy (sem) images of deposits near the

orifice exit.

With the introduction of the cec f-98-08 (dw-10) Direct Injection, Com-

mon Rail Diesel Engine Nozzle Coking Test in 2008, testing the effect of fuel

quality on the formation of deposits has been standardized for common rail

diesel engines. The test was primarily designed to determine the effect of fuel

quality and detergents on preventing and/or eliminating deposits, but can be

used as a standard protocol to study the formation of deposits. To produce

deposits, and degrade combustion in a controllable way, the test indicates the

use of zinc salt (zinc-neodecanoate) to create a 1 ppm zinc concentration in a

high-quality fuel. The doped fuel can then be used as a reference low-quality

fuel. Subsequent comparison of the dw-10 test protocol to a real-world en-

gine [60] indicated the coking test protocol resulted in efficiency losses and

injector deposits similar to those measured in real-world engines. Additional

tests on the effect of biodiesel on deposit formation showed different batches
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Figure 2.2.2: (left) Effects of deposits, induced by zinc-doping the fuel, on rated power and

fuel injection rate. (right) sem image of deposits present inside the nozzle close to the orifice

exit, after a nozzle coking test. Both graphs and image taken from [59].

of the same biodiesel can have varying results on coking levels [60]. Applica-

tion of biodiesels in the dw-10 test led to results ranging from no observable

deposits to a severe deposit formation, worse than achieved by zinc doping a

high-quality fuel. A recent review paper on the causes and effects of diesel in-

jector/nozzle deposits, with several examples of biodiesel-induced coking, can

be seen in [52]. Figure 2.2.3 indicates the power loss measured with the dw-

10 test protocol for (left) three different batches of 10% biodiesel blends, and

(right) for petrodiesel doped with zinc versus biodiesel. Without knowing the

detailed composition of the biodiesel, it is impossible to determine a priori

whether a given petrodiesel–biodiesel blend will produce injector deposits. A

recent study on the impact of non-zinc metallic salts on nozzle coking, applying

the same dw-10 protocol, is provided in [61].

In addition to deposits forming at the tip of the injector, the impact of in-

ternal injector deposits (iids) has also been investigated in recent years [62][63].

Internal deposits are however not formed as a by-product of combustion, as the

injector internals are never exposed to high temperatures or reactive conditions

as present at the tip of the injector. Here, fuel chemistry is responsible for the

formation of soft soap layers or hard polymeric deposits inside the fuel injection

equipment. While zinc appears to play a negligible role in the internal deposit

formation, sodium salts play a dominant role. Reactions of sodium salts with

corrosion inhibitors, and a reduced oxidation stability of the fuel, appeared to

be the major causes for internal deposit formation [64]. Another investigation
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Figure 2.2.3: (left) dw-10 nozzle coking test applied to three different commercially available

10% biodiesel–diesel blends. (right) Same test, comparing a zinc-doped mineral diesel to the

bottom b10 blend from the left graph, and to the same b10 blend with additional zinc

doping. Both graphs taken from [60].

Figure 2.2.4: Example of an injector needle covered by iids. Left image provides a needle

free of deposits, right image shows a same type needle removed from an injector after the

injector failed proper operation. Both images taken from [66].

[65] indicated sodium in combination with pure petrodiesel led to no noticeable

iid formation, however a blend containing 10% high-quality biodiesel did lead

to the formation of iids. In addition it was found that combustion enhancers

can lead to an increased iid growth rate when thermal decomposition of these

enhancers occurs inside the injector. Copper contamination in combination

with high-sulphur fuels can also lead to internal deposits [65]. An example of

an injector needle covered in iids is shown in Figure 2.2.4 [66], analysis of these

deposits revealed that they contain high levels of both sodium and calcium.

Some fuel additives designed to reduce deposit formation can accidentally en-

hance the formation of iids when the fuel contains fatty acids [67].

The presence and formation of deposits is a well-documented process in

diesel engines and, as treated above, some metallic salts can accelerate the

deposit formation inside the injector, nozzle, orifices, and at the injector tip.

In general, deposits will form by the very nature of the combustion cycle. The

formation of deposits from high-quality, high-purity fuels is however negligible

over the lifetime of the injector. Low quality fuels, or fuels which enhance
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contaminant uptake due to fuel chemistry, show an increased rate of deposit

formation and may lead to combustion degradation well before the injector

has reached its eol. To prevent issues with existing engines, biodiesels from

different feedstock and different production methods can be tested with the

dw-10 cycle, to determine susceptibility to deposit formation [68][69].

2.3 Spray degradation from fouled injectors

Nearly all the research work treated in Section 2.2 measured power loss or

increased fuel consumption, and was related to the amount and type of de-

posits. The impact of the presence of these deposits on the spray evolution

as treated in Section 2.1, is however researched only recently. Initial investi-

gations on the impact of nozzle coking on spray evolution for modern direct

injection (di) diesel systems were conducted as early as 1992 [70]. This inves-

tigation revealed that sprays were not noticeably altered, although the engine

and injection system used were not representative for contemporary common

rail hsdi passenger car engines. A later investigation in 1997 on the effect of

nozzle coking on spray structure for two-stage injectors [71] did reveal minor

alterations of the spray pattern, and a reduced early penetration rate was ob-

served. The authors of the latter paper [71] indicated that several observations

were not well understood and would require further research. Surprisingly, the

optical investigation of sprays from fouled injectors received negligible atten-

tion after publication of the 1997 paper. Investigations continued, as described

in the previous two sections, on the understanding of the spray structure and

evolution from new or research-grade nozzles, the effect deposits and nozzle

coking have on engine performance, and the formation of deposits resulting

from the use of biodiesels.

In 2012, at the start of this research, the lack of investigations into (possi-

ble) spray shape deformations from fouled nozzles was considered by us6 to be

an interesting research opportunity to further knowledge in the field of diesel

sprays and combustion from real-world engines. In addition to the research

started in 2012 at the Brunel University London, a few other groups started

6Finding a suitable and promising research subject at the start of my Ph.D. research was

not done by me alone. The decision on the research question to investigate has been agreed

upon in collaboration with the supervisor and the industrial sponsor. Claiming I considered

this a promising research subject would be inappropriate.
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Figure 2.3.1: Reduction in (left) spray penetration and (right) spray cone angle caused by

deposits on/in the injector nozzle. Red after injector run-in trend lines correspond to spray

behaviour of a clean injector. Black after ageing trend lines indicate the characteristics from

the fouled injector. Both graphs taken from [72].

looking at spray shape alterations from deposit rich injectors.

A broad investigation in 2012 [72] studied deposits both optically and chem-

ically, and investigated the effect of deposits on spray shape evolution and en-

gine performance. Based on the results, the authors concluded nozzle coking

led to a significant reduction in both fuel spray cone angle and penetration

length. These two effect were expected to lead to a reduction in fuel–air mix-

ing, thus degrading combustion quality. Figure 2.3.1 provides two graphs from

[72], indicating the reduction in spray cone angle and penetration resulting

from nozzle coking.

Another optical investigation into the effect nozzle coking has on the fuel

spray evolution was conducted in [73](2013) and [74](2014), both investiga-

tions conducted on the same test engine. In agreement to [72], a reduced

spray penetration was observed for the fouled injector. The fuel spray cone

angle measured in [74] however showed an increase for the majority of the mea-

surements on the fouled injector. Analysis of the combustion characteristics

indicated that fouled injectors produced on average higher soot concentrations,

higher nox emissions, and more particulate matter (pm) in the exhaust. The

increase in nox formation was attributed to local ‘hot-spots’ observed during

combustion when using the fouled nozzle. Figure 2.3.2 provides the nox and

pm exhaust measurements from [74].

The few investigations highlighted here provide an indication of the effect

deposits have on the fuel spray evolution. A more detailed investigation of the

impact of nozzle deposits on the spray shape evolution throughout the whole

life cycle of the injector has however not been conducted to-date. The research

presented in this thesis aims at filling this void by investigating, time resolved,
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Figure 2.3.2: Comparison of engine emission of nox and pm for a new and a fouled injector

at different operating conditions. 1500×2 indicates results measured at 1500 rpm engine

speed, 2 bar brake mean effective pressure (bmep). Similarly 2000×5 indicates tests at 5 bar

bmep and an engine speed of 2000 rpm. Graphs taken from [74].

the fuel spray evolution from injectors at different stages in their life. Although

the injectors used in the present investigation showed clear signs of deposits

both at the tip of the nozzle and inside the orifices, the deposit rich injectors

are referred to as used injectors. The used injectors investigated in the present

research were not purposefully fouled in a test bench by adding metallic salts,

but were acquired from light-duty vehicles in the UK commuter car parc. It

is expected that all observations were primarily caused by the presence of

deposits. For the highest-mileage injectors researched in this investigation, it

can however not be excluded that some mechanical wear might have influenced

the results.
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Chapter 3

Characterising sprays by

injecting high pressure diesel

into water

An initial investigation on the spray shape evolution from used, end of life

(eol) injectors was conducted in a high density liquid backpressure medium.

By application of a liquid backpressure medium, experiments at atmospheric

conditions were possible, greatly reducing complexity and safety issues of the

experimental set-up. Although a liquid backpressure medium is not a realistic

combustion-capable and reactive medium, it is suitable for a more fundamental,

comparative study of spray shapes. By comparing in a systematic, reproducible

way tens to hundreds of fuel injection events, any differences in the behaviour of

used versus new injectors could be determined, at the very least qualitatively.

Injection into a liquid backpressure medium allowed determining if there was

a structural difference in spray behaviour between fuel sprays from a new

or an eol injector. Apart from the ease with which a liquid backpressure

set-up could be built from readily available materials, this method proved

very successful as an initial study on spray evolution alterations from different

injectors. In addition to the use of a liquid backpressure environment, the

experimental set-up was used as a testing facility for controllers, led light

sources and other hardware, making it an ‘initial experimental set-up’ in the

broadest possible sense.

This chapter provides the reader with an alternative approach to recording

and analysing fuel sprays under conditions not directly suitable for combustion

research. The approach treated here was found to be very useful for a com-
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parative study on spray shapes and their evolution. The minimal amount of

required resources and the ease of use of the set-up presented here might prove

valuable to researchers and groups who would benefit from a quick, qualita-

tive, injection rig for testing purposes. It should be stretched the set-up is not

intended as an alternative for, but as an addition to, pressurized chambers or

optical accessible engines in fuel spray research.

As a result of the broad testing, recording and analyses done on the im-

aged fuel sprays, sufficient data (and understanding) was generated to allow

publication of part of the results. The results presented in Sections 3.3.2 and

3.3.3 have been treated in [75] and additional measurement results on Rape-

seed Methyl Ester (rme), not treated in this thesis, have been presented at

FISITA 2014 [76].

3.1 Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up applied in this part of the research contained several

alternatives to commonly used methods of recording fuel sprays. The initial

set-up was built to test whether any difference in fuel spray evolution from a

used injector with respect to a new injector could be recorded, and the practical

minimum demands on the set-up were that it should:

� allow time-resolved optical recording of an evolving fuel spray,

� allow easy replacement of the fuel injector,

� provide good reproducibility,

� not require significant safety measures or expensive equipment.

By considering injection into a liquid backpressure medium the second point,

the third point, and part of the fourth point, were immediately satisfied. A

container filled with a liquid medium does not require air-tight constructions,

high pressure systems, or any accompanying safety measures. A liquid-filled

tank would not require a closed system, provided the injector was sufficiently

immersed in the liquid to prevent the fuel spray from breaking through the

surface upon injection. The liquid has a fixed density at atmospheric condi-

tions, and pressure and temperature dependence of the density is low, resulting

in highly reproducible ambient conditions. To satisfy the first point, a high
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Figure 3.1.1: Schematic of the experimental set-up used in the initial investigation, where

injections were conducted in a high density ambient environment.

speed camera suitable for recording the spray evolution during injection was

borrowed from the epsrc1.

In order to record an injection event at high frame rates, additional il-

lumination of the fuel spray was required. The fuel spray was illuminated

in a front-lit configuration, as the injectors under consideration were multi-

orifice injectors, making back-illumination (shadowgraphy) impractical. An

additional advantage of a front-lit configuration is that the alignment of optics

is less critical compared to, for example, Schlieren imaging. Taking the last

point in the above list into consideration, the use of lasers was ruled out as

a light source in this part of the research. Based on the successful application

of led light sources in other researches reported in literature, a high power

PhlatLight CBT-120 led was chosen as an illumination source, inspired by the

application of this specific led in [77]. For the high pressure fuel delivery to

the injector, a passenger car common rail pressurized by an air-driven pump

was utilized. A schematic overview of the set-up used in this investigation is

provided in Figure 3.1.1, the corresponding equipment is listed in Table 3.1.

A detailed description of the main apparatuses is provided in the following

sections.

1The Engineering Instrumentation Pool of the epsrc provided high-end (expensive) cam-

eras, laser systems, light sources, microscopes, and what-not on a free loan basis to affiliated

organizations and universities. The loan pool facility has however been discontinued in 2015.
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Material Brand, type number

Fuel filter FFR-G12P In line Filter (20µm)
Fuel pump PowerSTAR 4 P4333EVN
Common rail 4-injector passenger car CR,

maximum rail pressure 150 MPa
CR pressure gauge Hi-Pro 104482, 0–250 MPa
Injectors Several types, 5- and 6-hole light duty injectors,

new and eol
Injector driver Hartridge
Injection chamber Plexiglass water tank, 50 l
Backpressure medium Clear tap water, ambient air at 18 ◦C
Camera system Phantom MIRO 4, monochrome camera

- Lens Nikon Zoom 24–85 mm f2.8
Illumination source Phlatlight CBT-120-G, green high power led

- Central wavelength 521 nm
- fwhm 40 nm
- Driver board Luminus Devices, DK-136M-1

Pulse/delay generator In-house built timing and control unit
- Micro-controller ATMEL ATtiny13-20PU (9.6 MHz)

Table 3.1: Details of materials used in the experimental set-up for the liquid backpressure
investigation.

3.1.1 Fuel pump and common rail

The fuel assembly consisted of a pneumatically driven fuel pump, working at a

pressure ratio of 1:333, powered by compressed air at a maximum pressure of

0.6 MPa. The pressurized fuel, filtered through an in-line fuel filter upstream

of the fuel pump, was collected in a common rail. The pressure of the common

rail was determined by use of an analogue pressure gauge, connected directly

to the common rail. Pressure was set and maintained at 40, 60 or 80 MPa by

varying the input/drive pressure. A short (roughly 45 cm) fuel line connected

the common rail to the injector. Commercially available mineral diesel (EN590

compliant) was used as fuel.

3.1.2 Injector driver and injectors

Six different types of eol injectors, showing the clear presence of external

deposits, were acquired for this initial investigation. For comparison purposes,

a new injector was acquired for one type of the used injectors, and a full

comparison of spray shape evolution conducted on this one type of injector
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is treated in Section 3.3. For the remaining five deposit rich injectors, an

unused counterpart was not acquired and analysis was limited to recording

the occurrence of transients only. All injectors were common rail multi-orifice

injectors, having 5 or 6 orifices, depending on the injector type.

A Hartridge injector driver, specifically designed for use in research envi-

ronments, was used to control injections. By use of an external ttl-compatible

triggering port, the injector driver was triggered time-synchronized with the

camera and illumination source. The injection duration was varied from 300 µs

to 3 ms in order to determine optimal injection and recording conditions. For

the optimal recording conditions the injector driver was set to produce injec-

tions lasting approximately 0.6 ms.

3.1.3 High speed camera

Injections were recorded using a monochrome vision research Phantom

miro4 camera, borrowed from the epsrc Engineering and Instrumentation

Pool. The miro4 is a hand-held high speed camera, recording at frame rates

and resolutions ranging from 800×600 pixels at 1265 fps to 32×16 pixels at

111 100 fps. For testing purposes several combinations of frame rates and res-

olutions were used, and after analysis of the initial results, the majority of the

recordings were done at a resolution of 128×128 pixels and a frame rate of

24 390 fps. Shutter times were varied in combination with pulsed illuminating

of the evolving fuel sprays, and this led to the selection of two optimal shutter

times of 2µs and 39µs, depending on the pulse mode of the light source.

3.1.4 High power LED

The evolving fuel spray was illuminated by a high power led in a front-lit

configuration. The led provided green light at 521 nm with a fwhm of 40 nm

and was designed for operation at a maximum current up to 36 A, for a duty

cycle below 50%. The led was driven by a DK-136M-1 led driver board, and

accepted external control of pulse width through ttl-input. Several combina-

tions of pulse widths and led currents were tested in this research, and the

pulse modes applied in the major part of these experiments were fixed at two

optimal recording modes. Mode 1 corresponded to a pulse driven mode with

4.5 µs pulses at a repetition rate of 24.39 kHz, for a total of 35 pulses while

the camera shutter speed was set at 39 µs. Mode 2 provided a single pulse of
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1.5 ms in combination with a camera shutter time of 2µs, essentially resulting

in a temporal continuous wave (cw) illumination mode for the duration of the

injection.

To minimise set-up complexity, illumination with the use of a led was

preferred over laser illumination. A possible drawback of using a led could

be a lack of optical power to allow clear imaging of the fast evolving fuel

spray. Available articles on research involving high-power led sources [77][78]

show contemporary leds allow high-current pulsed operation and should be

capable of producing pulses suitable for spray imaging. Moreover, leds do

not emit coherent and monochromatic light, while they do have a fairly small

bandwidth. The use of leds instead of lasers prevents the occurrence of

speckle patterns, which might give artefacts in images due to the coherence

of laser light. The occurrence of speckle patterns could be reduced by using

a diffuser in combination with a laser, however this would only lead to a

further increase in the complexity of the system.

The added advantage of using leds instead of lasers stretches to the

physical experimental set-up as well. leds require less safety measures and

no interlock, laser safety courses, or controlled zone is required due to the

relative low power and incoherence of the light. The physical size of a typical

high power led with accompanying cooling and power supply, in this research

less than three litres, allows easy incorporation in an experimental set-up. The

use of an arc light as an (incoherent) alternative to a laser has been considered

but deemed less favourable than the use of a led for two reasons. In the

experiment conducted, the small spectral bandwidth of the led was preferred

to the broadband emission of an arc light preventing chromatic aberrations.

Additionally, a high powered led can be pulse driven at a high repetition rate

and short illumination time, while an arc lamp generally provides flashes of

the order of milliseconds at a low repetition rate, potentially increasing motion

blur when recording high velocity transients.

3.1.5 Control and timing

For the synchronization of the injector driver, camera, and led, a controller

unit was developed and built in-house. At the heart of the controller resided

an ATMEL ATtiny13 microcontroller, programmed to produce several parallel

ttl output signals, with the appropriate delays and repetitions required for the

experiment. The main reason for using a bare microcontroller, opposed to an
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Figure 3.1.2: Graphical representation of the pulse/trigger timing. In order to record both

the dark and the illuminated backgrounds, the control unit has been set to trigger the led

delayed w.r.t. the triggering of the camera. Injection of fuel is retarded w.r.t. the triggering

of the injector driver. The red region at the end of the injection graph shows the overshoot

in measured injection duration with respect to the programmed injection duration.

off-the-shelf delay generator, was the possibility of the controller to allow the

output of highly asymmetric signals and pulse trains with varying pulse widths

and inter-pulse times coming from the same output channels2. Although the

ATtiny13 microcontroller is a low-end general purpose controller, the investi-

gation treated here did not require synchronization to a higher precision than

1 µs, which lies well within the capabilities of the ATtiny13.

After the initial testing to find optimal combinations of injector times,

illumination modes and camera settings, the microcontroller was programmed

to operate in two modes, designated mode 1 and mode 2, already shortly

described in Section 3.1.4. Figure 3.1.2 provides a graphical representation of

the timing and synchronization of the camera, led and injector for the two

different modes. In this figure Trigger signal represents input to the controller

(the closing of a switch), the Injector triggered represents the output of the

controller to the injector driver. The actual fuel injection (Injection) is both

delayed and elongated with respect to the programmed injection pulse. This

2For example, during the initial tests the microcontroller was programmed to output on

one port a signal consisting of two subsequent pulses spaced 500 µs apart with the second

pulse having a fourfold increased pulse width. This two-pulse combination was repeated nine

times with 70 ms delay between every set of pulses. Programming such an asymmetric pulse

train into a microcontroller is not more complex than programming a single, symmetric,

output signal.
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Parameter Parameter range Applied settings for
initially tested final measurements

Injection pressure 40, 60, 80 MPa 60 MPa
- Duration 0.3 ms to 3.0 ms 0.6 ms

Backpressure density 1.2 kg m−3(air), predominantly water
103 kg m−3(water)

Recording conditions 800x600 @ 1265 fps 128x128 @ 24 390 fps
to 32x16 @ 96 kfps

Mode 1 shutter time 1/frame rate 39 µs
- Illumination 3 µs to 15µs 4.5 µs
- Pulses 30 to 60 35

Mode 2 shutter time 1 µs to 10µs 2 µs
- Illumination cw, 1.5 ms cw, 1.5 ms
- Pulses 1 1

Table 3.2: Experimental parameters varied in the initial investigation.

delay is the result of a combination of an electronic delay inside the injector

driver (∼20µs), and mechanics inside the injector (∼350 µs). The injection

delay was deliberately not compensated for by piloting the injector trigger

with respect to the start of recording, although the led was delayed with

respect to the start of recording. Recording of both the non-illuminated and

illuminated injector nozzle prior to the start of injection provided dark and

light background images, which were required for image analysis. The led

signals represent the pulses sent to the led driver board by the controller and

the Camera shutter signal represents the shutter-open time of the camera. The

camera was triggered by a continuous high signal from the controller, and the

block/spike graphs depicted as Camera shutter provides the shutter behaviour,

controlled by the camera software.

3.1.6 Initial measurement parameters

In the initial phase of the investigation parameters were varied over a wide

range in order to determine optimal recording conditions. After determination

of the optimal conditions, several hundred recordings were conducted. An

overview of the investigated parametric space is provided in Table 3.2, showing

both the initially tested and ultimately applied settings.
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3.2 Measurement results

3.2.1 Spray anomalies

Measurement data consisted of monochrome images of fuel injection events,

showing the evolution of the fuel spray when injecting into either a liquid

backpressure environment or into air at atmospheric conditions. A set of im-

ages of different injection events are shown in Figure 3.2.1, accompanied by an

elaborate explanation of visible details and image quality. Based on compa-

rable qualitative determinations of image properties, the parameters provided

in the second column of Table 3.2 were optimized, resulting in the parameters

listed in the third column. These settings have subsequently been used in the

measurements treated in the following section.

When recording the fuel spray development from different injectors under

identical conditions, direct comparison of the acquired spray images is possible.

Such a comparison of injections from a new and used injector demonstrated

the occurrence of anomalous transients when using an eol injector. Figure

3.2.2 provides image sets of injections from different used injectors along with

one set of images recorded from the new injector. All injectors were fitted

with a six-orifice nozzle, except for the injector on the second row, which

had five holes. The new injector (bottom row) provided a symmetric and

highly reproducible spray shape. The eol injectors all produced similar radial

expanding transients and it was decided to continue the research with the one

injector for which a new counterpart was available3.

3It was considered excessive to acquire a new injector for every used injector and to do

all subsequent experiments for all available injectors.
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Figure 3.2.1: Examples of typical recordings. (a) Typical injection of diesel into water,

unaltered image. The bright, saturated part is the result of specular reflections off the tip of

the nozzle. (b) Same image as (a), false coloured for clarity. Saturated part has been masked

out, and two circles have been added to indicate the injector tip. The red circle shows the

outer diameter of the injector nozzle. The hemisphere at the injector tip, containing the

six orifices, is indicated by the green circle. (c) An injection event in water, where the

red arrow and dotted area indicate the presence of an air bubble at the tip. Recordings

showing air bubbles at the tip were rejected for analysis as it is unclear what the effect of

these air bubbles could be on spray evolution. The air bubbles were not stationary during

injection, and they followed the flow field of the surrounding water. (d) Misalignment of

the injector with the focal plane, the nozzle of the injector appears warped. The red lines

connect opposing orifices of the injector and should form a symmetric hexagon if the orifices

all lie in the horizontal (focal) plane. As a guide to the eye, the green circle is placed with the

origin centred at the intersection of the three lines, the radius equal to the shortest distance

to the nearest orifice. (e) Injection into air at atmospheric pressure. The lower background

density of air leads to a higher initial fuel spray velocity. This in turn reduced quality of

the spray edge by motion blur, creating (falsely) a perfect straight spray edge. (f) Injection

into air at atmospheric pressure with the injector placed off-centre and the magnification

reduced compared to the image in (e). The fuel spray from the left orifice was visible over

a longer distance, but illumination was no longer uniform.
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Figure 3.2.2: Image streaks of injections from different end of life (eol) injectors and a new

injector, injecting into a liquid backpressure medium, injection pressure 60.0 MPa. Every

row corresponds to a single injection from one injector, first six rows for eol injectors,

bottom row for a new injector. Red arrows in the first frame have been added to indicate

where a radial bulge is/will be occurring in subsequent frames. Time between subsequent

frames was 40 µs, recorded at a frame rate of 25 000 fps.
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3.2.2 Comparison of a new and end of life injector

Figure 3.2.2 shows the new injector produced a stable fuel spray shape during

injection, as would be expected. eol injectors produced transient anomalies,

recognizable as off-axis bulges indicating a change in fuel momentum from

a primarily axial to an increased radial component. This aspect was further

studied by recording several hundred injections from both the new injector and

a same-type eol injector. During this investigation, experimental parameters

were varied over a narrower field than in the previous section, the recording

conditions are listed in the third column of Table 3.2. The injectors were

both of same type and the recording conditions were kept constant in between

measurement series to allow direct comparison of recorded images. Transient

anomalous ‘bulging’ of the spray was observed in nearly every recording for the

used injector, although shape, evolution velocity, moment of occurrence, and

participating orifices varied from injection to injection. To illustrate the in-

consistency of the spray evolution from the eol injector, Figures 3.2.3 (shape)

and 3.2.4 (time of occurrence) provide image sets of the used injector, showing

the mentioned transient aspects.

To ascertain the observed anomalies are not induced by the liquid back-

pressure environment, additional measurements in free air (0.1 MPa, 18 ◦C)

were conducted. The high velocity of the injected fuel in combination with the

relatively low recording speed of 24 390 fps resulted in images of insufficient

quality to allow analysis. It was however possible to show the used injector

produced comparable anomalies under atmospheric conditions. The anomalies

could be seen in one to two frames of every recording, making analysis of the

evolution of the bulges impossible, but the presence of the bulges was success-

fully established. Several measurements conducted into atmospheric air are

provided in Figure 3.2.5, alongside the evolution of a fuel injection from a new

injector for comparison.
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Figure 3.2.3: The shape and size of transient bulges vary for different injections when injec-

tion conditions are maintained constant. The only common treat appears to be the increased

radial momentum, although the magnitude of the effect does not appear to be constant. Ev-

ery row provides one injection and different anomalous behaviours have been emphasized

with the help of small red arrows. (1) A double-bulge occurring from the same (top-right)

orifice. (2) Top-left orifice produces a strongly skewed spray. (3) The two sprays from the

two bottom orifices produce two comparably large anomalies. (4) A small atomized cloud is

separated from the main spray and remains stationary during the remainder of the injection.
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Figure 3.2.4: The moment of occurrence of transient anomalies is not constant from injection

to injection. The earliest anomalies can be observed 205 µs after the start of injection, and

in some cases anomalies will start occurring only 328 µs after the start of injection. Other

orifices might produce bulges even more advanced or retarded compared to the numbers

given here. Injection and recording conditions were identical for all injections.
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Figure 3.2.5: Bulging anomalies can be observed when injecting fuel into free air, affirming

the transients are caused by the eol injector, and are not induced by the use of a liquid

backpressure medium. The camera can record the presence of bulges, but is too slow to

record their evolution. First two image rows show two injections from the eol injector at

a magnification of 62 µm per pixel, Third and fourth row show injections from the same

injector at a magnification of 125 µm per pixel, with the injector placed off-centre. Fifth and

sixth row show injections into free air from a new injector, at 62µm and 125 µm per pixel

respectively.
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3.3 Analysis of recorded sprays and anomalies

Identification of transients observed in the previous section was done by direct

comparison of images of injections from the new and the deposit rich injec-

tor. A quantitative analysis of the observed effects requires image analysis to

determine typical fuel spray characteristics, for example spray cone angle and

penetration. This section treats the analysis of the observed spray anomalies,

recorded both in free air and in a liquid backpressure medium. Injection in

either a liquid backpressure medium or into free air are uncommon conditions

for diesel spray investigation, and therefore the analysis does not provide re-

sults that can be compared to literature. Nonetheless the observed trends in

some of the results proved illuminating for understanding the effects of injector

age on sprays. The analysis done in this section only applies to the new and

eol injector treated in Section 3.2.2.

3.3.1 Pre-analysis manipulations

Before analysis of the images to determine spray characteristics, several basic

image manipulations were applied in this investigation, and are treated in this

section. Although there are numerous ready-to-use image manipulation pack-

ages available, the image quality of the recorded data was relatively low and

applying standard image filtering packages sometimes led to erroneous results.

To prevent eccentric results, part of the analysis was done with the help of

purpose-written filters, generally incorporating existing manipulation software

libraries in a post-processed stadium for further analysis. In order to ensure

the results were cross-comparable, all recordings were analysed with the same

filters and libraries. As a result, some cumbersome preprocessing steps have

been applied to ensure sanity of the results. These manual preprocessing steps

are treated in the subsequent paragraphs, and if applicable a short discussion

and comparison to existing manipulation techniques is offered.

3.3.1.1 Pulsed versus continuous light source operation

Two different illumination/exposure combinations were used in this investiga-

tion, as listed in Table 3.2. The two modes led to a total exposure of the camera

cmos of either 4.5 µs (mode 1 ) or 2 µs (mode 2 ) for every image. Main reason
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for application of two different modes was to determine optimal conditions

for future investigations, by studying the trade-off between high illuminat-

ing power (longest exposure time) versus reduction of motion blur (shortest

exposure time). After studying several recordings, it was found the increased

exposure did not lead to either an increased motion blur or to an enhanced im-

age brightness for the water-injected experiments. Irrespective of the exposure

time motion blur was not observed when injecting into a liquid environment,

and motion blur when injecting in air was clearly present, but not significantly

different for the two exposures. Image brightness seemed slightly better for

the longer exposure when looking at features in the central core of the injected

spray, however these features were not studied as a full 3D-reconstruction of

the spray was not possible. For edge detection and threshold determination,

the added brightness did not significantly increase image quality. There was

therefore effectively no difference between mode 1 and mode 2 data sets when

injecting into a liquid backpressure environment. The investigation of the two

different pulse modes did not allow determination which setting would be bet-

ter suited for future experiments4. An advantage of this conclusion was, that

both pulse modes provided data of indistinguishable quality and both data

sets could be combined together into one set.

3.3.1.2 Intensity corrections and specular reflections

When illuminating in a front lit configuration, specular reflections off flat

metallic surfaces can lead to saturation of the camera cmos. The first prepro-

cessing step was to correct for these specular reflections. Timing and recording

were configured to ensure illumination of the injector before the start of injec-

tion, and pre-injection recorded images allowed correcting for specular reflec-

tions. Based on the illuminated background recordings, sprays that evolved

through saturated areas could be (partially) reconstructed, but spray shadows

coinciding with saturated parts could lead to additional reconstruction of ghost

sprays, as will be shown below. It was therefore decided to use a simple mask-

ing scheme to eliminate saturated parts altogether, and accept the loss of spray

parts as a result of the masking operation. The amount of specular reflections

depended on the state the injector was in, a used injector producing far less

4Based on ease-of-use the mode 2 ‘local cw’ mode was easier to apply, however the led

die temperature limit sets an upper limit on the total illumination time of roughly 3 ms,

when the led is operated at the maximum current of 36 A.
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reflections due to the deposits at the tip. It was not feasible to apply one mask

to all recordings, and an individual mask was determined and applied for each

recording. To compensate for intensity fluctuations resulting from different

illumination and shutter times, a single threshold was applied to determine

whether reflected light in any area of an image was intense enough to require

masking. Certain areas of the recorded images would never show specular re-

flections, and by determining the maximum image intensity in these regions

for a fully developed fuel spray, an upper limit for the spray intensity could

be determined. To clarify this masking and correction, Figure 3.3.1 provides

a step-by-step analysis, including an initial attempt at spray reconstruction

leading to ghost sprays. After masking all images from any recording, the im-

age intensity was rescaled to the maximum intensity still present in the image.

This was to ensure one threshold could be applied to all recordings, irrespective

of their initial recorded intensities. The binarized images in Figure 3.3.1 were

acquired by using an otsu threshold, and have been inserted for illustrative

purposes only. Section 3.3.1.3 treats a more rigorous threshold determination.

3.3.1.3 Threshold determination for binarization

Masking of all saturated parts and subsequent intensity rescaling allowed bi-

narization of the spray by application of a single fixed threshold5. Numer-

ous standard libraries are available which provide more flexible threshold de-

termination methods (otsu- or adaptive thresholds, for example), but these

threshold methods rely on intensity histograms of the individual images. Here,

depending on the spray shape (bulging or not-bulging) the histogram could

change dramatically over the complete set of images from a single injection

recording. Application of a flexible threshold algorithm, redetermining the

optimal threshold for every individual image, might lead to artificial spray ex-

pansions or contractions as a result of changing thresholds from one image to

the next. It would be possible to use, for example, an otsu threshold to de-

termine an averaged threshold based on several images, subsequently applying

the determined threshold to all images within a single recording. This would

have resulted in the application of one fixed threshold to all images, which is

operationally identical to what was done here, except the single threshold in

5As 2D images were recorded, intensity variations inside the sprays did not provide any

information on the spray evolution; a 3D reconstruction is not possible from these images.

Only the spray circumference provides ‘real data’, justifying binarization.
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Figure 3.3.1: Correction for specular reflections of the recorded images. First image row

shows a spray reconstruction which was rejected as the rightmost spray had an artificial

‘ghost spray’ interpreted by the algorithm (indicated in red). The second image row shows

the determination of the mask that would be applied to all images to correct for specular

reflections. The third row shows the effect of the resulting correction for the rightmost spray,

including the interpreted spray edges, where black half-ellipses in the second image indicate

‘ghost sprays’. Red dots correspond to the determined spray edge.
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Figure 3.3.2: Determination of the binarization threshold. Left images show the impact

different thresholds have on binarization results of the images. Middle graph provides the

spray cone angles with accompanying error margins (vertical) versus the applied binarization

threshold (horizontal). Red data points correspond to the thresholds applied in the leftmost

images. Right graph provides the standard deviations in the spray cone angles, plotted

versus the binarization threshold. Red bars in the right graph show the optimum threshold

for spray cone angle determination.

this instance was determined by error analysis.

The threshold applied for binarization was calculated by optimizing an

analysis algorithm that determined the fuel spray cone angle. By varying the

threshold and calculating the resulting fuel spray cone angle with accompa-

nying error margin for a large subset of images, it was possible to determine

the threshold that provided optimal binarized images for subsequent analysis.

Care was taken the angle determination algorithm was not applied to images

containing transient anomalies, as these spray cone angles would have been

error-rich due to bulges in the spray, distorting the quality of the angle deter-

mination routine. Figure 3.3.2 provides a graphical clarification of the method

used to determine the optimal threshold for binarization. All recordings were

done under identical conditions and by considering data from the new injector

only. For identical injection and recording conditions the spray cone angles

should therefore be the same, which is required to allow minimizing of the

standard deviation.

3.3.1.4 Further manipulations

After application of the binarization filter using the threshold as determined

above, standard libraries for further analyses were applied, in some cases aug-

mented by additional purpose-written filters. Most filters and regression algo-
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rithms were imported from the SciPy Scientific Tools for Python library[79],

most notably the scipy.odr[80] procedure for variable fitting of data, and

the scipy.ndimage.filters.sobel[81] filter for edge detection in processed

images.

3.3.2 Variations in the start of injection

The start of injection (soi) was sometimes retarded by one, sometimes two,

frames w.r.t. what was expected based on injector mechanics6. The microcon-

troller triggered camera, led, and injector synchronized within 0.5 µs, and an

injection delay of more than one frame should not occur. Based on the de-

tailed settings and generated delays in the controller, the actual injection was

expected to start 20 µs before illumination of the sixth frame in any record-

ing. This provided five illuminated pre-injection images suitable for light-

background subtraction and specular correction, see also Section 3.3.1.2. The

sixth frame should provide an image where a spray had been evolving for 22 µs

to 24.5 µs, depending on whether the recording was a mode 1 (24.5) or a mode

2 (22) recording. For the new injector the soi indeed proved highly repro-

ducible, as can be seen in Figure 3.3.3, left three columns. The six recordings

of the new injector show an almost identical penetration in the sixth frame.

It can additionally be seen in the rightmost three columns of Figure 3.3.3,

identical settings and conditions for the eol injector did not result in a repro-

ducible soi. Injections starting in the expected, sixth, frame provided different

spray penetrations, indicating not all injections started exactly at 22 or 24.5 µs

before the start of the sixth frame. The change in the exact time at which

injections started was however below the temporal resolution of the camera.

The bottom two soi image sets of the eol injector showed two extreme cases

where injections started as late as in the seventh frame, corresponding to a

minimum additional injection delay of 24.5 µs.

6The mechanics/inertia of the valves and needle lead to a delay between the start of the

inrush current, the start of the needle lift, and the start of the fuel injection. This delay is

highly reproducible, and was typically 350 µs ± 5 µs for a new injector. At a frame rate of

24.4 kfps, a delay of 2 frames constitutes an additional delay of 46µs to 82µs.
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Figure 3.3.3: Soi repeatability for the new and eol injector, injecting in water at a rail

pressure of 60 MPa. Images have been partially background corrected and false-coloured

for clarity, but have not been binarized. Apparent loss of the rightmost (and sometimes

lower-right) spray from the new injector is the result of background corrections.
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Figure 3.3.4: Determination of the frame number in which injection started, and extrapo-

lated sub-frame time soi. The green bars show in which frame the first occurrence of an

evolving spray became apparent, where the right side of the bar has been aligned with the

frame number, i.e. the tall green bar in the left figure shows that for 37 injections the spray

was first visible in frame number 6. Red bars show the soi histogram extrapolated under

the assumptions as mentioned in the text, and binned into eight bins of approximately 5µs

per frame.

To quantify the observed delay in the soi, analysis of the first occurrence

of a fuel spray from all recordings was conducted. An estimate at sub-frame

rate resolution of the soi-delay was determined by considering the length of

evolved sprays, assuming the early spray penetrated at a constant velocity for

a given injection pressure. This assumption is strictly speaking incorrect, how-

ever for a first-order estimate it would suffice. The eol injector showed large

injection to injection fluctuations with regard to early spray evolution, and a

more rigorous treatment of this data would only lead to complex calculations

resulting in the same qualitative conclusion. In order to reduce calculation

time and complexity only the evolution of the leftmost spray for every injec-

tion was considered, as hole to hole fluctuations for different injections from

the eol injector would not allow cross comparison of different orifices. The

histogram in Figure 3.3.4 shows the results of these analyses. For the new

injector nearly all (except two) injections were first visible in the sixth frame.

Detailed comparison of the recorded penetrations at the beginning of the injec-

tion showed there was a slight jitter in the start of the actual fuel injection of

up to 10µs, where it should be reiterated this jitter has been determined under

the assumptions that the early spray penetration velocity is both constant and

identical for all injections. For the eol injector the start of injection could
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occur in either frames six, seven, or (in one case) eight, and back-calculating

the moment at which the injection started provided a wide range of possible

soi-times as can be seen in the right histogram in Figure 3.3.4. It should be

understood that, as these determined starts of injections for the eol injector

are based on the leftmost orifice only, the actual start of any spray from any

orifice will significantly impact the right histogram in Figure 3.3.4. The ob-

served spread is expected to be reduced, and shifted towards the lower frame

numbers, as including more data can shift the observed soi only to earlier

times.

3.3.3 Fuel spray cone angle determination

The fuel spray cone angle was determined for injections both in air at atmo-

spheric conditions and in water. These two extreme backpressure densities

made comparison of determined spray cone angles to existing literature im-

practical, however from the point of view of analysis, and especially error

analysis, resulting spray cone angles and their evolution over time proved a

useful method for identifying anomalous spray behaviour. After initial basic

image clean-up (see Section 3.3.1) an edge detection algorithm provided the

evolution of the spray cone edges. Assuming the spray cone edge should ide-

ally be a straight line, the determined edges can be fitted using an orthogonal

regression algorithm [80]. Subsequent fuel spray cone angle determination, in-

cluding proper error propagation, will result in a list of fuel spray cone angles

for all sprays from all orifices in all recordings. The ‘proper error propagation’

is an essential part of the analysis. Fuel sprays from eol injectors produced

radially expanding anomalies, which led to a departure of the assumed straight

spray cone edge. Subsequent application of a linear fitting routine led to an

increased error margin, and by inverting the argument it was possible to deter-

mine the occurrence and presence of off-axis anomalies by monitoring sudden

increases in the standard deviations (sds) of determined spray cone angles. An

increase in the overall spray cone angle could be indicative for the occurrence

of an anomaly, but an increase in the sd additionally indicated the spray edge

was no longer straight, and proved a better indicator for the onset of anoma-

lies. To clarify the procedure and analysis, Figure 3.3.5 provides a step-by-step

determination of the fuel spray cone angle from a new injector. Figure 3.3.6

shows the effect of applying a linear algorithm to determine the fuel spray cone

angle when a radial anomaly occurs.
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Figure 3.3.5: Spray cone angle determination for a single spray. (a) Original recording of the

fuel spray injection. (b) Binarized version of the recording. (c) Spray edge determination

(green), edges were detected using the sobel filter from SciPy. (d) The determined spray

cone angle was 17.7° with a standard deviation of 1.1°. Linear fitting to the data was done

with the SciPy odr package.

Figure 3.3.6: Application of the same algorithm as applied in Figure 3.3.5 to a spray suffering

a radial expanding anomaly. Top row: Injection from the new injector with the determined

spray cone angle and sd. Bottom row: Injection from the eol injector.

Figure 3.3.7: Determined average fuel spray cone angles for a new injector, injecting into

(left) a liquid backpressure medium, or (right) free air at atmospheric conditions. Red solid

error bars provide the error margins of the determined averages, thin coloured error bars

show the variation in measured spray cone angles. At the start of injection, up to 150 µs, the

spray has not yet evolved beyond the view screen, leading to incorrect angle determinations.

The rightmost graph provides the spray cone angles from four out of six orifices. The fuel

sprays originating from the remaining two orifices were unsuitable for analysis.
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After determination of all fuel spray cone angles from all orifices in all

recordings, spray reproducibility was determined by considering the variation

in spray cone angle from injection to injection. By averaging all determined

fuel spray cone angles from the new injector, it became clear the new injector

provided a highly stable and reproducible spray, Figure 3.3.7. All determined

spray cone angles were contained within the angle interval of 13.5° to 19°,

with an average angle of 15.2° ±1.1° when injecting into a liquid backpressure

environment. The fuel spray cone angle remains highly reproducible when

analysing injections into free air at atmospheric pressure, which confirms the

low fuel spray cone angle fluctuations are not caused by the liquid backpressure

medium. For the injections conducted into free air the determined angles for

two out of six orifices have not been plotted. Due to specular reflections a

significant amount of the spray had been masked out, and the remaining spray

was too short to properly apply the analysis algorithm.

Comparable analysis of the data acquired from the used injector provided a

less uniform spray cone angle. Anomalous bulges occurring when using the eol

injector did not always occur at the same time asoi (see Figure 3.2.4). The

presence of a bulge has a severe impact on the determined spray cone angle,

see Figure 3.3.6, and the onset of bulges will lead to an increase in the average

spray cone angles determined from used injectors. This effect will become

more severe at later times asoi, as more bulges will have started evolving.

Additionally, orifice to orifice fluctuations led to a less uniform spray cone angle

during the early start of injection, before the first anomalies occurred. The

determined fuel spray cone angle evolution from an eol injector is provided

in Figure 3.3.8, for injections both into a liquid backpressure medium and into

free air.

3.3.4 First occurrence of radial expanding anomalies

The first appearances of anomalies from the individual orifices were determined

for all recordings of the eol injector. Figure 3.3.9 provides a histogram of the

determined starts of radial expanding anomalies, indicating anomalies started

occurring between 280µs and 550µs after the start of injection. Different ori-

fices show clearly distinct histograms, indicating the occurrences of anomalies

are not purely stochastic. There appears to be both a preference for bulges to

start occurring at specific orifices, and a tendency for the spread in the time of

occurrences to be dependant on the orifice under consideration. For example,
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Figure 3.3.8: Determined average fuel spray cone angles for the used injector, injections into

liquid (left) and 0.1 MPa air (right) backpressure media. The determined spray cone angles

differ for different orifices even prior to the onset of radial bulges from ∼300 µs onwards. The

onset of radial bulges is recognizable as a sudden increase in the variance of the determined

averages in the left graph. Red solid error bars provide the standard deviations of the

determined average angles, while the thin, coloured, error bars provide the accompanying

variance.

Figure 3.3.9: Determination of the start of occurrence of radial expanding anomalies for

every individual orifice. Horizontal axis provides the time after the start of injection, binned

in 41µs bins equalling the recording inter-frame time. Vertical axis provides absolute oc-

currence counts for the determined start-of-anomaly time. Not every orifice would suffer a

radial expanding anomaly for every injection, and total recorded amount of anomalies can

differ from orifice to orifice. The earliest anomalies occur 240 µs asoi (orifices 2, 3 and 4),

while the most retarded anomalies appear 575µs asoi (orifice 3).
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Figure 3.3.10: Determined average spray cone angles from individual orifices of a used

injector, after rejection of all data in which anomalous radial expansions occurred. The

light green band provides the average spray cone angles (with spread) determined for a new

injector, the light red band shows the enveloped average angles determined from the eol

injector if transient anomalies are not filtered out.

most bulges occurred at orifice 3 before 320 µs asoi, whilst for orifice 5 all

anomalies occurred 320µs or more asoi. Orifice 3 in Figure 3.3.9 provides

a slim histogram, indicating good reproducibility of the time asoi at which

bulges occur, whilst orifice 4 produced a nearly flat histogram, showing no

preference regarding the onset of bulges.

Having determined the onset of bulges for every individual recorded injec-

tion and orifice, Figure 3.3.8 can be corrected by truncating data whenever

an anomaly has occurred. Re-determination of the spray cone angle evolution

from the eol injector then provides trends suitable for comparison to the spray

cone angle evolution from the new injector. Figure 3.3.10 provides the spray

cone angle evolution from the used injector, calculated in a similar fashion

as for Figures 3.3.7 and 3.3.8, using datasets that have been trunced when

radial anomalies started occurring. For clarity the data for every individual

orifice has been plotted in a separate graph, and the average spray cone angles

determined from a new injector were added for comparison. As can be seen

in Figure 3.3.10 orifice to orifice variations in the spray cone angles remain

present, and the evolution differs from the angles determined from a new in-

jector. The variance in the determined spray cone angle for a used injector,

after rejecting anomalies, is comparable to that of the new injector which indi-
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Figure 3.3.11: Histogram of the time of eoi, providing a measure of eoi-reproducibility.

The histograms show the relative occurrences of the observed end of injection time with

respect to the time after the programmed start of injection, binned in 41µs intervals.

cates injection to injection reproducibility has become of the same order. The

average spray cone angle from a used injector tends to be slightly higher than

from a new injector after correcting for the anomalies, the graphs remain on

the upper side (or above) the green band in Figure 3.3.10.

3.3.5 Variations in the end of injection

The end of injection was studied to determine if there was jitter present upon

termination of the injection, comparable to the spread in the start of injection

treated in Section 3.3.2. By defining an injection as ended when the spray

was no longer connected to the injecting orifice, the time at which a fuel injec-

tion ceased was determined for both new and used injector. The eoi depends

solely on the termination of the solenoid current and subsequent internal me-

chanical actions, and correction for the jitter in the start of injection was not

required. The controller unit terminated the driver current at a fixed time

(±0.5 µs) with respect to the triggering of both led and camera, irrespective

of any earlier transients. Any inconsistencies in the time of eoi were therefore

the result of internal injector dynamics. Figure 3.3.11 provides a histogram

of the determined eois, providing horizontally the time with respect to the

programmed start of injection (psoi), related to the triggering of the injector

driver unit. The left histogram shows injections from the new injector predom-

inantly (>90%) ended at 600 µs to 680µs after soi, with a slight overshoot on

either side of the main two peaks. The right histogram in Figure 3.3.11 in-

dicates eoi of the eol injector was less reproducible, providing a flattened
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distribution where in the same time interval of 600 µs to 680 µs asoi slightly

less than 70% of the injections ended. The spread in the eoi was for both

injectors contained within four frames, corresponding to a maximum time in-

terval of 164µs. The most notable difference between the results for the two

injectors in Figure 3.3.11, was the relative flatness of the right histogram. This

flatness indicated the used injector on average suffered more jitter at eoi than

the new injector, whereas the more Gaussian shape of the histogram for the

new injector indicated the new injector provided a higher reproducibility of

the time at which the injection ended.

3.4 Discussion of the results

The investigation showed several interesting phenomena, however there were

some drawbacks of the method applied and injectors used in this initial in-

vestigation. Resolving several of the shortcomings of the research presented

so far was the starting point for the research as treated in the next chapter.

The main discussion points regarding the relevance of the observed effects are

treated in this section, divided into several subsections.

3.4.1 Injectors

The injectors used in this investigation were all eol injectors acquired from

a servicing station. Although mechanically and electrically the injectors were

still in working condition, it is not known if internal wear and deposits were

indeed the main cause of the observed anomalies. All injectors clearly showed

the presence of carbonaceous deposits, but none of the injectors was dismantled

in order to thoroughly check the internals. This point has been addressed by

conducting further research on injectors which were acquired from passenger

cars at mileage intervals well within the expected life time of the injectors.

In the subsequent chapter the injectors investigated were all still in working

conditions, and were acquired from cars that had driven approximately 30.000,

60.000 and 90.000 miles. The new batch of used injectors showed comparable

behaviour as treated in this chapter, and as these injectors (especially the

30k-miles ones) are expected to be relatively free of wear, it was concluded

the observed anomalies were the result of the presence of deposits in/on the

injectors. Other injector issues degrading spray quality can however not be

excluded in this spray investigation under extreme backpressure conditions.
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3.4.2 Liquid backpressure medium

The majority of the experimental data was acquired by recording the fuel spray

evolution when injecting into a liquid backpressure medium. Needless to say,

this is not a realistic condition for a combusting diesel spray and comparison

of any observations to sprays as measured inside an optically accessible engine

are at least complicated by the choice of this backpressure environment. Injec-

tion into a high temperature, high pressure gaseous medium would represent

a realistic injection condition, but then some of the observations done in this

chapter are expected to disappear. For example, the radial expanding anoma-

lies consist of very small amounts of fuel in an atomized state, and these bulges

are expected to quickly evaporate under engine-like conditions. Measurement

of the fuel spray evolution in a more realistic environment was considered es-

sential for verification of the significance of the observed effects as reported

here. To this end subsequent tests were done inside a cvc and injections were

conducted into a pressurized gaseous background, with the temperature kept

sufficiently low to prevent rapid evaporation of the atomized droplets. These

measurements are treated in the next chapter.

3.4.3 Numerical data

This chapter provided primarily a qualitative treatment of the impact of injec-

tor age on fuel spray evolution. Although some numerical data was provided re-

garding spray cone angles measured from the new injector when applied in dif-

ferent backpressures, no comparable figures were presented regarding the eol

injector. (nearly) All comparisons were done by comparing different graphs or

histograms, where often the direction of the trend line and the relative size of

the variance was used to motivate conclusions, avoiding numerical conclusions

where possible. The numerical determinations were deliberately omitted for

several reasons, of which the most important considerations were:

� The orifice to orifice variations of the fuel spray evolution for the used

injector was large. Calculations and averaging would have resulted in

numerical results for the spray cone angle, start of injection time, and

end of injection time for a used injector that could be numerically com-

pared to a new injector. When taking the individual orifices and the

corresponding spread in the averaged numbers into consideration, this
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would result in the conclusion the comparison should be considered for

its qualitative nature only, defying the point of determining numerical

values.

� Radially expanding transients provided a static or slow-evolving distor-

tion of the spray cone shape, and the resulting fuel spray could no longer

be treated as a classical, straight-edged, and rapid evolving injection.

The notion of ‘fuel spray cone angle’ loses part of its significance under

these conditions, and the main reason for determining the fuel spray cone

angle was to analyse the accompanying error margins in the spray cone

angles, precisely because the determination of an angle will generate erro-

neous results for transient-rich sprays. The accompanying error margin

was a significant bit of information and was required, together with the

spray cone angle, to determine if a deviation from a straight-edged fuel

spray cone did occur.

� In the subsequent chapter, results from an investigation under more re-

alistic backpressure conditions are treated. An extensive determination

and comparison of data acquired in this chapter seemed disproportion-

ate, considering the end result would most likely be suitable only for

qualitative comparisons.

For the purpose of comparison within the data generated in this investigation,

numerical results are provided in Table 3.3 to allow qualitative comparison of

the behaviour of the new and the eol injector in high density environments.

This data is, for the reasons stated above, deliberately not included elsewhere

in this chapter.

The standard deviations (sds) reported in Table 3.3 reflect a combined ef-

fect of different uncertainties. Uncertainties in determined spray cone angles

can arise from several causes, and upon calculation of overall error margins,

the combined effect of all errors should be accounted for. In the present inves-

tigation the limiting camera resolution and slight mismatches in the focal and

injection planes, see Figure 3.2.1 (d) for an extreme example, were the main

contributors to uncertainties in individually determined spray cone angles. The

limited camera resolution was responsible for a typical error of 1.1°, the plane

mismatch would lead to an additional error of at most 0.13°. Upon averaging

all spray cone angle data, the combined contribution of these two uncertain-

ties will be approximately 0.22°. The measured sd for the new injector is 1.1°,
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Parameter New injector eol injector

Occurrence of soi
- Frame number 5 or 6 6 to 8
- Sub-frame extrapolation 351µs (±9 µs) 376µs (±19µs)

Occurrence of eoi after soi
- Frame number 14 to 17 14 to 17
- Time estimate 644µs (±26µs) 637µs (±39µs)

Average fuel spray cone angle
- Complete injection 15.2° (±1.1°) 26° (±6°)
- Before onset of transients - 21° (±6°)
- Complete injection, trunced data - 19.2° (±2.9°)

Average fuel spray cone angle
for injection in air 7.5° (±1.1°) 16.3° (±4.9°)

Table 3.3: Numerical results acquired from the investigation as presented in this chapter.
Data refers to injections into a liquid backpressure medium, except for the last row where
the average spray cone angle is provided for injections into atmospheric air.

indicating a 1.0° uncertainty will be the result of injection to injection varia-

tions. For the end of life injector, the camera resolution and plane mismatches

led to the same error contributions, indicating the reported sds of 6° and 2.9°

were primarily caused, >5.9° and >2.8° respectively, by injection to injection

variations.

3.5 Conclusion

Without analysis of spray characteristics of the used injector inside a real, fir-

ing, diesel engine it is not possible to determine the effect deposits and wear

have on combustion. Considering the clearly observed anomalous behaviour of

used injectors it is reasonable to state some preliminary conclusions based on

the observations as noted in this chapter. It was shown in Figure 3.2.2 all eol

injectors suffered anomalous spray evolutions after the start of injection. By

recording the spray evolution when injecting into a liquid backpressure envi-

ronment, the formation of transient anomalies, recognizable as off-axis bulging,

became apparent. If these radial expanding anomalies persist when injecting

into a compressed gaseous background, comparable to conditions inside an en-

gine, it is expected combustion is at least qualitatively influenced by alteration

of the air entrainment. For one specific injector an analysis of the observed

effects has been provided, and subsequently compared to the observed spray

pattern from a new, same type, injector. The main conclusions related to fuel
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spray evolution, based on the observations discussed in this chapter, consist

of:

� Different orifices of an eol injector produce different early spray shapes,

and the observed differences can be consistent over several injections.

This can be seen in Figure 3.3.8, by looking at the leftmost data points

in the graph. Different orifices provide very different early spray cone an-

gles, but the variance in the measure data indicates a high reproducibility

of the individual early spray cone angles.

� Used injectors produce radially expanding anomalies during the early

stage of fuel injection. Participating orifices, time of occurrence, and

total width of these anomalies are not constant from injection to injec-

tion. Figure 3.2.2 provides a selection of recordings of radial anomalies,

measured from different eol injectors. The effect these anomalies have

on the evolution of the fuel spray cone angle is provided in Figure 3.3.8.

� Observed transients are not caused by the application of a liquid back-

pressure medium, as none of the observed effects remained present when

a new injector was used in a liquid backpressure medium.

� In general the eol injector provided a fuel spray that deviated both in

shape and evolution from the fuel spray recorded from a new injector.

It is not possible to draw firm conclusions on the effects these transients have

on combustion quality, but several reasonable predictions can be made based

on the observed effects. It is expected7 these anomalies can lead to the following

unwelcome fuel spray alterations inside a firing engine, affecting combustion

quality:

� Suboptimal fuel–air mixing - Although an altered fuel spray does not

necessarily lead to a reduced air entrainment in itself, modern cylinder-

injector combinations are co-designed based on the assumption the in-

jected spray resembles a straight, uninterrupted fuel spray cone with a

fixed spray width and penetration. Any occurrence of radial anomalies

will temporarily alter the air entrainment process, and a change in fuel–

air mixing can occur. Considering the level of sophistication involved

7This can not be stressed enough. I definitely did not observe any of the stated expec-

tations, but I consider these expectations to be quite reasonable, based on the observations

done up to this point. But they remain ‘guesstimates’.
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in the design of injector and cylinder, it is assumed any alteration in

fuel–air mixing is deemed to lead to a reduced combustion quality.

� Temporally reduced spray penetration - When a radially expanding tran-

sient occurs, momentum conservation dictates the axial momentum must

be temporarily reduced to redirect kinetic energy to allow the radial ex-

pansion to occur in the first place. This is not a permanent condition,

and the initial spray penetration is expected to fluctuate as a result of

these anomalies.

� Local rich mixture/combustion - Any radial, off-axis, fuel mass flow redi-

rects the corresponding atomized (and evaporating) fuel droplets out of

the main fuel injection path. Further air entrainment and mixing is not

augmented by back-impingement from the continued fuel injection, and

lack of mixing can locally lead to relative rich fuel–air mixtures. This

effect is not expected to be of major importance at low backpressures,

as injection into air at 0.1 MPa (Figure 3.2.5) shows the forward velocity

of radial anomalies is still significant. At higher backpressures the ax-

ial momentum might become too low during radial expansion to allow

sufficient air entrainment. In the extreme case of injection into a liquid

backpressure medium radial anomalies remain stationary at close prox-

imity to the nozzle, an example of which can be seen in the fourth row

in Figure 3.2.3 where the small (red arrow indicated) sideways expansion

of the atomized fuel cloud remains stationary.
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Chapter 4

Characterising sprays from used

injectors in a high-pressure

constant volume chamber

In the wake of the observed anomalies and transients reported in Chapter 3,

a new experimental set-up was designed and commissioned to determine the

prevalence of these observations when measuring in an engine-like environment.

This required a heated and pressurized gaseous backpressure medium, and the

liquid container was replaced with a constant volume chamber (cvc) that

would allow ambient pressures up to 8.0 MPa for continuous operation, and

peak pressures up to 12.0 MPa for short-lasting, pulsed operation. In addition

thirteen more injectors were acquired, all with identical nozzles. The newly

acquired injectors were provided by servicing stations, and were removed from

passenger cars during routine maintenance. These injectors offered the unique

possibility of studying the effect on fuel spray evolution of ‘naturally grown’

deposits and wear from normal on-road use of production injectors.

Apart from these two major modifications, a new injection chamber and

thirteen same injectors, the rationale of this additional study was the same

as for the high ambient density investigation treated in the previous chapter.

The spray shape evolution of fuel injections were studied, a comparison of new

versus used injectors was done and the appearance of transient anomalies was

studied. The new measurements were done under more realistic conditions and

the application of new camera systems allowed for an increased temporal and

spatial resolution. The results provided new insights in the effects prolonged

on-road usage of injectors has on the evolution of fuel sprays.
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The present chapter first treats the improved experimental set-up, followed

by a treatment of the two main measurement series, in turn followed by analysis

of the observed differences in fuel spray evolutions between new and used

injectors. The resulting conclusions and observations are treated in the final

two sections of this chapter. Chapter 5 will compare the observations done

in this investigation to literature, incorporating part of the results attained in

Chapter 3.

Part of the observations and analysis treated in this chapter proved suitable

for publication, and additional results have been published in a conference

proceeding. To prevent numerous self-referencing in this chapter, the articles

are referenced to at this point and will not be referred to further in the text.

Part of the results as presented in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 have been published

in [82]. Observations presented in Section 4.3.5 have been presented at the

IMechE ICE2015 Conference [83], extended results have been published in

[84].

4.1 Experimental set-up

The main changes of the set-up w.r.t. the set-up described in Section 3.1 con-

sisted of the application of a cvc and the replacement of the high speed camera

by better cameras. Based on the new requirements for the experimental con-

ditions some of the existing apparatuses were tuned or modified to allow more

control over the experimental parameters. Although the new operating condi-

tions provided very different results, the basic working of the set-up remained

unaltered. Diesel fuel, fed from a common rail to an injector, is injected into

a high density ambient environment. By synchronizing illumination and the

start of recording with the moment of injection, time resolved recordings were

acquired of fuel injection events, and the spray evolution was studied close to

the nozzle.

Two main measurement series were conducted in the cvc. Most measure-

ments (series 2, based on chronology) were continued along the same line as in

the liquid backpressure investigation, illuminating with a green high powered

led in a front lit configuration, and using the same ATtiny-based controller

for synchronizing purposes. Prior to this measurement series, the very early

spray evolution was studied with the help of a highly specialized sim16 imag-

ing system (measurement series 1 ). For this system, capable of recording up
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to 200 million frames per second, timing and recording conditions proved too

challenging for the basic controller and led. An additional light source was

incorporated and part of the control tree was covered by the camera hardware.

Table 4.1 provides a list of all applied materials for both measurement

series and Figure 4.1.1 provides a schematic of the experimental set-up. A

detailed description of the main apparatuses used in this research is provided

in the following sections, descriptions of systems already treated in the previous

chapter have been reduced.

4.1.1 Fuel pump and common rail

Apart from replacing the fuel filter every few months, no alteration had been

applied to the fuel rig itself, see Section 3.1.1 for further details on the fuel

system. The fuel used in this investigation was an en590-compliant diesel

fuel, specifications are provided in Table 4.1. The injection pressures applied

in the experiments in this chapter were varied over a broader range, varying

from 60.0 MPa to 150.0 MPa. An overview of the applied injection pressures

for both measurement series will be provided in Section 4.1.3, Table 4.3.

4.1.2 Injector driver and injectors

For control of the injectors studied in this investigation the same injector driver

was used as in the previous chapter, see Section 3.1.2. The injection durations

were varied more throughout this part of the investigation. There was no

additional alteration of the driver required, as any change in injection duration

or repetition was achieved by changing the ttl control signal.

The injectors studied in this investigation were acquired from a servicing

company that additionally provided the mileage and maintenance history of

the used, deposit rich injectors. Injectors were taken from passenger cars

and were assumed to have been used for all kinds of normal daily driving

(i.e. commuting, shopping, etc.). All the injectors clearly showed deposits at

the nozzle tip. These injectors were not eol injectors, and the injectors showed

no signs of excessive wear, were not removed for a lack of drive-ability of the

vehicles, and were not in any other way faulty. It was therefore expected

the used injectors would not produce as clearly distinct sprays as observed

in the initial project. These injectors were real-world injectors at different

mileages and different levels of spray degradation was expected for different
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Material Brand, type number

Fuel filter FFR-G12P In line Filter (20µm)
Fuel pump PowerSTAR 4 P4333EVN
Fuel en590 compliant

- Density 830 kg m−3

- Cetane number 52
- Viscosity 3.4 mm2 s−1

Common rail 4-injector light duty CR,
maximum rail pressure 150 MPa

CR pressure gauge Hi-Pro 104482, 0-250 MPa
Injectors 13 pcs. see Table 4.2
Injector driver Hartridge
Pressure chamber In-house designed cvc

- Volume 1.8 dm3

- Working pressure 8.0 MPa cont, 12.0 MPa peak, pulsed
- Ambient gases Any mix of c2h2, h2, air, oxygen-free n2

- Working temperature Up to 145 ◦C electrically heated,
up to 1550 K by pre-combustion

- Pressure sensor Kistler 4005B
Pulse/delay generator In-house built timing and control units

- Micro-controller ATMEL ATtiny13-20PU (9.6 MHz),
ATtiny26-16PU (1-10 MHz)

Measurement series 1
Camera system sim16 Specialised Imaging

- Sensor 16 individual iccd’s, 1280×960 px2

- Lens Nikon 24–85 mm, augmented by
additional f=300 mm, d=101.6 mm lens

Illumination source 2× 500 J discharge lamp
- Wavelength Full-spectral, ir to (soft)uv
- Control Through camera system

Measurement series 2
Camera system Photron SA-X2 colour camera

- Sensor cmos, 1024×1024 px2

- Lens Tokina f=100 mm
Illumination source Phlatlight CBT-120-G, green high power LED

- Central wavelength 521 nm
- fwhm 40 nm
- Driver board Luminus Devices, DK-136M-1

Table 4.1: Details of materials used in the experimental set-up for measurements in the cvc.
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Nozzle characteristics

Investigated nozzles 13 pcs. total, all identical nozzle numbers
- New (New) 2 pcs. brand new, unused
- 30k (Set 1 ) 4 pcs. removed at 30021 miles
- 60k (Set 2 ) 4 pcs. removed at 62856 miles, received

after market cleaning agent at 30000 miles.
- 90k (Set 3 ) 3 pcs. removed at 92316 miles,

Nozzle type 6-orifice sac nozzles
Orifice Rounded orifice inlet

- length 0.98 ± 0.05 mm
- inlet diameter 178 ± 4 µm
- middle diameter 155 ± 5 µm
- outlet diameter 142 ± 2 µm

Table 4.2: Technical specifications of the injector nozzles investigated in this work.

aged injectors. Apart from three sets of used injectors, two new injectors were

acquired for comparison.

The used injectors all came from the same car/engine type, were all com-

mon rail, six-orifice injectors, and were divided into four batches based on

mileage. The injectors were all fully interchangeable but two different type

numbers occurred in the injector batches. Three injector batches ended with

a recent type number and one batch ended with an older designator. The old-

type injectors had been superseded by the newer type as of 2008, and engines

serviced after 2008 would have the injectors replaced by the newer type if the

injectors needed replacement. This was in line with the observation that the

highest mileage injector batch came from a pre-2008 vehicle, which never had

the injectors removed or replaced. The nozzle type numbers were identical for

all injectors, i.e. both old and recent injector types incorporated nozzles with

identical sac configurations. The internal geometry of the nozzles from the

two different injector type numbers was confirmed to be identical by making

silicone moulds of several nozzles, and comparing the internal nozzle geome-

tries, determined by sem. The injector needles and solenoid valve systems were

also closely studied, and no differences were found between the two different

injector type numbers. It was therefore assumed the different type numbers

were introduced for administrative purposes and do not reflect a change in the

workings of the injectors. Details on the orifice geometries of the nozzles used

in this research are provided in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1.2: sem and optical images of a used injector. Red square in the first image

indicates the orifice of which a magnified view is provided in the second image. The magnified

view in the middle image clearly shows the presence of deposits inside the injector orifice.

The axial structure (middle red dot) has been confirmed to be a carbonaceous deposit. Third

image provides an optical image of a cut injector nozzle, with the needle reinserted. Red

lines in last image have been added to indicate the edge of the needle.

Figure 4.1.2 shows a sem image of the tip of one of the Set 1 nozzles studied

in this work, alongside an optical image of a cut injector nozzle with needle.

The sem image clearly shows the presence of deposits both at the tip of the

injector and inside the orifice. Analysis of the composition of the deposits

showed the deposits consisted primarily of carbon.

As can be seen in Table 4.2, the Set 2 injectors had received an after-

market cleaning agent at approximately 30,000 miles. The impact of this

cleaning agent on injector behaviour was a priori unknown, however two ex-

treme cases can readily be imagined. If the cleaning agent was perfect, the

injection characteristics of the Set 2 injectors should be the same as those

from the Set 1 injectors, assuming the 60,000 mile injectors had been cleaned

to an as-good-as-new state and subsequently been used for 32,000 miles. The

other extreme case is the situation in which the cleaning agent had no effect

on deposits present at the nozzle tip. In the latter case, the Set 2 injectors

should produce sprays and anomalies that would resemble something in be-

tween the behaviours of the Set 1 and Set 3 injector groups. It was expected

the actual behaviour of the injectors would be in between those two extreme

cases. Without extensive knowledge on the detailed working of the cleaning

agent it is however not possible to estimate the effect of the cleaning agent on

the deposits that were present at 30,000 miles.
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4.1.3 High speed cameras

Two different high speed recording systems were utilized for the two different

measurement sets recorded in this stage of the research. In the first stage, series

1, the very early start of the fuel spray was investigated and the recordings

were done with a highly specialised sim16 recording system. In the second

stage, series 2, the complete fuel spray evolution was recorded at a reduced

frame rate and magnification with a fastcam SA-X2 camera system.

4.1.3.1 Specialised Imaging System, SIM16

For the recording of the near-nozzle initial spray evolution (series 1 ) an ultra

high frame rate Specialized Imaging System sim16 was borrowed from the

epsrc Engineering and Instrumentation Pool. The sim16 system consisted of

sixteen individual iccd sensors aligned along the same optical axis, allowing

the user to take sixteen images of the same object, with a highly flexible

programmable time delay. With a minimal time resolution of 5 ns, a theoretical

frame rate of 200 million frames per second is possible, but at a maximum of

sixteen frames only. The iccd sensors were individual sensor arrays and the

system recorded at the full1 ccd resolution of 1280×960 px2 irrespective of the

frame rate. The initial spray evolution was recorded at a much lower frame rate

than the maximum of 200 million fps. The main reason for application of such

a high end system was the capability of maintaining full resolution irrespective

of frame rate. Sprays evolved from six orifices simultaneously and moved in

different directions. Recording all sprays to a sufficient resolution required a

ccd with a high total pixel count to provide sufficient spatial resolution at

every orifice to determine changes in the evolving fuel sprays.

The level of control the sim16 system provided regarding timing, delay,

and external triggering on a nanosecond time-scale made it appropriate to

use the sim16 as the primary controller, driving the ATtiny control unit as

a secondary controller. Figure 4.1.3 depicts the changes in the experimental

set-up with respect to the camera, controller, and illumination source used.

1The physical ccd size was 1360×1024 px2. The outer border of the ccd’s was used for

alignment corrections, reducing the effective image size to 1280×960 px2. This was a fixed

setting and could not be altered.
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Figure 4.1.3: Changes in the experimental set-up with respect to the set-up treated in Section

4.1, Figure 4.1.1. Note the ATtiny controller now only drives the injector driver, based on

input triggers from the sim16 system.

Settings Series 1 Series 2

Camera sim16 fastcam SA-X2
- Frame rate 200, 662

3
, 331

3
kfps 45 kfps

- Sensor area 1280×960 px2 512×512 px2

- Imaged area 21×16, 44×33 mm2 30×30, 39×39 mm2

- Image scale 16.6, 34.7 µm/px 59, 77µm/px
- Shutter time 0.1 µs 5.0, 2.5, 1.25 µs

Injection pressure 60.0 MPa 60.0 MPa to 150.0 MPa
- Duration 770µs 1.3, 1.5 ms

Ambient pressure 3.0 MPa to 3.1 MPa 3.2 MPa to 3.4 MPa
- Temperature 104 ◦C to 112 ◦C 114 ◦C to 119 ◦C

Investigated injectors New, Set 1, Set 2 New, Set 1, Set 2, Set 3

Table 4.3: Applied recording and injection conditions.

A Nikon 24–85 mm f=2.8 zoom lens was fitted to the camera and an addi-

tional large 101.6 mm diameter lens could be fitted between camera and cvc

for enhanced magnifications. Frame rates varied depending on the aspects

studied, see Table 4.3, from 200 000 fps to 33 333 fps with the exposure held

constant at 0.1 µs for every recording. At this short exposure, the led light

source provided insufficient illumination power without driving the led be-

yond its (factory-default) safe operation current regime. The led would allow
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pulsed operation at much higher current densities with a purpose-built power

supply [77], possibly providing sufficient illumination power in the present ex-

periments. The sim16 camera system was however provided with an additional

set of high power flash heads designed for use in combination with the sim16.

Designing and building a purpose-built driver unit for the led was therefore

deemed disproportionate.

4.1.3.2 Photron Fastcam SA-X2

Recording the full spray evolution (series 2 ), requiring more than 16 consec-

utive frames, was done with a Photron fastcam SA-X2 camera. The fast-

cam SA-X2 camera incorporated a colour cmos chip that allowed recording

at 1024×1024 px2 up to 12 500 fps and higher frame rates were possible at a

reduced resolution, up to a maximum frame rate of 480 000 fps at 128×48 px2.

Initial tests with frame rates and resolutions indicated the optimal setting for

most experiments would be a recording frame rate of 45 000 fps at a resolution

of 512×512 px2. The shutter time was varied from 1.25µs to 5.0 µs, depending

on magnification. The camera was fitted with a Tokina 100.0 mm lens. Details

on the camera settings and applied injection pressures are provided in Table

4.3.

4.1.4 Illumination source

Apart from the flash heads mentioned in 4.1.3.1 when recording with the sim16

system, illumination was provided by the same led and driver boards as dis-

cussed in Section 3.1.4. For all measurements, the led was operated in a

‘locally cw’ mode, switched on prior to the start of an injection and main-

tained on for a total duration of 2.6 ms, lasting up to 1 ms after the end of

fuel injection to capture all relevant aspects of the fuel spray evolution. The

higher sensitivity of the fastcam camera with respect to the miro4 camera

used in the pilot research made a pulse driven high-current operation mode

unnecessary.

4.1.5 Control and Timing

For measurement series 2, recorded with the fastcam camera, timing and

control was provided by the ATtiny13-based controller unit discussed in Sec-

tion 3.1.5. The controller was programmed to generate output trigger signals
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corresponding to the mode 2 operation depicted in Figure 3.1.2, as pulsed op-

eration of the led was no longer required. The duration of the injection was

varied depending on the aspect studied, and injection durations are listed in

Table 4.3. For the reduced injection duration of 1.3 ms the illumination time

was deliberately kept unchanged at 2.6 ms to allow studying post-injection

expulsions of ligaments and droplets.

4.1.6 The constant volume chamber

The main difference between the set-up used for measuring injections into a

liquid backpressure environment, and the set-up used for the study in this

chapter, was the incorporation of a constant volume chamber (cvc) that al-

lowed the use of a compressed and heated gaseous environment. The cvc was

designed by a group of Master students at the Brunel School of Engineering

and Design, a detailed description is provided in [85] as Design 5. The cvc is

treated here to a sufficient degree to understand the possibilities and limita-

tions of the system, and the peripherals required to operate the cvc will be

discussed.

The cvc consisted of a stainless steel cylinder with four view ports along the

cylinder wall and one view port in the bottom of the cylinder. One of the four

ports was fitted with a steel flange and was used for gas inlet and outlet. The

top face of the cylinder contained a water cooled injector seating. The injector

seated in the cvc at the top face incorporated a multi-orifice nozzle, and the

sprays were ejected radially outward from the centre of the top flange. Imaging

was done from the bottom window, illumination from the windows along the

side of the cylindrical body of the cvc. The total inner volume of the cvc was

approximately 1.8 l, cylindrically shaped with a diameter of 130 mm and height

of 135 mm. Due to the finite sizes of the windows, the available visible and

illuminable volume for experiments was a cylinder of roughly 70 mm diameter

and total height of 110 mm. A photograph showing the inlet manifold, injector

seat, and one view port is provided alongside an isomeric rendered view of the

cvc in Figure 4.1.4.

Windows applied in the cvc were made from uv-grade fused silica, allow-

ing future use of uv lasers or leds for fluorescence imaging. To prevent

condensation of diesel vapour on the windows during operation, the body and

windows of the cvc were maintained at a minimum temperature of 110 ◦C

by the application of eight cartridge heaters in the cvc body. For four of
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Figure 4.1.4: (left) Photo of the cvc February 2015, showing the inlet manifold (left side),

the injector seat (top) and one view port. (right) Isomeric rendered view of the design of

the cvc showing one side window and the bottom window, along with the inlet flange on

the left/behind side of the view. Right schematic taken from [85].

the eight cartridge heaters the power leads can be seen in Figure 4.1.4, exit-

ing at the top of the chamber as four shielded white cables. Four additional

heaters were placed in a similar fashion in the bottom of the cvc. Fused silica

has a low tolerance to thermal stress, therefore the cvc was heated with a

maximum temperature increase of 0.5 ◦C min−1, requiring a minimum of four

hours to attain the required temperature and allow thermal stabilization of

the steel body. All temperature measurements were done using K-type ther-

mocouples allowing simultaneous measurements of cvc surface temperature,

body temperature, and temperature of the gas inside the chamber.

The cvc was pressurized with oxygen free nitrogen (>99.9% purity) from

a compressed gas cylinder. Due to pressurization the gas heated to a temper-

ature of roughly 135 ◦C to 150 ◦C inside the cvc during filling. The additional

thermal energy was allowed to dissipate into the cylinder walls to ensure a

constant gas temperature during measurements. Thermal (re)stabilization of

the in-chamber gas required roughly 15-20 minutes2. A Kistler 4005B pressure

sensor with amplifier type 4618A0 was connected to the cvc through a 5 cm

tube to measure the pressure inside the cvc. The pressure sensor provided a

2Allowing the chamber and compressed gas to stabilize for twenty minutes resulted in a

fairly stable end temperature. Variations in exact fill pressures, slight leakage after injector

replacement, and fluctuating environmental temperatures resulted in the gas temperature

varying by a few degrees from injection to injection.
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measuring range from 0.1 MPa to 25.0 MPa with an uncertainty of 0.025 MPa.

The sensor was mounted in a cooling jacket type 7525A, to ensure sensor tem-

perature would remain below the safe operation temperature of 125 ◦C.

4.1.6.1 Safety measures of the CVC

To satisfy health and safety requirements the cvc and accompanying peripher-

als were fitted with several safety features, ensuring at least two safety features

for every determined risk factor.

To prevent overheating, especially during the four-hour ramp-up of the cvc

heating systems, the controller unit was configured to switch off in the case of

power fluctuations, and the controller was powered by an independent mains

socket from the rest of the set-up. The cvc was fitted with a thermal fail-

safe switch cutting all power to the heaters if the surface temperature reached

150 ◦C. All materials in proximity of the cvc were non-flammable, except

for the diesel fuel. The fuel supply for the injector had a maximum storage

capacity of 125 ml and was located roughly 1 m from the cvc.

All electrical circuitry was fitted with a fuse, earthed, and power to all units

was supplied through a leak current detector tested for correct operation at

the start of every measurement day.

The cvc was tested and certified by isi Industrial Safety Inspec-

tions Ltd. for safe operation at continuous pressures up to 8.0 MPa and peak

pressures up to 12.0 MPa. A Pressure Relieve Valve was incorporated in the

inlet manifold, fixed at an operating pressure of 6.3 MPa as intended operation

pressure would not exceed 6.0 MPa in the initial investigations. An additional

rupture disk served as a redundant overpressure safety measure, certified to

burst at a chamber pressure of 9.0 MPa at 500 ◦C. 12.0 MPa rupture disks were

available for future research.

Inlet and exhaust gas supply lines were suitable for operating pressures of

at least 40.0 MPa, valves were operated remotely allowing (de)pressurization

without the need to be physically near the cvc during pressurization or evacu-

ation. A manual valve was incorporated in the exhaust line to allow throttling

of exhaust gas flow.
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4.2 Measurements

Measurements in the cvc were split into two series, series 1 recorded with the

sim16 ultra-high speed camera system, and series 2 recorded with a fastcam

high speed camera, both of which have been treated in Section 4.1.3. Main

reasons for the division into two series was the chronology, series 1 recordings

pre-dated the series 2 by nearly a year, and the different recording conditions

(see Table 4.3) motivated by the different capabilities of both camera systems.

Although the sprays evolved in a similar fashion and showed the same basic

characteristics, the different levels of visible detail allowed studying different

aspects within each group of recordings. The division into two groups based on

camera system was maintained for treatment in this chapter. Measurements

conducted with the sim16 system do not include Set 3 injector results, as the

Set 3 injectors were acquired after the series 1 measurements.

4.2.1 SIM16 measurements (series 1)

The sim16 system was designed for recording a limited number of frames

at extreme high frame rates, and the first measurement series was aimed at

recording the start of injection with a high temporal resolution. Under varying

conditions (see Table 4.3) sixteen subsequent images were recorded, providing

the evolution of the fuel spray at a high recording frame rate. Figure 4.2.1

provides a complete recording of the start of an injection. Due to high noise

levels caused by the integrated intensifiers, recordings were not as sharp as

expected based on the high pixel resolution. Figure 4.2.2 provides a magnified

view of a single spray showing high noise levels.

Direct comparison of the imaged start of injections from new and used

injectors immediately led to two observations. First, several of the used in-

jectors showed an asymmetric spray evolution, some orifices providing a re-

tarded soi and/or reduced penetration compared to other orifices during the

same injection. Second, the very early spray evolutions of all injectors, in-

cluding the injectors that showed large hole to hole variations, proved highly

reproducible3. Although an altered spray evolution for the used injectors was

3In the analysis section it will be shown that for some injectors this statement is not

completely accurate. By side-by-side comparison of the images without thorough analysis

the changing spray shape is however not visible.
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Figure 4.2.1: Image sequence recorded with the sim16 system. Recordings show the evolu-

tion of the fuel spray at the start of injection from a new injector. Recorded frame rate was

66.7 kfps, injecting mineral diesel into a compressed n2 environment at 3.1 MPa, 105.3 ◦C.

The injection started in the third frame. The two horizontal bright areas, clearly visible in

the first two frames, are specular reflections off the tip of the injector nozzle.
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Figure 4.2.2: High noise levels from the intensifiers degraded image quality. Image shown

provides an enlarged version of the upper evolving spray, sixth frame of Figure 4.2.1. First

image provides the raw recorded spray, second image has been histogram-renormalized to

enhance intensity, third image shows a zoomed-in part of the left spray edge. The third

image clearly shows the high noise level of the iccd smeared out the spray edge.

expected based on the investigation in the previous chapter, the high repeata-

bility of the reduced penetration and delayed start was not expected. Not all

used injectors suffered from a retarded or asymmetric early evolution of the

fuel spray. Some injectors provided spray patterns which were indistinguish-

able from those emerging from a new injector. The investigated used injectors

were still in working conditions and there were no known issues with these

injectors, therefore severe spray degradation was not expected. Figure 4.2.3

provides examples of the high repeatability of the spray shape at the start of

injection for both new and used injectors.

The reduced penetration from part of the orifices at start of injection,

observed from several used injectors, led to an asymmetric early spray evolution

lasting nearly the full recording time of sixteen frames. Figure 4.2.4 shows the

evolution of spray penetration for one injection from several injectors. Used

injectors have been qualified as being ‘good’ or ‘bad’ by purely considering

orifice to orifice spray penetration variations. In Figure 4.2.4 it can be seen

spray penetrations from several orifices of a used injector tend to be reduced

compared to the penetration from a new injector, indicating the net fuel flow

could be less at the early start of injection for a used injector. The ‘good’ used

injectors produced nearly symmetrical spray evolutions, although the total

penetrations seem slightly reduced compared to new injectors. For clarity

red circles have been added to Figure 4.2.4 to indicate penetration from a
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Figure 4.2.3: High repeatability of the early evolution of fuel sprays. All images were

recorded 30 µs after the start of injection, for five subsequent injections (columns). First row:

new injector. Second row: Set 1 injector showing an asymmetric early spray evolution. Large

orifice to orifice variations in spray penetration are visible at the start of every injection.

Third row: Set 2 injector showing an asymmetric spray evolution. Note the injection to

injection constancy of observed hole to hole variations. All recordings were done under

identical conditions. Rail pressure of 60.0 MPa, N2 ambient medium at 3.1 MPa, 114 ◦C,

recorded at 66.7 kfps. Images correspond to an area of 9.7×9.7 mm2, specular background

reflections have been removed and the image intensities rescaled to enhance visibility.
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Figure 4.2.4: Comparison of spray penetration from a new injector to four used injectors

(one injector on every image row), which have been deemed ‘good’ or ‘bad’ based on observed

orifice to orifice penetration consistency only. For the worst performing injector from the

Set 2 injector group, the strongly reduced penetration from several orifices apparently led

to an increased spray velocity for the remaining two orifices (green arrow). Red circles have

been added to show penetration of the new injector. Times reported above the first image

row indicate time after soi.

new injector at the given time after the start of injection. Orifice to orifice

variations in early spray evolutions could incidentally lead to an increased

injection velocity from non-retarded orifices with respect to a new injector, as

indicated by the green arrow in the bottom image row in Figure 4.2.4.

The occurrence of radial anomalies observed in the previous chapter (see

for example Figure 3.2.2) were not clearly visible when recording the early

start of injection. Closer investigation shows spray anomalies do occur, how-

ever due to the lower ambient pressure the radial expanding transients evolve

while maintaining a significant forward momentum. The widening of the spray

therefore appears to be less pronounced. The last image in the third row (bad

30k) of Figure 4.2.4 shows a radial expansion starting from the top-right spray.
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Figure 4.2.5: Start of a radial expanding spray anomaly, recorded near the end of the record-

ing time frame. Earliest visible radial transients occur 195 µs after the start of injection.

The anomalies result in a minor increase in width of the unperturbed fuel spray. Images

have been corrected for specular reflections, contrast was artificially increased, and only the

relevant sprays are shown.

In several recordings, one example is provided in Figure 4.2.5, the onset of ad-

ditional transients were observed which started at the end of the recording

time frame. Significant radial expansions were not observed, probably due to

the limited time window recorded with the sim16 system.

4.2.2 Fastcam SA-X2 measurements (series 2)

The fastcam SA-X2 camera allowed recording the full fuel spray evolution at

a reduced frame rate, instead of a maximum of sixteen frames at a higher frame

rate as was possible with the sim16 system. A full injection recorded with the

fastcam camera is provided in Figure 4.2.6, showing every 5th frame of one

recording. Although cmos pixel count was roughly one-fifth of the available

resolution of the sim16 system, the cmos-sensor’s higher sensitivity allowed

imaging the fuel spray without intensifiers, greatly improving signal to noise

ratio. For the early start of a fuel injection, comparable observations as noted

in the previous section were made. The new injectors provided same spray pen-

etrations from all orifices, and several (explicitly not all) used injectors showed

hole to hole variations in the early spray evolution, the higher mileage injectors

tended to provide higher hole to hole variations than the lower mileage ones.

Similar transients as depicted in Figure 4.2.5 were observed when recording

with the fastcam camera, and the longer recording time allowed prolonged
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Figure 4.2.6: Example recording from the fastcam camera, showing 20 frames from a sin-

gle injection event, covering the full injection. Every 5th frame of the original recording

is provided unaltered. First (top-left) image is recorded just before the start of injection,

providing a ‘light background’ reference image. The last six images were recorded after the

injection ended and show the persistence of the atomized cloud in the ambient environment,

which was maintained at a sufficiently low temperature to minimize evaporation. The hor-

izontal bright band already visible in the first frame corresponds to specular reflections off

the top of the cvc.

study of the evolution. Figure 4.2.7 provides (top two rows) a side by side

comparison of the early start of injection for both camera systems from a new

injector, (middle two rows) a starting radial expanding anomaly (white arrow)

recorded from a used injector, and (bottom row) a side by side close-up of

a single spray to show the difference in image quality between the fastcam

and sim16 system. In addition to the onset of a possible radial bulge as was

observed with the sim16 system, the improved sensitivity allowed recording of

an early spray widening for sprays that suffered a reduced initial penetration.
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Figure 4.2.7: Typical image galleries of fastcam SA-X2 recordings (green), with comparable

frames recorded with the sim16 system (b/w) for comparison, cropped to provide roughly

the same area. Top two rows provide the start of injection from a new injector. Frames

have been selected to correspond as closely as possible to similar times asoi as both cameras

recorded at different frame rates. Third and fourth row show the continuation of a radial

expanding anomaly (white arrow), where the fastcam is capable of recording the evolution

beyond the sixteen frames available with the sim16 system. The anomaly is visible 311µs

asoi, the width marginally larger than the width of the unperturbed spray. Bottom row

provides a magnified image of a single spray, showing the reduced noise level of the fastcam

compared to the sim16 . The lower resolution of the fastcam leads to slight pixellating in

the bottom right image.
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After the initial transient phase at the start of injection, all new and used

injectors produced similar quasi steady-state spray shapes in the stable regime,

with no clearly visible differences from injector to injector. Any reduced ini-

tial penetration was resolved by subsequently injected fuel, leading to a similar

spray shape for all orifices in the stable regime. This stabilization was often ac-

companied by self-impingement transients, visible as small, radially expanding

anomalies. Figure 4.2.8 shows two image galleries where the transient initial

regime, the subsequent stable regime, and the transient end of injection period

are provided for a new injector and a used injector from the Set 3 pool. The

new injector suffered from both soi transients associated with needle lift and

eoi transients associated with needle drop, but for a used injector the magni-

tude of the soi transients appeared more severe. A quantitative analysis of the

difference in the early spray transients is treated in more detail in the analysis

section.

The onset and evolution of additional transients were closely studied in the

cvc. These additional anomalies differ from the anomalies shown in Figure

4.2.8 by occurring after the initial transients at soi associated with needle

lift, but before the spray had stabilized to the quasi steady-state spray shape.

Figure 4.2.9 provides image sets of several radial expanding bulges after the

initial transient regime has passed, recorded from one injector from every Set

1–3 batch. The anomalies show a reduced radial expanding component when

compared to recordings in the previous chapter, Figure 3.2.2. This is expected

to be the result of a reduced ambient density, as radial expansions observed in

Chapter 3 for injections into free air also showed a reduction in radial size, see

Figure 3.2.5. The anomalies often remained within the outline of the initial

transient spray shape at the start of injection, but by overlaying a spray shape

from the stable regime, it can be seen the additional anomalies are wider than

the quasi steady-state spray, see Figure 4.2.10.

Continued recording after the injection had visibly ended allowed the record-

ing of fuel expulsions after needle closure, comparable to the expulsions treated

in Section 2.1.4. These expulsions of ligaments and droplets were observed for

every injection, and from every injector. From an observational point of view,

the post-injection expulsions may prove interesting in comparing new and used

injectors, to determine if there is a relation between droplet expulsion, injector

condition, and early spray characteristics. Typical post-injection expulsions

from a new and a used injector are provided in Figure 4.2.11.
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Figure 4.2.9: Radial expanding anomalies, occurring after the initial soi transients have

passed for three different used injectors, one from each set. Leftmost images (red arrows)

show the initial transient widening of the sprays associated with needle lift dynamics. Three

central frames in each row show the evolution of the spray after the initial transients have

passed, before the stable regime. Radial expanding ‘bulges’ are visible as sudden intensity

increases within the atomized envelope resulting from initial soi transients (white arrows).

Images in the last column provide the spray shape in the stable regime. Recording times

provided in the top-right of every frame are not equal for all recordings.
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Figure 4.2.10: Comparison of the width of a transient anomaly occurring just before the

injection reached the stable regime, to the spray shape in the stable regime. Images provide

a magnified view of the anomalies in the middle three columns of Figure 4.2.9. An image

overlay generated from the spray shape in the stable phase of the same injections has been

added, i.e. the last column of Figure 4.2.9 has been binarized and bitwise added to the red

colour channels of the central three columns in Figure 4.2.9. It can be seen the transient

bulges, as observed in Figure 4.2.9, provide a wider spray shape than the spray in the stable

regime. White arrows indicate bulges extending beyond the stable spray overlay that are

the result of transient expansions after the very early soi transient phase has passed.
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Figure 4.2.11: End of injection fuel expulsion, ligament formation, and breakup, observed

from one new and two Set 1 injectors. Images have not been manipulated or enhanced,

apart from an increase in brightness, to show the low contrast between (specular) back-

ground, residual atomized cloud, and expelled ligaments and droplets. The saturated hor-

izontal band in the top image row is the result of specular reflections off the tip of the

new (clean) injector nozzle. Ligaments and droplets become most apparent when studying

image-to-image deformation of the ligaments and displacement of droplets. Images have been

magnified to show only the central 7×7 mm2 of an injection. All injections were recorded at

a common rail pressure of 100.0 MPa, time scale provided above the top image row relates

to the observed end of injection by considering sudden spray widening resulting from needle

drop. The reported times are not necessarily equal to the time at which the injection was

programmed/expected to end.
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4.3 Spray analysis

The improved recording quality of both sim16 and fastcam systems com-

pared to the recordings in the previous chapter made extensive preprocessing,

as done in Section 3.3.1, unnecessary. Manual preprocessing was applied in

order to enhance visibility of images presented in this thesis, but no extensive

preprocessing was required for analysis. Image (pre)processing before analysis

consisted of background subtraction and intensity rescaling, both done by ap-

plication of standard functions from the SciPy libraries[79]. Background and

image quality were sufficient to allow otsu threshold determination for most

recordings, occasionally a manually determined threshold was applied to focus

on specific effects. Extensive threshold analysis as conducted in the previous

chapter was not required. The algorithm for otsu threshold determination as

applied in this research was directly imported from the scikit-image SciKit

image processing toolbox [86], designed for use in conjunction with the SciPy

libraries.

Based on the split in measurement series 1 and series 2, and the chronol-

ogy of the fuel spray evolution, this section is divided into the following five

subsections.

� Start of injection penetration rate - Investigating the fuel evolution and

hole to hole penetration variation at the start of injection up to 225 µs

asoi. This investigation only considers the series 1 measurements.

� Transient regime - Looking at anomalies at the start of injection during

needle lift, up to roughly 500 µs asoi4. These anomalies were recorded in

the series 2 measurement series, and excludes hole to hole penetration

variations mentioned in the above category.

� Stable spray regime - Treating the spray shape and its evolution after the

initial transient period has passed, from roughly 500 µs asoi up to the

end of injection.

4The actual needle lift lasted shorter than the reported 500µs, however some anomalies

were observed shortly following the needle lift time window. It is assumed these additional

anomalies are indirectly caused by the needle lift, and may reflect for example flow stabi-

lization in the sac after the needle has reached the fully opened position.
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� End of injection - Considering any visible changes in the spray evolution

during needle closure.

� Post-injection - Analysing the spray and any other visible effects after

the injection had ended, up to roughly 1 ms aeoi.

The first two categories overlap in time as they are both looking at the early

spray evolution. The final three categories all treat series 2 measurements

only, as these domains were recorded outside the time window of the sim16

system. In the previous chapter, Section 3.3.3, it was shown radial anomalies

from used injectors occurred at their earliest 250µs after the start of injection.

The division made in this section is applied to discriminate between soi effects,

occurring before the radial expansions (bulges) observed in Section 3.3.3, and

those which might correlate to the observations done in Chapter 3. The 225µs

threshold corresponds to the longest recording period of the sim16 system.

4.3.1 Start of injection penetration rate

The apparent reproducibility shown in Figure 4.2.3 has been analysed by deter-

mination of the spray penetration for every individual orifice for all recordings5.

Ideally (i.e. for an ideal injector) the spray penetration plotted versus time asoi

should be identical for every orifice and for every recording, providing six over-

lapping steep lines, one for every orifice, the inclination corresponding to the

spray tip velocity. Assuming a used injector deviates from this ideal picture,

the main deviations can be divided into the following three groups.

� Not all orifices provide an equal initial spray tip velocity - The spray

tip trend lines originate from the same position in the graph, indicating

identical start times, but have different inclinations, i.e. the fuel spray

penetration rate is reduced for certain orifices.

� Not all orifices start injecting at the same time - Penetration trends

remain parallel, but have a different time offset, shifting the intersection

with the horizontal axis towards the right for a delayed start of injection.

This can be indicative for an inhomogeneous fuel flow inside the injector.

5In the present section analysis is limited to a comparison of penetration data from new

injectors to used injectors studied in this investigation. Comparison of penetration data to

literature is provided in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.3.1: Spray tip penetrations at the start of injection. Every individual trend line

corresponds to the average penetration plotted versus time asoi for one orifice of the named

injector. Grey areas correspond to the penetration envelope measured from the new injectors.

All data points were calculated from sim16 measurement data. Elaborate explanation of

characteristics visible in these graphs is treated in the main text.

� High injection to injection variation of the early spray evolution - Pro-

vides the clearest deviations, as the average spray tip penetrations would

be accompanied by large error margins, providing a wide error band

within which all sprays become essentially indiscriminable. This is simi-

lar to the classical case of increasing the random error of an experiment.

Full analysis of the soi’s recorded with the sim16 system in series 1 provided

the graphs presented in Figure 4.3.1 for injectors from the New, Set 1 and Set 2

sets. To qualitatively show deviations from ideal behaviour, when comparing a

new and a used injector, only a few recordings would have sufficed. All recorded

penetrations measured from all ten injectors are provided to explicitly show

not all used injectors suffered from large hole to hole variations, and some used

injectors behaved nearly indiscernible from a new injector.

To ease comparison, grey areas have been added to Set 1 and Set 2 graphs,

corresponding to the spray penetration envelopes of both New injectors. Pen-

etrations measured from a used injector that remained within the grey shaded

area are statistically indiscernible from penetrations measured from new injec-

tors. For all Set 1 and Set 2 graphs some orifices produced a spray penetration

retarded with respect to new injectors, the corresponding trend line lying be-
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neath the grey area. Most retarded sprays proved highly reproducible from

injection to injection, the accompanying error margin being of the same order

as observed for a new injector. Injector Set 1 #1 provided a reduced spray

penetration from two orifices (reduced inclination) and additionally showed a

large standard deviation, indicating large injection to injection variations in

the measured spray penetrations. Injectors Set 1 #3, Set 1 #4, and Set 2 #4

provide near-identical penetrations from all orifices (i.e. graphs lie very close

to each other), but the trend lines seem to be shifted to the right. This indi-

cates spray velocity, penetration, and symmetry are similar to those measured

from a New injector, but all injections start approximately 30 to 50 µs later

than for a new injector. I.e. if Set 1 #3, Set 1 #4, and Set 2 #4 graphs were

all translated to the left by 30 to 50µs, spray penetrations would have been

indiscernible from a new injector.

The origin of any hole to hole asymmetry occurring in the transient regime

was not researched in this investigation, however some spontaneous improve-

ment of spray penetrations was observed for several of the used injectors over

time. The series 2 data set acquired with the fastcam camera was recorded

nearly a year after the initial series 1 measurements, and at a reduced frame

rate of 45 kfps. For most injectors there was no significant difference in the

determined spray penetrations between the two measurement series, however

a few injectors produced different penetrations at the start of injection when

measured with the fastcam system. For these injectors the hole to hole vari-

ations observed with the sim16 system were greatly reduced, and the overall

spray penetration improved. The hole to hole variation in early penetration is

therefore not necessarily the result of a fixed, irreversible alteration inside the

injector. The spray improvements observed from some of the used injectors is

shown in Figure 4.3.2, where spray penetrations from several used injectors as

measured with both camera systems are compared in combined graphs. De-

spite the tremendous improvement for some orifices the overall variation in

spray penetration from used injectors remained larger than for new injectors.
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Figure 4.3.2: Improvement of the spray penetration resulting from the use of injectors in an

inert environment. Red trend lines provide the spray penetrations measured with the sim16

system, green trend lines correspond to penetration measurements of the same injectors

with the fastcam system, nearly a year later. Every trend line corresponds to the spray

penetration from one of the six orifices of the named injector. For clarity error bars have

been omitted. For the fastcam measurements the spread in penetrations is less than for

the sim16 measurements, however spray penetrations are still not as reproducible as for the

new (leftmost) injector. The grey band visible in the background of all graphs indicates

the envelope of measured spray penetrations from both new injectors. Penetration curves

have been corrected for the different injection pressures applied in the sim16 and fastcam

measurement series.

4.3.2 Transient regime

Increasing the time window under consideration from the first 225 µs up to

the first half millisecond, the injection spans the full transient regime before

the steady-state spray shape is attained. Considering the results from the

previous chapter, this is the time region in which radial expanding anomalies

are expected for used injectors. The reduced spray penetrations treated in the

previous section also appeared in this transient regime, however the expansions

of fuel sprays were not treated in Section 4.3.1.

Analysing the spray anomalies observed during and after needle lift, three

transient-phase anomalies were discriminated:

� soi puffs - Tiny spray widening occurring from both new and used in-

jectors, visible in the first frame of fuel injection.

� Early radial anomalies (eras) - Transient radial expansions occurring

shortly after soi, strongly coupled to the reduced initial spray penetra-

tions observed in Section 4.3.1. These anomalies proved to be similar to

those observed in Section 3.2.2 and occurred only for used injectors.

� Late radial anomalies (lras) - Radial transients appearing approximately
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250µs to 350 µs asoi occurred in all injector groups, although used in-

jectors produced more pronounced anomalies. These anomalies are ex-

pected to be associated with the needle reaching the fully open position.

4.3.2.1 SOI puffs

Upon the first needle opening in the nozzle, the inrush of fuel will expel any

residual fuel present in the nozzle from an earlier injection. This expulsion

produces a radial expanding puff preceding the main injection, often referred

to as a mushroom head or spearhead transient, and has been treated in Section

2.1.1. These initial fuel expulsions represent a minimal fuel mass compared to

the total fuel injected and they were not observed for injections into extreme

high ambient densities in the previous chapter. The low fuel mass will have

insufficient total momentum to noticeably deform the initial spray evolution

or provide an ejecting spearhead or mushroom-shaped head when injecting

into a liquid backpressure environment. In a gaseous backpressure medium at

roughly 30 times lower density than in the previous chapter, these soi puffs

will produce small but visible anomalies.

The recording conditions applied with the camera systems used in this

research6 prevented investigating the evolution of soi puffs in the very early

stage of injection. In several cases recordings did show the presence of tiny

spray widening at the beginning of an injection. Figure 4.3.3 provides images

of several recordings where the soi puff can be seen. For used injectors the soi

puff could be followed by a radially expanding anomaly (era), although the

latter anomalies would start occurring only 200 µs asoi. The soi puffs were

not always observed, and the examples provided in Figure 4.3.3 were hand-

picked and colour optimized to enhance visibility. A quantitative analysis of

soi puffs was not conducted as these effects were too small to properly image

and analyse.

6The sim16 system was unsuitable for recording the very early puffs due to the low

signal to noise ratio. The fastcam system provided an insufficient magnification and frame

rate to properly determine soi puffs, but in several instances the soi puffs were nonetheless

observed.
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Figure 4.3.3: Discriminating between the pre-injection puffs originating from residual fuel in

the nozzle (green arrows) and the anomalous radial expansions (red arrows) observed from

used injectors only. For used injectors the tiny soi puff was often followed by an additional

era. Injection pressure for all recordings 80.0 MPa, images represent an area of roughly

4×4 mm, intensity has been non-linearly rescaled to enhance visibility.

4.3.2.2 Early radial anomalies

Fuel sprays evolving with a reduced initial spray penetration, as treated in

Section 4.3.1, nearly always showed additional transient widening of the spray

or spray tip. The radial anomalous expansions occurred at the early start of

injection, but after the initial soi puff had occurred. The key differences be-

tween the early radial anomalies (eras, red arrows) and the generally observed

soi puffs (green arrows) in Figure 4.3.3 are:

� Puffs occur at the start of injection, essentially being visible in the very

first frame of a recording, and are barely visible. The eras occur later

in time, allowing clear temporal discrimination from soi puffs in most

cases.

� Puffs represent a much smaller total fuel mass. The tiny soi puffs were

barely visible in the applied set-up while eras lead to a spray widening

clearly visible under nearly all circumstances.

� The eras were observed when analysing injections from used injectors

only. The soi puffs occurred equally frequent for new and used injectors.
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Although eras were already visible in images recorded with the sim16 system7,

the images acquired with the fastcam system provided an increased signal-

to-noise ratio, resulting in an improved image quality of these anomalies.

The eras observed in this investigation were always coupled to sprays that

suffered a reduced early penetration, and it is assumed the two are related

through momentum transfer. It was observed in the previous section that

retarded spray evolutions were followed by acceleration of the spray at a later

stage, the penetration ‘catching up’ with the average penetration of the other

orifices. During this acceleration process fuel leaving the orifice back-impinged

on the slow moving atomized fuel spray near the nozzle, and this impingement

led to a local radial expansion of the fuel spray. Recorded images showed

the early spray formation had a broad spray head, but the resolution was

insufficient to study the formation of eras in high detail. Figure 4.3.4 provides

several image series of the evolution of eras observed from used injectors. For

comparison the last image in each recording row provides the fuel spray in

the stable regime, 1 ms asoi. New injectors showed a widened early spray as

a result of the transient growth in the early phase, as was treated in Section

2.1.2, however the widened sprays associated with an era from used injectors

does not maintain a straight spray edge, shows large injection to injection

fluctuations, and remains present for a longer period of time.

To quantify the observed spray widening resulting from eras the analy-

sis from Section 3.3.3 was slightly modified. The fuel spray cone angle and

accompanying variation from used injectors were larger than for new injec-

tors, but eras affected the spray shape to a lesser extent than observed in

the previous chapter. Studying the temporal evolution of the fuel spray cone

angle allowed discrimination between eras and ‘common’ early spray widen-

ing observed from new injectors. The off-axis expansions resulting from an

era remained at a nearly stationary position in the early spray evolution for a

prolonged period of time, and off-axis transients were discriminated by noting

the fuel spray cone angle did not quickly return to the minimal angle observed

in the stable regime. Figure 4.3.5 provides the average fuel spray cone angles

measured from every individual orifice for every injector, averaged over ten

subsequent injections. Most used injectors show a prolonged persistence of an

increased fuel spray cone angle. In some cases an increase of the fuel spray

cone angle can be observed after the injection had started, the fuel spray cone

7See for example the upper right spray, third row, last frame in Figure 4.2.4.
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Figure 4.3.4: Evolution of eras occurring shortly after the start of injection. For two

injections, the soi puff was visible in the first frames, indicated by white arrows. Every row

corresponds to the evolution of one injection, images taken at indicated times asoi. The

initial spray width during an era is significantly increased w.r.t spray width in the stable

regime, last image in every row. Images correspond to a 6.6×5.6 mm2 area.

increasing from roughly 70µs asoi onwards, indicating the radial expansion of

an early radial anomaly. For comparison, a small vertical bar has been added

at the right of every graph, indicating the average fuel spray cone angle in the

stable regime of the given injector.

The New #2 injector provided more pronounced transient expansions at

the early start of injection than New #1, but less than used injectors, and the

spray cone angles decreased faster than for most used injectors. The increased

spread in penetration rates at the start of injection in Section 4.3.1, i.e. the

broad band of penetrations for the New #2 injector in Figure 4.3.1, is consis-

tent with the observed increase in spray cone angle at soi. Note this increased

dispersion from new injectors occurred at soi while the eras observed from

used injectors occurred after injection had started.
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Figure 4.3.5: Spray cone angle evolution at the early start of injection, during needle lift,

where spray cone angle is indicative for spray widths resulting from eras. New injectors

show an increased spray cone angle at the start of injection, in agreement with Section

2.1.2, the initial spray widening is however short-lived. For several used injectors a radial

expansion at roughly 100µs asoi can be observed to grow after transients associated with

needle lift have passed. For example, the purple trend lines in both Set 2 #1 and Set 3

#1 graphs show the average fuel spray cone angle is increasing from roughly 70 µs asoi up

to 120 µs asoi at which point the maximum fuel spray cone angle, and accompanying fuel

spray width, is achieved (black arrows). Black solid bar on the right of every graph indicates

spray cone angle and variance in the stable regime.
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The average spray width can alternatively be studied versus time asoi at

a fixed distance from the orifice, where the presence of eras should lead to a

temporal increase of the spray width. The advantage of determining the spray

width at a fixed distance, compared to calculating the average spray cone angle

is that any local expansions will not be averaged out by the non-transient part

of the spray. The effect of any radial expansion will be more pronounced on the

overall spray width. There are however several drawbacks to the application

of this method as a result of the high variation in the evolution of eras:

� eras forming further downstream of the spray, past the point of interest,

will be invisible.

� Reduced spray penetration rates can distort the graph, as any transient

will become visible at a later time and the average spray width at a fixed

time asoi will be reduced by the retarded spray

� As only the total width at a fixed point is considered, large radial tran-

sients (i.e. transients that cover a significant surface of the total view

screen) are indistinguishable from small, locally expanding, anomalies.

To mitigate the impact of these effects, one should ideally calculate spray

widths at a large set of distances from the orifices and correct for retarded

sprays by either artificially time-shifting retarded sprays to coincide with non-

retarded data, or by creating a separate data set for retarded sprays. Such

analysis would however be a disproportionate amount of work for the results

attained. All results are interdependent but can not be combined together in a

straightforward manner to produce a single ‘figure of merit’, without effectively

reducing the data to the average fuel spray cone angles as determined in Figure

4.3.5. Spray width determination at a fixed distance from the orifice is however

sensitive to local variations and insensitive to variations downstream of the

spray, and it can be a useful tool to study detailed evolutions of eras in

specific time/space windows. Figure 4.3.6 provides the average spray width

evolution from all orifices and all injectors, determined at a fixed distance of

2.3 mm from the individual orifices.
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Figure 4.3.6: Average spray width of the emerging fuel spray, measured at a fixed distance

of 2.3 mm from the nozzle tip, and plotted versus time. This graph should be considered in

combination with the average spray cone angle graph, Figure 4.3.5. Most used injectors that

show a minimal change in the average fuel spray cone angle w.r.t. new injectors in Figure

4.3.5, also show only a minimal difference in fuel spray width. Black bar on the far right

indicates the spray width at 2.3 mm from the nozzle tip when the spray has stabilized, at

1 ms asoi. Gray background indicates the spray width envelope of the new injectors, and

has been added to all Set 1 – Set 3 graphs to ease comparison.
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At a first glance Figure 4.3.6 seems to provide similar information as Figure

4.3.5. Nearly every trend line appearing above the grey envelope in Figure

4.3.5 correspond to an observed increased maximum spray width in Figure

4.3.6. Additional details become visible when considering the evolution of the

spray width at a fixed distance from the orifice, compared to the time evolution

of the average fuel spray cone angle:

� Retarded fuel sprays become visible - For example two out of six orifices

for injector Set 2 #4 produce spray cone angles deviating from New

injectors in Figure 4.3.5, however all spray penetrations from Set 2 #4

are retarded, as the spray width evolution clearly lags with respect to

the spray width from the New injectors.

� Transient evolutions can be extrapolated - Comparing the average spray

cone angles with the average spray widths at 2.3 mm from the orifices for

injector Set 3 #1 indicates three transients are at their largest roughly

100µs to 130µs asoi, as the spray cone angles in Figure 4.3.5 are greatest

at that time. One of the sprays shows a maximum spray width 2.3 mm

from the orifices at 80µs to 100 µs asoi in Figure 4.3.6, indicating the

transient is not stationary, and continues to radially expand downstream

of the measurement point.

Although these extrapolations are not full proof, they do allow a first screening

to determine which (set of) measurements might provide additional interesting

characteristics. Quantitative determinations of spray widths at fixed distances

from the orifices should therefore not be used for the quantitative results, but

rather as a first qualitative determination which data sets should receive further

attention.

Average fuel spray cone angles proved to be the best indicator for transient

radial anomalies. Both used and new injectors show an increased early fuel

spray cone angle, and the high injection to injection variation of era mor-

phology decreased overall impact of early radial anomalies on the average fuel

spray cone angle. Nonetheless, the severe impact of some of these anomalies

on the spray shape is sufficient to use the fuel spray cone angle for determining

whether anomalous spray behaviour occurred. Based on the results treated

in Section 3.2.2, radial expanding bulges were expected to occur from roughly

250µs asoi onwards for used injectors. eras often started well within the

first 200 µs, as shown in Figure 4.3.4. Although the time of occurrence of the
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formation of anomalies treated here and in the previous chapter do not coin-

cide, based on morphology and appearance they are expected to be the same

anomalies.

4.3.2.3 Late radial anomalies

In a subset of the data a second, smaller, bulge was observed that started

as early as 200 µs or as late as 350 µs asoi, and appeared from both new

and used injectors. These late radial anomalies (lras) remained within the

envelope of the earlier spray, or in the case of a used injector, within the

circumference of the eras. Low contrast and lack of information required to do

a full 3D reconstruction made analysis of these lras impractical. Qualitative

observations of lras are provided, as contrast variations can be indicative of

changes in flow velocities. Care should be taken conclusions based on these

qualitative observations can not be confirmed.

Non-linear intensity rescaling, followed by posterizing the images, increased

contrast of lra transients, allowing anomalies as observed in Figure 4.2.9 to

be studied closer. Figure 4.3.7 provides the occurrence and evolution of nearly

coincidentally occurring lras from two opposing orifices of a used injector,

shortly followed by a third anomaly from another orifice, all occurring within

a single injection. This rather extreme case was hand-picked, and although

the size of the lras were representative for these transients, three of them

occurring within such a short time was not. Directly in front of the heads of

the evolving transients it can be seen the intensity of the atomized cloud is

less than the intensity of the lra head8. As the spray is illuminated nearly

perpendicular, this darkening can not be the result of a shadow cast on the

spray plume, and it is assumed the reduced image intensity is the result of a

reduction in atomized spray density. This can be indicative for a reduction in

fuel flow velocity preceding the lras. Without a full 3D reconstruction of the

whole injection this can however not be confirmed.

lras occurred equally well from both new and used injectors. Considering

the time at which these transients occur, and the small width of the lras, it

is assumed these anomalies are related to the needle reaching the upper seat.

8In the top row of Figure 4.3.7 this can also be seen in the original recordings, although

contrast is lower than in the bottom image row.
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Figure 4.3.7: Occurrence of late radial anomalies (lras). Top image row provides the

original recording of a lra from a Set 1 injector. Second row shows the same images after

background subtraction and posterization to enhance visibility. White arrows in the top row

indicate the first clear appearance of two lras. The red arrow indicates the start of a third

lra in this injection event. Arrows in the bottom row indicate the locations of the heads of

the three lras.

4.3.2.4 Overview of transients treated in this Section

Considering the bulges observed in the previous chapter, and after having in-

vestigated the reduced spray penetrations in the previous section, the following

conclusions can be drawn with respect to the three types of anomalies observed

here:

� soi puffs occur from both new and used injectors and are related to resid-

ual fuel in the orifices when an injection starts. These are not influenced

by injector age.

� Early radial anomalies occur from used injectors, and are expected to

be caused by internal flow alteration related to injector usage (deposits,

wear). It is expected these eras correspond to the bulges observed in the

previous chapter, despite eras observed in this chapter occurring at an

earlier time. The high ambient density applied in the previous chapter

is expected to be the cause for the observed delay.

� Late radial anomalies seem to correspond to the bulges observed in the

previous chapter when considering the time of occurrence. The lras

presented here occur for both new and used injectors, and the size of the

anomalies are much smaller than observed in the previous chapter. It is

therefore considered a coincidence the timings are of similar magnitude.
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Origins of the observed small lras are expected to lie in internal injector

mechanics unrelated to injector age/mileage (i.e. needle lift), as lras are

observed equally well for both new and used injectors.

4.3.3 Stable spray regime

After the transient-rich start of injection the fuel spray enters the stable in-

jection regime, where the majority of the fuel would be injected inside a firing

engine. In this investigation the stable regime lasted for 0.3 ms to 1 ms, de-

pending on the measurement series. The prime focus of this research was

aimed at monitoring transient early spray evolution behaviour, and not all

measurement series were suitable for analysis of the stable regime. The fuel

injection period ranging from roughly half a millisecond after soi up to eoi

could be used to study the stable regime for the longest total injection dura-

tions of 1.5 ms. In this time window the fuel spray cone from a new injector is

expected to be quasi steady-state, and remains unchanged until eoi, as injec-

tors are designed and manufactured to inject a constant, unchanging, spray in

the quasi steady-state regime. Analysis of this region is expected to produce

clean and predictable results, where deviations and error margins are expected

to reflect accepted manufacturing and operation tolerances, rather than being

a measure for injector performance. For the deposit rich injectors, this is an

interesting regime as it may shed light on the effects deposits and wear can

have on the main part of the fuel injection.

The analysis and results treated in this section are based on the measure-

ment series 2 only, in series 1 the stable regime was not recorded. The stable

regime was visible in the time window from 555 µs to 1330 µs after the start of

injection. Comparing this time window to the reported injection duration of

1.5 ms in Table 4.3, it can be seen the window does not extent up to the end

of injection. The remaining 110µs, corresponding to 5 recorded frames, the

fuel spray evolution sometimes showed the presence of needle drop transients,

and the injection was no longer in the stable regime. These anomalies will be

treated in the next section.

At the beginning of the steady-state regime, roughly from 555µs to 760µs

asoi, residual atomized clouds from anomalies that occurred in the initial

transient-rich regime were often still present, and degraded analysis results

of sprays in the stable regime. To minimize this degradation, an increased

binarization threshold could be applied before determining quantitative results
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in this region, mitigating distortion. It was however decided to reject the early

data, as discontinuities resulting from suddenly changing thresholds would

be unavoidable. Figure 4.3.8 provides sets of images recorded from several

different injectors at two fixed times after the start of injection. Since the fuel

spray shape was highly stable, the two time instances asoi that correspond to

the beginning and the end of the stable spray regime were selected to maximize

visibility of any spray change in the stable regime. The third row shows a

binarized combination of the two upper rows, indicating in red the spray shape

at the start and in green at the end of the stable regime. The white region

provides the average spray shape, averaged over the complete stable regime.

In the differentiating (third) image row, a residual background fog from early

spray widening can be observed, visible by the red cloud extending beyond the

white, averaged, spray circumference. The effect of this residual background

fog has been eliminated in subsequent calculations by analysing only the time

window from 760 µs onwards.

To quantify spray constancy, fuel spray cone angles have been determined

for all injections and all injectors in the stable regime. Ideally the fuel spray

cone angle in the stable regime provides a single number, as all orifices are

identical and all injections were done at similar conditions. Both error mar-

gins of determined fuel spray cone angles, and structural differences in fuel

spray cone angles for different orifices will provide an insight in system repro-

ducibility in the stable regime. An additional advantage of determining fuel

spray cone angle was the possibility of comparison to literature values of fuel

spray cone angles at similar injection conditions. It is expected the determined

spray cone angles in this investigation can deviate somewhat as evaporation is

inhibited, resulting in wider sprays than would be measured in a high temper-

ature environment. Figure 4.3.9 shows for all thirteen injectors the determined

fuel spray cone angles in the stable regime, plotted versus time asoi. Every

graph contains six trend lines, corresponding to the six sprays from the in-

dividual orifices. For some used injectors different orifices produced different

spray cone angles, i.e. the Set 1 #1 injector in Figure 4.3.9 shows an empty

band in between two groups of trend lines, indicating there is a structural

change in the fuel spray cone angles from different holes. In a similar fashion,

Set 1 #4 shows there is a temporal transient widening for some sprays, as the

upper trend lines show a local maximum in the determined spray cone angle

at roughly 950µs asoi.
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Figure 4.3.8: Image sets of the fuel spray in the stable regime. Top row provides images

recorded from indicated injectors at 555 µs asoi, second row same injections near the end of

injection. Third row provides a binarized version of the top two rows, using red to indicate

spray shape at 555µs and green for 1.3 ms asoi. White spray indicates the average spray

shape, averaged over the complete quasi steady-state regime. Red overspill is expected to

be the result of leftover transient expansions from the start of injection, which has been

rejected for subsequent analysis. For the used injectors, injections not containing excessive

radial anomalies at soi have been deliberately selected. Image corresponds to an area of

3.9×3.9 mm2.
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Figure 4.3.9: Fuel spray cone angle evolution in the stable regime for all thirteen injectors.

The horizontal axis starts at 750µs to eliminate residual cloud artefacts present before 750 µs.

Every data point provides the mean, with accompanying standard deviation, of at least ten

angles determined from different recordings. Every trend line corresponds to the fuel spray

cone angle measured from one of the six nozzle holes.

When the complete fuel spray is imaged under reactive or evaporative con-

ditions, the definition of a fuel spray cone angle can be complicated, as the fuel

spray will not have a straight spray edge up to the spray tip. The visible part

of a typical fuel spray in the quasi steady-state regime would resemble the solid

orange part of the spray depicted in Figure 2.1.2, and depending on the exact

conditions, the part of the spray that produces a straight spray edge can vary

in length. Measuring a spray cone angle therefore requires defining selection

criteria for the part of the spray one takes into consideration for the analysis.

In the present investigation this ambiguity does not occur, as the limited field

of view serves as a natural cut off, i.e. in the stable regime the spray tip lies

outside the field of view, and the recorded sprays provide a straight spray edge

up to the point where the spray leaves the field of view. A less well-known

parameter that can impact the measured spray cone angle is the detection

algorithms applied for the analysis, and a different binarization algorithm can

lead to a significant change of the spray cone angle. For example, [87] pro-

vides a comparison of two commonly used algorithms, and shows changing the

algorithm can lead to a change of 25% in the measured spray cone angle. In

the present investigation no image segmentation was applied, i.e. the complete
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Figure 4.3.10: Spray cone angles for the individual orifices of all injectors, averaged over the

full stable region and the complete measurement series. The horizontal axis is divided into

thirteen sections, one for each injector, each section containing the average spray cone angles

measured for all six orifices of the indicated injector. (black) Two New injectors, (green,

orange, red) Set 1 – Set 3 injectors. Gray horizontal band shows maximum and minimum

spray angles (plus standard deviations) from the two new injectors. There is only one orifice

from one injector, indicated by the blue arrow, that clearly deviates from the average fuel

spray cone angle determined from the new injectors. Note the vertical axis does not start

at zero.

visible spray was analysed, and for binarization the standard otsu method

was applied.

As can be seen in Figure 4.3.9, all spray cone angles from all orifices are

nearly constant in the stable regime, and an average spray cone angle can be

determined for all orifices and injectors, averaged over the full stable regime.

This allows for easy graphical comparison of all average spray cone angles as

the time evolution is averaged out. Figure 4.3.10 shows the combined results

for all thirteen injectors investigated in this research, where the time-averaged

spray cone angle from every orifice of every injector is plotted versus orifice

number for every injector.

Figures 4.3.9 and 4.3.10 indicate the stable regime is indeed providing a

stable fuel spray, even for the 90k-mile Set 3 injectors. For the used injectors

the averages show a higher spread compared to new injectors, i.e. the measure-

ment points for the averaged spray cone angles in Figure 4.3.10 show a larger

spread than for the new injectors. There is no severe fuel spray cone angle

deviation observed for used injectors compared to new injectors, with the one

exception indicated by the blue arrow in Figure 4.3.10.
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Figure 4.3.11: Transients occurring shortly before the fuel injection terminates. These tran-

sients are expected to be caused by changes in the internal geometry during needle drop,

leading to an altered internal fuel flow. Every row represents a single eoi event, red arrows

have been inserted to emphasize the occurrence of transients in the subsequent spray evo-

lution. First image column corresponds to the spray in the stable region, roughly 0.5 ms

bEOI. Estimated eoi is based on the visible presence of eoi puffs. Images correspond to a

10×10 mm2 area.

4.3.4 End of injection

The closing of the valve at the end of injection, the drop of the needle, pro-

duces anomalous eoi effects. These effects are extremely short lived, due to

the short closing time of the valve, and are visible as slight puffs near eoi.

These puffs were observed in a time window 130µs to 65 µs before the visible

liquid flow out of the orifice ceased, depending on the injector and injection

conditions. Although these eoi transients could be subject of an extensive

study on anomalous eoi behaviours, they were not considered in this research.

Here, they were noted as being present, and care was taken to prevent these

effects from accidentally being included in the data used in the previous sec-

tion. The observed effects have been included in the thesis, and examples are

provided in Figure 4.3.11, to discriminate between eoi transients occurring

during needle closure, and post-injection expulsions treated in the subsequent

section. From a practical point of view, the occurrence of eoi puffs provided

a clearly visible spray change suitable for determining the end of an injection.
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Figure 4.3.12: Spray width of the fuel spray 1.5 mm downstream of the orifice, measured

at the end of injection. Horizontal axis provides time asoi, vertical axis provides the spray

width. Every graph indicates the average spray width for every individual orifice, averaged

over at least ten recordings. The grey background present in the graphs on rows 2, 3, and 4

provide the spray width envelope from both new injectors as a reference. No discrimination

is possible between spray widening resulting from radial diffusion of the main fuel spray, and

spray widening resulting from needle closure puffs.

The observed radial expanding transients shortly before eoi led to lo-

cal spray widening. As a rudimentary analysis of eoi spray widening, the

spray widths for every injection and every individual orifice was determined at

1.5 mm distance from the orifice at the end of injection, and the determined

spray widths are provided in Figure 4.3.12. Not every injection showed the

presence of eoi puffs resulting from needle drop, however all sprays from ev-

ery orifice in every injection did show post-injection spray widening of the main

fuel spray. The spray widening depicted in Figure 4.3.12 provides no obvious

insight in the eoi puffs and their morphology. The spray widening is however

showing an interesting additional characteristic. All injections showed spray

widening, but the retarding of the onset of aeoi spray widening for a subset

of injectors (injectors Set 2 #1,2,3 and Set 3 #1,2,3 ) shows these injectors all

had the eoi structurally delayed by 50µs to 100µs.
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Figure 4.3.13: Image set of post-injection ligament expulsion. Leftmost image provides the

end of the (atomized) main injection. Subsequent images are recorded at the indicated time

aeoi. Top row provides the original recording without any filters or corrections, showing

ligament and droplet visibility is poor due to low contrast compared to the atomized stage.

Bottom row provides an enlarged view of the central part of the corresponding image in the

top row (red square) after contrast optimisation. Note how the ligament evolves in a wiggling

way (bottom orifice, blue arrows), and how another orifice (top left, green arrows) shows

droplet expulsions. Injection was from a new injector at a common rail pressure of 100.0 MPa

into a 3.3 MPa non-reactive background at 114 ◦C. Image scale top row 30×30 mm2, bottom

row 7.5×7.5 mm2.

4.3.5 Post-injection expulsions

After needle closure at the end of injection, and after any transients as treated

in Section 4.3.4, fuel injection into the ambient environment has ceased com-

pletely. Residual fuel will however still be present inside the sac and nozzle

holes after needle drop. This residual fuel in the nozzle can be ejected post-

injection, as was shown in Section 2.1.4. In the current investigation, post-

injection expulsions of liquid fuel was clearly and unmistakably observed for

all injections, and from all injectors, for all recordings in the cvc. An ex-

ample of a liquid expulsion is provided in Figure 4.3.13 where post-injection

recordings clearly show the simultaneous expulsion of ligaments and droplets

from several orifices. These ligaments and droplets have been investigated to

determine whether aeoi expulsions can be used as an indicator for injector

quality, i.e. if the amount of ligaments and droplets, or their morphologies, can

be correlated to the injector state.
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Ligaments and droplets were quantified by determining the total observed

surface covered by ligaments and droplets after the end of injection. A rigorous

filtering algorithm pipeline was applied to extract droplet surface pixel count.

An example of the different stages of the analysis is provided in Figure 4.3.14,

the main components of the algorithm consisted of:

� Basic image enhancement - Subtracting specular backgrounds, renor-

malizing the intensity histogram, and applying a non-linear rescaling of

the intensity histogram greatly enhanced contrast of the liquid features

under investigation (second row in Figure 4.3.14).

� Sector masking - Based on the full evolution of the spray, parts of the

image that lie outside the regions of interest were masked out. Areas

in the recorded images where sprays never occurred, i.e. the central tip

of the injector within the ring of nozzles, and the regions in between

adjacent sprays, were blanked out to reduce the amount of false-positives

in the subsequent steps.

� First droplet and ligament candidate screening - An edge-detect algo-

rithm marked all locations where (relatively) sharp transitions in inten-

sity occurred over a distance of a few pixels. These edges corresponded

to either droplets and ligaments or to specular artefacts. All closed areas

of thus-detected edges were considered potential candidates (third row

in Figure 4.3.14).

� False-positive screening - Detected droplets and ligaments that remained

stationary during the full post-injection time, or that were already present

before the main injection had ended, were considered specular artefacts.

These were rejected as false-positives, since droplets and ligaments should

not occur before the end of injection and should not remain stationary.

� Summation of all detected droplets and ligaments - After having deter-

mined all pixels that were covered by liquid expulsions, direct counting of

the amount of covered pixels resulted in a quantified pixel area for every

post-injection frame of every recording (bottom row in Figure 4.3.14).

It is apparent that the application of such a multitude of steps can lead to data

loss, most notably the erroneous division of ligaments into individual droplets.

The bottom right image in Figure 4.3.14 shows the liquid ligament ejected
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Figure 4.3.14: Image manipulations applied to extract droplet surface counts. From left to

right every column provides a different time instance in the expulsion process of a single

injection event. Top row provides the original recording, second row shows a background-

corrected and non-linear re-intensified image, where the visibility of ligaments and droplets

has improved. Third row shows ‘liquid candidates’ after application of a detection algo-

rithm. Fourth row provides a combined view of the original recording (green) with detected

ligaments and droplets reinserted as white pixels. The images in the second to fourth row

provide a magnified view of the area indicated by the red square in the top left image.
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from the top left orifice was interpreted as a stream of independent droplets

by the algorithm. Comparison of algorithm results to manual counting in a

subset of the data showed the algorithm underestimated ligament and droplet

surfaces by up to 15%. Subsequent frames from a single recording, where

changes in ligament and droplet morphology led to a significant change in

the effectiveness of the algorithm, were co-analysed to improve accuracy of

the results. The 15% surface underestimate was thus reduced to a typical

error of approximately 6%. This frame combination strategy must be applied

with care, as the total amount of ligaments and droplets changes during the

post-injection expulsion. Ligaments tended to grow, providing a larger surface

count at later times aeoi, while high velocity droplets left the view screen as

time advanced. To prevent stacked uncertainties from this process, all analyses

were conducted on a fixed subset of recorded post-injection frames. The time

window selected for this subset of frames was determined by full analysis of

several post-injection expulsion recordings, and determining when the average

amount of ligaments and droplets was nearly constant.

Averaging the determined covered pixel surface in this time window pro-

vided an average surface estimate with accompanying error margin suitable

for subsequent comparisons. Although the detailed dynamic processes of post-

injection ligament and droplet expulsions were lost by time averaging, every

single injection was characterized by a single number (plus error margin) suit-

able for further analysis. Comparison of total numbers of droplets ejected

for every recorded injection showed there was no consistency in the amount

of ejected ligaments and droplets for injections from a given injector. Total

covered pixel areas, i.e. the calculated droplet surfaces, varied from injection

to injection for every injector, and participating orifices changed in a non-

repeatable sense from injection to injection. Figure 4.3.15 provides the deter-

mined surface counts for ten chronologically subsequent measurements from

four injectors. The determined droplet surfaces changes in a non-predictable

way for every subsequent injection, and based on the trendlines there is no

difference between new and used injectors.
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Figure 4.3.15: Trend lines for the total amount of ejected ligament and droplet surfaces.

Every graph corresponds to a different injector, where horizontally the chronological record-

ing number is plotted, and vertically the average post-injection droplet expulsion surface,

expressed in pixels. Four solid bars on the far right indicate the spread in the plotted graphs,

i.e. the bars extend from the lowest to the highest observed pixel surface count for any in-

jector, and serve as an indication for the inconsistency in the amount of ejected ligaments

and droplets.

By reducing all injections from one injector to a single spread interval, as

depicted on the far right in Figure 4.3.15, comparison of expelled ligaments

and droplets from different injectors became possible. Figure 4.3.16 provides

a comparison of the ligament and droplet expulsions, where every bar corre-

sponds to the range of measurement results of the given injector. For example,

the very first vertical bar ranges from 68 to 117 on the vertical scale. This

indicates that from all measurements of the New #1 injector, the lowest de-

termined pixel surface of any post-injection expulsion covered 68 pixels, while

the highest observed surface count covered 117 pixels. All other measurements

from this one injector provided surface counts somewhere in between these two

values. Figure 4.3.16 provides results from two datasets, one dataset recorded

from six injectors at a common rail pressure of 100.0 MPa and a dataset of all

thirteen injectors recorded at a common rail pressure of 80.0 MPa.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, results presented here have

been published in a conference paper [83] and a journal article [84], and the

two datasets in Figure 4.3.16 correspond to the two data sets used for the

two publications. The numerical results of the analysis however slightly differ
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Figure 4.3.16: Post-injection expulsions reduced to a single indicator per injector. Every

data bar provides the spread in determined aeoi expulsion surface for that specific injector.

First six bars indicate determined expelled pixel surfaces from New and Set 1 injectors,

injecting at a pressure of 100.0 MPa. Subsequent thirteen bars provide results measured at

an injection pressure of 80.0 MPa. The means and standard deviations have been included

within the spread indicators.

between the results published in the two references and published here. The

general trend and overall conclusions remain the same, but graphs containing

numerical results differ as optimized algorithms extracted higher numbers from

the data. This also reduced algorithm-induced noise and provided higher over-

all surface counts. The high level of injection to injection variations remained

present, and comparison of results from different injectors still provided the

same conclusion: There is no observable difference between injectors of differ-

ent mileage.

4.4 Discussion

Based on the measurements treated in this chapter, it is clear fuel sprays

show several transient characteristics during injection. Table 4.4 provides a

short overview of the most relevant transients, their main characteristics, and

expected causes.

The first, fourth, and sixth entry in Table 4.4 regards minor puffs which

are expected to be related to needle motion, and occur for both new and used

injectors. At the fifth point, in the stable regime, no significant difference in

spray shape between used and new injectors was observed. The last entry,
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post-injection expulsions, is expected to have a noticeable effect on engine-out

soot. These aeoi expulsions occur equally well for new and used injectors.

The two remaining points, entries two and three in Table 4.4, are strongly

coupled and indicate injector age/mileage can impact early spray evolution.

The listed effects in points two and three of Table 4.4 were not observed for

new injectors.

It is unclear how the observed reduced fuel spray penetration, and accom-

panying radial expansion, affect combustion. These effects are short lasting

transients occurring in the very early start of injection, before the main fuel

flow (stable regime) has fully developed. The reduced penetration is resolved

generally within roughly 250µs asoi, and hole to hole comparison of spray

lengths provide a symmetrical injection pattern before the stable regime com-

mences. The accompanying radial expansions are short lived, and are expected

to contain only a small amount of fuel. These arguments would favour the con-

clusion that early spray anomalies from used injectors will have no significant

effect on combustion.

However, considering the injectors under investigation were designed for a

total injection period of 1 ms to 3 ms (depending on load) in a running engine,

transients lasting for 0.25 ms can cover a significant part of the total injec-

tion duration. For operating conditions implementing multiple injections, or

split pilot-main injections where individual injections last shorter than 1 ms,

the relative importance of reduced early spray penetrations will increase. In

addition, fuel from the radial expansions remain present close to the orifice

for the full injection period, and diffusion-mixing with air can lead to the for-

mation of fuel–air mixtures within the combustible limit, several millimetres

from the nozzle tip. These fuel–air mixtures may self-ignite, and continued air

entrainment into the main fuel spray will entrain combustion products instead

of ‘fresh’ air. This can impact downstream ignition, flame lift-off length and

possibly soot formation.

Subsequent study of combustion characteristics, most notably the effect of

local fuel vapour pockets on the early combustion, is paramount in understand-

ing the relevance of the observed anomalies. Studies have started at Brunel

University London on these aspects, and early ignition near the nozzle is in-

vestigated both for new and used injectors. This additional work is however

not the sole work of the Ph.D. candidate, and inclusion of preliminary results

in this thesis would not be appropriate.
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Injectors Average fuel spray cone angle
Early spray, 65µs to 240µs Stable regime, 750 µs to 1330µs

New 25° ± 5° 15.5° ± 0.8°
Set 1 30° ± 8° 15.9° ± 1.6°
Set 2 31° ± 7° 15.7° ± 1.6°
Set 3 31° ± 7° 15.7° ± 1.4°

Table 4.5: Average fuel spray cone angles measured in the cvc.

Table 4.5 provides an overview of the determined fuel spray cone angles

calculated in this chapter. Comparison of results in these tables to literature

values is treated in Chapter 5. The standard deviations (sds) reported in Ta-

ble 4.5 reflect a combination of uncertainties, as was discussed in Section 3.4.3.

Due to the increased resolution of the fastcam camera with respect to the

miro4 camera system, the uncertainty resulting from image resolution was

strongly reduced. A slight mismatch between injection and focal plane was

still present, but due to the fixed position of the injector, this uncertainty had

become a known systematic error, and spray cone angles and penetrations have

been corrected for the mismatch. Analysis of the data showed the uncertainty

in spray cone angle resulting from limited camera resolution was on the order

of 0.2° for an individual fuel spray, and on the order of 0.08° for the combined

averaged set. The reported sds for the spray cone angles in the initial transient

regime in Table 4.5, are for more than 95% the result of injection to injection

variations. For sprays in the quasi steady-state regime, injection to injection

variation was the dominant factor influencing the sd for new injectors. Con-

sidering Figure 4.3.10, it is expected that for used injectors the hole to hole

variations in the mean spray cone angles had the highest impact on determined

sds.

At the end of Section 4.1.2 it was noted the Set 2 injectors had received

an after market cleaning agent at approximately 30,000 miles. Although the

effectiveness of the cleaning agent on removing deposits was not known, two

extreme possibilities (perfectly clean vs. no effect at all) were provided. Con-

sidering the spray images in Figure 4.2.4 and the results provided in Figures

4.3.1, 4.3.10, and 4.3.12, it is clear Set 2 injectors are not performing as good

as the best-performing Set 1 injectors. It is however equally clear from all data

generated in this investigation that injector to injector variation within every

group is high. Taking the variations within each injector group into account,

it would be inappropriate to make a claim about the effectiveness or quality
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of the cleaning agent. Note in this respect that only statements about the im-

pact of the cleaning agent on the injectors could be made. If, for example, the

cleaning agent was aimed at removing deposits in the fuel system upstream of

the injector, the impact of the cleaning agent could not be determined in the

present investigation, as only spray characteristics from these injectors were

studied.

4.5 Conclusion

The datasets and injectors treated in this chapter show spray characteristics

of used injectors can deviate from the spray characteristics of a new injector.

The start of injection can show a highly asymmetric hole to hole spray pen-

etration for used injectors, and radial expanding anomalies were observed as

well. These effects indicate spray tip velocities are reduced, or fuel momentum

is redirected from axial to radial, for some of the orifices during the transient

start of injection. In the quasi steady-state spray regime there is little differ-

ence between injectors at different stages of their lifetimes. Transient effects

observed in the early stage of spray formation for used injectors, show a high

repeatability for some spray deformations, most notably the reduced early fuel

spray penetration seems highly repeatable in participating orifice, penetra-

tion reduction, and subsequent evolution. Radial expansions of the evolving

fuel spray at soi, occurring only for orifices showing a reduced penetration

rate, are nearly always present and show large injection to injection variations

in size and shape. These transients indicate axial momentum is temporarily

transferred to radial momentum at soi, influencing penetration rate.

In general higher mileage injectors produced more pronounced and stronger

deviating transients at the start of injection. Nonetheless, for all sets of in-

jectors not all injectors suffered spray degradations, and at least one injector

from every group of the used injector sets occasionally showed spray behaviour

similar to the injection pattern from a new injector.

In the stable regime used injectors provided spray shapes comparable to

new injectors, but several used injectors could provide an increased spread in

spray cone angles from different orifices. The fuel spray cone angles were highly

constant from injection to injection, and with a few exceptions the fuel spray

cone angles remained constant in the stable regime.

All injectors, under all injection conditions into a gaseous backpressure
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medium, showed the expulsion of ligaments and droplets after the injection had

ended and the needle was in the closed position. There was no quantitative

difference between different injectors and their expulsions, i.e. injector mileage

and/or deposits seemed to have no effect on the post-injection expulsions. The

total fuel volume released by these post-injection expulsions is low compared to

the total amount of fuel injected. The expected impact on combustion inside

a real engine is expected to be minimal, however the fuel is injected at the end

of the injection cycle, and the ejected ligaments and droplets are expected to

lead to (increased) in-cylinder soot formation.
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Chapter 5

Discussion of results

In Chapter 2 empirical mathematical models for determining key parameters

during spray formation and breakup were treated. In addition a qualitative,

conceptual model of the complete injection–combustion process was provided,

which included recent investigations on transient aspects of spray formation

and evolution. The shape and evolution of a fuel spray from a diesel injector

can be predicted qualitatively based on injection conditions, and when suffi-

cient details of the system are available several parameters can be calculated

quantitatively a priori. There is a high level of agreement of both conceptual

and quantitative models to experiments.

This chapter compares qualitatively the similarities and differences between

spray shapes imaged in Chapter 4 to those treated in Section 2.1. In addition,

key spray characteristics have been calculated to determine if measured spray

parameters correspond to expectations based on the empirical models treated

in Chapter 2. Thus, it will be determined to what extent the spray shapes

imaged in this research are comparable to those one would observe inside a

real-world, firing engine. Results from Chapter 3 are not treated in the present

chapter, as the ambient conditions applied in Chapter 3 are not representative

for real world engines, and the models treated in Chapter 2 do not apply.

5.1 Qualitative comparison of spray evolutions

Measurements and analysis conducted in Chapter 4 provided insights into the

impact of injector age (mileage) on the evolution of high pressure diesel sprays.

The effect of injector usage on the spray shape was studied by comparison

of spray characteristics from used injectors to those of new injectors. All
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Figure 5.1.1: Qualitative treatment of different stages in the injection process, in combination

with the characteristics observed in this work. The second row contains images recorded in

this work and showing the indicated behaviour in the cartoon in the top row. White lines

in bottom images indicate spray widths at different positions in the spray. Blue dot and

horizontal line in fourth image column provides the position of the orifice and the edge of the

spray. Brightness of images has been increased to enhance visibility, the last image shows

pixellation due to an increase in magnification and contrast enhancement.

transient characteristics treated in Sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.4 were observed

in measurements conducted in the cvc, and have been treated in Chapter 4.

In addition, for used injectors two more anomalies were observed during the

transient, needle opening phase; A reduced early penetration rate, and radially

expanding bulges. The reduction of early spray penetration has been shortly

mentioned in Section 2.3, and has been observed by other groups [72][73][74]

during the time this investigation was conducted. The radial bulges observed

in this work have not been discussed in the investigations treated in Section

2.3, although an alteration of the average fuel spray cone angle was observed

in the investigations treated in Section 2.3.

The spray shape at different stages of injection as recorded in this work can

be compared to those treated in Section 2.1. Figure 5.1.1 contains a modified

overview of the different stages of diesel injection, similar to Figure 2.1.12,
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mimicking the recording conditions applied in the current investigation for a

new injector. The combustion phase has been removed, the spray tip has been

cut off by the edge of the view screen, only the atomized spray phase is visible,

and the injector is opaque. Underneath the cartoons in Figure 5.1.1, images as

recorded in this work have been provided that show the same spray evolution

stage.

From a qualitative point of view, images recorded from the new injector

show no deviation compared to what would be expected inside a quiescent

diesel engine, apart from the lack of evaporation and combustion. It was

shown in Chapter 4 that the used injectors produced essentially indiscriminate

spray shapes from the new injector, with the two exceptions mentioned above:

A reduced spray penetration, and accompanying radial expansions within the

first 0.5 ms of the injection. The images of reduced spray penetrations in this

work are similar to those in [72], and a side-by-side comparison of the recorded

penetrations from [72] to sprays measured in this work is provided in Figure

5.1.2. It can be seen that the observed spray penetration reduction behaves in

a qualitatively similar way. The fouled injectors show hole to hole variations in

penetration during the initial stage of injection, but the reduced penetration

has been resolved by its own at the end of the transient phase.

The observed radial expanding anomalies have not been treated in literature

to date, and no material is available to compare the anomalies to. Considering

the radial expansions occurred for most of the used injectors and under vary-

ing injection pressures, the radial bulges are assumed to be characteristic for

used injectors that show reduced early penetrations. A possible cause for the

anomalous penetration reduction, and subsequent transient widening of the

spray, may be found in an altered fuel flow inside the sac nozzle, caused by

the presence of deposits. Without investigation under reactive conditions, the

impact of these bulges on combustion can not be confirmed. A comparison of

the fuel spray shape near the end of injection of a deposit rich injector to the

spray shape from a new injector does provide some insights on the possible sig-

nificance of these radial expansions. Although the radial expanding anomalies

occur early in the transient regime, and quickly diffuse into the surrounding

environment, the low temperature inside the cvc prevented rapid evaporation

of the anomalies. By application of a low binarize threshold, residual atomized

fuel from the radial expansion at soi can be made visible close to the injector

tip, nearing the end of injection.
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Figure 5.1.2: Comparison of the reduction in early penetration observed in this work to [72].

Image scales differ, and the number of orifices in [72] was seven. Left two columns provide

the spray penetration for a new and a fouled injector imaged in [72]. Right two image

columns provide the penetration recorded in this work for a New and a Set 3 injector. The

time of recording of the middle row in the right image set was slightly earlier compared to

the left images, as at t =750 µs the sprays had reached the end of the view screen in the

present work. Times stated asoi for the left image sets correspond to the time after the

solenoid current was applied, reported in the right set of images.
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Figure 5.1.3: Persistence of an off-axis anomaly. First two image rows show the injection of

diesel into the cvc at indicated time asoi for a New and a Set 3 injector. Bottom two image

rows provide a magnified view of the rectangular area indicated in the top left image. The

bottom two rows have been binarized by application of a two times noise-level threshold.

The red arrows indicate the location of a radial expansion from the Set 3 injector. Bottom

image row clearly shows the presence of a residual atomized fuel pocket at eoi, present at

the same location as the initial bulge.

Figure 5.1.3 provides a set of images recorded from both a New and a

Set 3 injector. The spray evolution at soi is provided, along with a single

frame recorded during the stable regime, and one frame at eoi. In addition,

Figure 5.1.3 provides magnified and binarized images of the bottom-right spray,

with the binarize threshold set at two times noise-level of the camera. It is

clear the radial bulge from the start of injection has produced a pocket of

residual atomized fuel near the nozzle, still present at the end of injection.

Under reactive conditions this fuel pocket will have evaporated and possibly

combusted long before eoi. The possible impact of combustion of such a fuel

pocket on the downstream equivalence ratio, and combustion of the main fuel

spray, is unknown.
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5.2 Fuel spray cone angle and penetration

The analyses in Chapter 4 relied for a significant part on the comparison of

the fuel spray cone angles, and the evolution of these angles, for new and

used injectors. Radial anomalies were determined through analysing changes

in spray width in the early phase of injection, and the injection quality in

the stable regime was judged by the quality of the spray cone angle. The

penetration at the start of injection was investigated in Chapter 4, and a clear

change in penetration rate was observed for part of the orifices of several used

injectors. In this section, the spray cone angles and penetrations measured in

Chapter 4 are compared to the angles and penetrations expected based on the

empirical models treated in Chapter 2.

5.2.1 Fuel spray cone angles

Equation 2.8 provided the empirical relation between injection parameters and

the fuel spray cone angle,

θ = 2 arctan
(4π
√

3

6A

√
ρa
ρl

)
(2.8 revisited)

where A is a constant dependant on nozzle geometry, ρa is the density of the

ambient environment and ρl is the density of the injected fuel. The fuel density

was constant in all experiments, ρl=830 kg m−3, as the same mineral diesel was

used in all investigations. The ambient medium consisted of compressed nitro-

gen at a pressure ranging from 3.0 MPa to 3.4 MPa and temperature ranging

from 104 ◦C to 119 ◦C, depending on the experiment. The constant A was ap-

proximately 5 for the nozzles investigated in this work. Based on these param-

eters, the expected spray cone angle can be calculated and directly compared

to the values provided in Table 4.5. The combined calculated and measured

values are provided in Table 5.1.

Measurements conducted in the cvc were done under engine-like ambient

densities, and the fuel spray cone angle was expected to comply to the empir-

ical model. Table 5.1 shows, within the error margin of the measured spray

cone angle, the measurements overlap with the theoretically predicted angle.

Considering Figure 4.3.10, it is clear the calculated spray angle interval from

14.9° to 15.5° fits within the error margins of the combined data sets of all
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Measurement Measured Model calculated
series angle (deg) expected angle (deg)

- New inj. 15.5° ± 0.8° 14.9° to 15.5°
- Set 1 15.9° ± 1.6° 14.9° to 15.5°
- Set 2 15.7° ± 1.6° 14.9° to 15.5°
- Set 3 15.7° ± 1.4° 14.9° to 15.5°

Table 5.1: Spray cone angles measured in the present investigation, compared to the expected
angles based on empirical models.

injectors. It is therefore concluded that the fuel spray cone angles measured in

the cvc from a new injector agrees to the empirical model found in literature,

treated in Section 2.1.5.

The fuel spray cone angles determined in the stable regime for used injectors

can not be quantitatively compared to existing models, as there are no models

available for such injectors. The two recent studies treated in Section 2.3,

conducted during the same time as this investigation, observed both an increase

[74] and a decrease [72] in the fuel spray cone angle from deposit rich injectors.

In the present investigation, the most notable effect was an increase in the

standard deviation of the fuel spray cone angle, while the angle itself changed

only marginally. Closer inspection of the graphs provided in the cited articles

revealed that:

� The decrease in fuel spray cone angle reported in [72] is visible in the

provided graph in the article, reproduced in Figure 2.3.1. Without error

margins it is however not possible to properly compare the reported

difference in [72] to the observations in this work.

� The increase in fuel spray cone angle reported in [74] is accompanied by

a two- to fourfold increase in standard deviation. In some cases the fuel

spray cone angle from the deposit rich injector is comparable to, or even

smaller than, the clean injector.

The average fuel spray cone angles from deposit rich injectors measured in this

work, and the accompanying error margins, indicate the deposit rich injec-

tors did not produce a significantly altered fuel spray cone angle in the quasi

steady-state regime. The average angles are slightly larger than for the new

injector, but the increased sds makes the difference insignificant. Through-

out this thesis, error margins have been studied in order to analyse results

from used injectors. It is hoped future models, either empirical or theoretical,
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will be able to provide an estimate on the expected uncertainty of determined

fuel spray cone angles, as the variation in the spray cone angle seems to be

impacted most for a deposit rich injector in the stable regime.

5.2.2 Spray penetration

In the initial needle opening phase, the fuel spray tip and corresponding spray

length were measured in the cvc until the spray tip left the field of view.

Although data acquired in this time window is limited, there was sufficient data

available to determine fuel spray penetration in the early stage of injection. In

Section 4.3.1 the spray penetration was used to compare spray behaviour of

new and deposit rich injectors, and a reduction of initial spray penetration was

observed from several orifices of some used injectors. In this section the average

fuel spray penetrations, measured from new injectors, will be compared to the

theoretical penetrations treated in Chapter 2, and calculated with equations1

2.4, 2.5 and 2.6:

0 < t < tb : S = Cv

(2∆P

ρl

)0.5
t (2.4 revisited)

t > tb : S =
( Cv

√
2Ca

a · tan 1
2
θ

)0.5(∆P

ρa

)0.25
(Dt)0.5 (2.5 revisited)

0 < t < tb : S = α · t3/2 (2.6 revisited)

Penetration analysis of the used injectors would not provide any additional

insights; Figure 4.3.1 indicated sprays from most orifices of the used injectors

did not significantly differ from new injectors. Main differences in penetration

between new and used injectors were either an overall delayed start of injection,

or a temporal reduction in early penetration from several orifices. The delayed

start of the injection however did not lead to a change in penetration rate.

A strong reduction in penetration velocity would be interesting for analysis,

if the reduced penetration rate would persist throughout the full injection.

In the present investigation the reduced early penetration rates were resolved

within roughly 250µs. The models provided by equations 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are

unsuitable for analysis of such transient behaviour in the penetration.

Figure 5.2.1 provides the spray tip penetration from the New #1 injector

in combination with the expected penetrations based on equations 2.4, 2.5 and

1The first and last equation provide the expected spray penetration in the same time

window, and correspond to two different models, 2.4 from [20] and 2.6 from [27].
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Figure 5.2.1: Measured fuel spray tip penetration for both measurement series 1 (left graph)

and 2 (right graph) treated in Chapter 4, combined with theoretical predictions. Note series

1 and 2 were recorded at different injection pressures. Three solid curves (two for left graph)

correspond to predicted penetrations based on equations 2.4 (red), 2.5 (green) and 2.6 (blue).

See text for notes on the provided error margins.

2.6. Averaging of the spray tip penetration was done over the full recording

set and all six orifices of the injector. The two data sets presented in Figure

5.2.1 correspond to penetration measurements from the sim16 series 1 and

fastcam series 2 measurement series. These two measurement series were

recorded at different injection pressures, and a difference in penetration rate

can be observed in Figure 5.2.1. The error margins provided in Figure 5.2.1

correspond to the arithmetic standard deviations of the averaged penetrations,

and do not take systematic variations into account. The error margins plot-

ted in Figure 5.2.1 underestimate the actual errors by an unknown factor, but

with an upper limit of ×3.1. There is good agreement between measurements

and Equation 2.6 (blue) for the early spray evolution, up to 100µs asoi. Fair

agreement with Equation 2.4 (red), describing spray penetration at the earliest

time window, can be observed after roughly 75µs. This was to be expected, as

Equation 2.6 was specifically developed to correct for observed discrepancies

between measurements and estimates based on Equation 2.4 at the very early

spray stage. The underestimate of penetration indicated by the green graph

in the right graph of Figure 5.2.1, corresponding to Equation 2.5, has been

widely observed for contemporary common rail injection systems, see for ex-

ample Figure 2.1.5 taken from [29]. This discrepancy is, therefore, of no major

concern.
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5.3 Deposit rich injectors

For deposit rich injectors a quantitative comparison to literature was not possi-

ble. Section 5.1 indicated the overall (qualitative) spray evolution from a used

injector is comparable to that of a new injector, apart from the additional

anomalies observed in the transient regime, during needle lift. The available

models for calculating expected spray cone angles and penetration rates, based

on injection conditions, do not provide the possibility to correct for the pres-

ence of deposits. A quantitative model that couples changes in the internal sac

fuel flow to alterations of the external spray evolution, is required to further

analyse the observed anomalies from used injectors. The impact of an alter-

ation of the internal fuel flow on the external spray evolution can currently

not be estimated, and it is therefore not possible to determine whether the

observed anomalies are consistent with what would be expected for a fouled

nozzle. Nonetheless, as can be seen in Table 5.1, in the quasi steady-state

regime the spray cone angle is comparable to what would be expected for a

new injector, although the corresponding spread in the fuel spray cone angle

increases for used injectors.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

A group of 20 common rail diesel fuel injectors have been studied to determine

the impact of injector usage on the evolution of the fuel spray. Injectors taken

from real-world engines at different stages of their lifetime provided a wide

variety of injector conditions. It was shown the fuel spray shape at the start of

injection, up to roughly 0.5 ms asoi, often suffered a reduced spray penetration

from several orifices for used injectors. These reductions in spray penetrations

were highly repeatable from injection to injection, and were often accompanied

by radially expanding transients. Eight out of eleven used injectors suffered

from these retarded spray penetrations, older injectors (i.e. injectors taken

from higher mileage vehicles) produced more frequent, and worse, spray retar-

dations than newer ones. Brand new injectors showed no reduced early spray

penetration in the transient regime. Transient radial dispersions accompany-

ing reduced spray penetrations at the start of injection, appeared to remain

stationary close to the nozzle. In several cases these radially dispersed plumes

remained present near the tip of the injector, even after injection had ended.

These transient effects are not related to the increased dispersion often

observed during the initial needle-opening phase, as treated in Section 2.1.2.

The additional reduced penetration and increased dispersion observed in this

work occurred after the initial needle-opening transients, and were only visible

from used, deposit rich, injectors. The additional transients have not been

observed in earlier investigations by others, and the impact of the temporal

increase in dispersion on the early phase of combustion is not known.

The spray shape in the quasi steady-state regime, and spray dynamics at

the end of injection, were nearly indiscriminate for new and used injectors.

Minor differences in calculated fuel spray cone angles in the stable regime were
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not significant, except for the spray cone angle from one orifice of a single high-

mileage injector. The accompanying standard deviations in the measured spray

cone angles were twice as large for the used injectors than for the new injectors.

Expulsions of ligaments and droplets post-injection were recorded for both new

and used injectors, and analysis showed there was no significant difference in

expulsions of ligaments and droplets between used and new injectors.

Fuel injections were imaged from new, same type injectors to serve as a

benchmark for sprays recorded from used injectors. The fuel spray evolution

imaged from new injectors showed spray shape evolutions, spray tip penetra-

tions, and transient characteristics were in agreement with current literature.

The sprays recorded in this work were therefore representative for injections

into quiescent diesel engines, except for the inhibited evaporation and combus-

tion.

Although not a key research target of this study, the experimental set-up

applied in the initial investigation (Chapter 3) exceeded expectations. The

set-up was easy to use, flexible, and well-suited for qualitative measurements

of spray evolutions under extreme back pressure conditions.
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Chapter 7

Directions for future work

Based on the results presented in this thesis, future research on the impact of

deposits on fuel spray evolution and combustion can focus on several aspects

revealed in this work. A continuation of the investigation presented in this the-

sis by expanding the parameter space, to create more knowledge on the effect of

deposits on the overall fuel spray evolution, should however be conducted with

care. In Section 1.3 it was noted several other groups with renowned experts

in the field, have started to investigate the impact of deposits on the spray

shape and penetration rate. It is expected more research will be conducted

on this subject in the near future, and a general understanding of the relevant

parameters on spray degradation from deposit rich injectors may subsequently

be available. For example, the impact of the observed spray changes on the

combustion quality could be studied by continuing along the lines of this the-

sis, replacing the inert environment with a reactive ambient medium. The cvc

used in this work was designed for high pressure, high temperature, reactive

conditions, and by charging the system with an oxygen rich and high temper-

ature medium, the combustion of fuel sprays can be studied. A systematic

comparison of combustion characteristics from new injectors to used, deposit

rich injectors may show a structural change in the combustion dynamics. If

such a change could be observed, it might open the way to explaining how, fun-

damentally, the presence of deposits degrade combustion quality. Recent work

in [73] shows there is already an increased interest in the combustion charac-

teristics from deposit rich injectors. An in-depth investigation on combustion

characteristics in the cvc will definitely provide new insights, and will produce

useful data that could be combined with other investigations. The strength of

the cvc set-up lies in the possibility to research a large number of injectors in
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a relatively short timespan, providing the possibility to produce large amounts

of data, in turn allowing extensive analyses. An aspiring researcher should

however be thoroughly aware this field is evolving, and (s)he should carefully

investigate current research subjects of other groups on sprays and combustion

from deposit rich injectors to prevent duplicating existing studies.

A research focussed on more practical applications, and that continues

roughly along the lines of this investigation can be conducted on the removal

of deposits. Figure 4.3.2 indicated the degradation of the early spray shape

is not necessarily a permanent effect. A study on the effectiveness of fuel

additives, or possibly on diesel–biodiesel blends, for removing deposits could

be conducted in the current set-up provided the researcher would have access to

a sufficiently large pool of used injectors. This will require the use of a reactive

environment, as in the current configuration deposits are partly removed during

injection, while growth of new deposits is prevented by maintaining an inert

environment. As stated earlier the cvc was designed for combustion research,

making this a viable research opportunity.

Although the appearance of post-injection expulsions of ligaments and

droplets was only touched upon in this thesis, a cooperative study with a

colleague at Brunel showed expelled ligaments remain present close to the in-

jector nozzle after injection. In a combusting environment these ligaments will

continue to evaporate and burn long after the main fuel injection has ended.

A study on the impact these post-injection expulsions can have on in-cylinder

soot formation and ubhc emissions might lead to future developments on re-

ducing engine-out emissions for diesel engines.

From a more fundamental point of view, the cvc can be used to study,

with a high level of detail, general spray evolution and/or combustion under

highly reproducible conditions. By varying the ambient environment and in-

jection conditions, fundamental characteristics of sprays can be studied over

a wide range of parameters. The maximum peak pressure of 12 MPa and safe

continuous working pressure of 8 MPa in combination with the heating system,

allows studying the spray evolution under supercritical conditions of both the

ambient environment and the fuel. Minor alterations to the injection system

would allow the cvc to be used for injection of different fuels, for example

liquefied natural gas, compressed gas, or pure alcohols. This is however in-

dicative of the capabilities of the cvc system applied in this research, and is

not directly related to the investigation treated in this thesis.
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